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With miniaturization and portability
the watchwords in modern test equipment, progressive manufacturers are
converting to solid-state. Not that
semiconductors are anything new in
test equipment-they have been used
for years as power -supply and meter
rectifiers. But modern units have solidstate devices in many other circuits.
Some service technicians hestitate to
buy instruments built from transistors.
Partly they don't trust transistors yet,
but mainly they doubt their own ability to keep the instruments in repair
and adjustment. They fear for stability
or dependability.
Their hesitancy is unfounded. Properly designed transistorized instruments are not only as stable as their
vacuum-tube counterparts but frequently display greater dependability
under heavy or even abusive use. Calibration and maintenance procedures
are almost identical with those in tube
equipment. Only the circuits differ,
and these we'll explore in this article.

Rectifier Circuits
Rectifiers are the most common
and simple of solid-state circuits, so
let's review a few variations of them
before we progress into more sophisticated uses of solid-state devices.
Meter Rectifiers

In Fig. 1 are shown three basic rectifier circuits used in AC voltmeters.
The multiple diodes in B and C are
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Fig. 1. Most common rectifier circuits.

Test Equipment
Transistors play an ever-increasing
role in servicing instruments.

frequently combined into one unit;
older selenium versions were simply
open stacks, while modern germanium, selenium, or silicon units are apt
to be potted, with only the leads protruding from an encapsulated case.
The half -wave rectifier in Fig. 1 A
needs little explanation. The diode permits current to flow in only one direction, during one half -cycle of each AC
excursion. The inherent slowness of
the DC meter movement averages out
the pulsating DC that results, causing
a fairly steady reading. Some sensitive meters are bypassed with a large value capacitor that helps smooth out
tiny needle fluctuations. The multiplier resistor is chosen to limit current
to whatever amount will swing the
meter to full-scale when a particular
AC voltage is applied at terminals 1
and 2.
The full -wave bridge in Fig. 1B, or a
two -diode -two-resistor version of it,
is popular in good -quality instruments
because it provides smoother action.
Current flow is shown during one halfcycle by solid arrows, during the other
by dashed arrows. Current through
the meter is in the same direction for
both half-cycles-hence the name full wave. A capacitor often bypasses ripple around the meter coil in this circuit, too, although it isn't as important as in the half -wave type, nor is as
large a capacitance necessary.
One inefficiency of the simple half wave design (1A) is overcome by the
addition of a second diode-see Fig.
1C. The active half -cycle causes current to flow as usual, as indicated by
solid arrows; the alternate excursion,
represented by dashed arrows, is bypassed around through the added
diode. Reverse current through the
meter, caused by rectifier leakage, is
thus eliminated.
Shown in simplified form in Fig. 2
is the two-diode -two -resistor version
of a full -wave bridge circuit. The first
half -cycle (solid arrows) pushes current through X2, the meter, R4, and
back to the source. The alternate half cycle (dashed arrows) of current flows
through Xl, the meter, R5, and returns to the source. The main course
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of current is through the meter in the
same direction during both half -cycles.
Because of R4 and R5, however, a
very small reverse current reaches the
meter during each half -cycle; this
serves only to reduce efficiency slightly and can be allowed for when choosing multiplier resistor R1.
Power Supplies

The rectifier power supplies in Fig.
are familiar to most technicians.
Some of the instruments described
later will derive their main DC voltages from a supply like one of these.
They are (A) a simple half -wave supply, (B) a full-wave supply, and (C)
a negative -output full-wave supply.
Rectifiers are either selenium or silicon, single or dual units.
The combination -type power supply
used in one modern instrument is
shown in Fig. 4. This circuit is a form
of voltage tripler, but is easiest to understand if we consider it as a doubler
plus an extra negative -output rectifier.
Cl charges to the peak input voltage
through XI on one half -cycle; C2
charges through X2 on the next alternation and, since it is in series with
already -charged Cl, takes on a charge
almost double the peak input voltage.
Thus, nearly 300 volts DC is developed across R1 and R2. In the
meantime, C3 has been charging every
half -cycle, developing a DC voltage
about equal to the peak input voltage but negative with respect to the
junction of X1, C2, and R2; this
-150 volts is developed across R3 R4. Since Rl, R2, R3, and R4 are in
series, 450 volts appears across the entire group-three times the input peak
3

Fig. 2. Full -wave

with only two diodes.
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for demodulation with balanced lines,
such as 300 -ohm television lead-in
systems. The one shown is commonly
used in running sweep -generator response curves of balanced antenna
systems.
The outputs of the probes shown in
Fig. 5 are negative -going; that is, they
demodulate only the negative side of
the modulation envelope and produce
only negative DC from unmodulated
RF signals. They can be made to
produce positive -going outputs, however, merely by reversing the polarity
of all the diodes.

Meter Protection
One interesting recent development
Fig. 3. Simple B- supply arrangement

voltage. In this particular unit, the designer chose the junction of R3 -R4 as
the chassis ground point, so all supply voltages are measured with that
point as reference.
Demodulator Probes

Probes that are used with scopes and
VTVM's, to measure the modulation
envelope or the strength of RF signals,
also use simple rectifier circuits.
Whereas power supplies require high power solid-state units and meter rectifiers need substantial current capabilities, diodes for RF probes must be
extremely sensitive-as the signals involved may measure only a few millivolts or microvolts-and rarely need
to carry much current. For detector
or demodulator probes, germanium
diodes are generally used.
Fig. 5 shows some typical RF
probes. The type in Fig. 5A is used
most often in service work. The cónfiguration is the same for both scope
and VTVM use, but parts values differ. Those values shown are for a
scope probe; for a VTVM, the series
capacitor would be larger (perhaps
.005 mfd) and the resistor value much
higher (to perhaps 4.7 meg). Fig. 58
shows a probe that can be used for
extra sensitivity when measuring very
weak signals; it is a voltage-doubling
probe. Fig. 5C shows a probe designed

Fig. 4. Voltage
2
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in solid-state devices for test instruments is the meter protector that is becoming popular in modern multimeters. VOM's, lacking the overload -

withstanding ability of VTVM's, are
being fitted with semiconductor devices that prevent current overloads
from burning out meter movements or
bending pointers. These protectors
take two brand forms: a dual -diode
unit at the meter terminals protecting
only the meter movement, and a transistor -and -relay arrangement that also
prevents multiplier resistors from being burned by overloads.
The diode -type unit consists of two
carefully matched silicon diodes from
the zener family of regulators. The
exact choice of zener breakdown voltage depends on the coil -movement
sensitivity and resistance: For a typical 1800 -ohm, 50-ua movement, .09
volt (90 mv) applied to the armature
will bring the pointer to full scale; the
coil can withstand several times that
voltage without burning out, but the
sudden application of a larger potential might bend the pointer. A .2 -volt
zener diode connected across the coil
will limit voltage enough to prevent
damage to the meter. If two such
diodes are connected in parallel, and
in opposite polarity, across the meter
armature (Fig. 6A), they will prevent
any type of surge above .2 volt from
affecting the meter.
One factor about zener-diode protection circuits is worthy of mention.
As long as the maximum current rating of the zener diode isn't exceeded,
the diode will take care of the overload without overheating or damage.
This means, however, that the source
of the overloading voltage must have
a certain amount of internal resistance
that limits the current it can supply;
if not, regulating action of the zener
diode must depend on a series limiting
resistor of some sort. In one VOM, the
movement's own internal calibrating
resistor is used as the regulating re -

Fig. 5. Demod probes

for scope, VTVM.

sistance; the tap is brought out to a
third terminal on the meter case, and
the protective diode unit is connected
across the armature only. With this
arrangement (Fig. 6B) , greater surges
can be withstood without damage to
either the protector or the meter.
Since the two diodes are connected
in opposite polarities, and are usually
mounted as a sealed unit, the technique for testing them is slightly different from testing ordinary diodes. With
one end of the diode unit disconnected from the meter, use your ohmmeter to measure the forward resistance of both-that is, connect the
ohmmeter in one polarity, then in the
other. Both units should measure within an ohm or so of one another and
should exhibit forward resistance no
less than 5 ohms nor more than 15
ohms. Normal readings tell you the
diodes are not open. To be sure neither has excessive leakage, leave one end
disconnected from the meter and apply a voltage (or current) to the VOM
sufficient to bring the meter exactly to
full scale; reconnect the diode unit
and watch the pointer-if the change
in reading is more than just barely
perceptible, the unit should be replaced.
A more elaborate protection device uses a solid-state bridge rectifier,
a transistor, and a relay to protect
the entire VOM from overloads. Its
circuit is shown in Fig. 7. Bridge
stack X2 rectifies whatever voltage
appears at the terminals of M1. PNP
transistor X1 meanwhile is biased past
cutoff by a negative voltage applied to
the base through R2, and relay K1
is in its normally closed position.
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movement, X2 develops a positive output voltage between points B and A.
This positive voltage is applied across
R2 via R1, overriding the cut-off bias
on the transistor. X1 conducts, K1 operates and opens its two contacts, and
all connections to the COMMON jack
are interrupted. K 1 latches mechanically, holding the COMMON lead open
and keeping power from the transistor.
The overloading voltage obviously is
removed and can do no damage to
the meter or the range -multiplier circuits. When the overload is removed,
Kl can be manually reset and operation of the meter resumed.
Being mechanical, the relay doesn't
necessarily open the instant a surge is
applied to the VOM. To protect the
meter movement from transient voltages and during the first instant of any
serious overload, a regular silicon protector diode (X3) is also used with
the meter. X4 protects the transistor
from surges induced by the relay coil
when the contacts open.
Fig. 7. Elaborate protection

Regulated Power Supplies
An important factor in the use of
bench power supplies is the constancy
of their output voltage. To keep the
DC supply voltage constant under
varying current demands, solid-state
regulators are built into all except the
least expensive of these bench power
supplies.
Diode Types

Over a limited range of output cur+
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Fig. 8. Zeners, good shunt regulators.

rents, a zener diode can be used as a
simple shunt regulator, as shown in
Fig. 8A. Resistor Rl is chosen to allow the voltage at point A, with the
zener diode disconnected, to remain
slightly above the desired output level
when a load is drawing the expected
maximum current. The zener diode,
when connected, draws enough additional current through RI to drop the
voltage to exactly the zener rating. If
the load draws less than maximum
current, the voltage at A tends to rise
because the IR drop across R1 isn't as
great; the zener then conducts more
heavily to bring the voltage back
down. If the load draws more current
than the maximum rating of the supply, however, the voltage at A drops
below the zener's breakdown level and
the supply is no longer regulated because the zener stops conducting.
Fig. 8B shows a regulator that
works with AC voltage; it consists of
two zener diodes connected back-toback. On the positive half -cycle, Xl
is forward biased and conducts easily;
X2, however, conducts only as long as
the positive voltage at point A is above
the zener rating, and then draws only
enough current to keep the voltage at
the zener level. During the negative
half -cycle, X2 is forward -biased, while
X1 provides zener action. The result
is that during both halves of the cycle
the voltage at A can rise only so high;
the AC output that is obtained is
clipped at a fixed level.
Transistor Regulators

Another form of regulator for solidstate power supplies is the series type
of transistor regulator, the simplest of
which is shown in Fig. 9. Filtered DC
input is from a supply like one of
those in Fig. 3. Reference bias for
PNP regulator transistor X1 is taken
from the slider of R2, which thus controls the level of regulated DC output.
Moving the slider more negative increases the forward bias on Xl, lowers the collector -emitter resistance, and
raises the output voltage at E (for any
given load current). Moving the slider
toward the positive end reduces the
forward bias and thus increases the
C -E resistance of X 1; the result is
lowered output voltage.
When the current drain increases at
the output terminals, current through
X1 rises, and the voltage at the emitter lowers because of IR drop in the
transistor. Reduced negative (more
positive) voltage at E means more
forward bias; C-E resistance is reduced, and the voltage at E restabilizes at the normal value.
The same system to some degree

DC FROM

SOLID-STATE 330
RECTIFIERS

ÌLTER

limo

Fig. 9. Simplest-form series regulator.

takes care of fluctuations in the supply
received from the rectifiers. A lower
input voltage reflects a considerably
greater drop at E than at B. Forward
bias is thus actually increased, reducing the C-E resistance of X1 and allowing E to return to normal voltage.
This system of handling input fluctuations isn't as effective as might be
wished, since the variation across R2
tends to cancel regulation slightly. To
eliminate this tendency, zener diode
X2 is added to some circuits to keep
the reference voltage constant despite
input variations.
A more elaborate series regulator is
shown in Fig. 10. This circuit, with
variations, is used in several popular
regulated supplies. The R1 -R2 -R3
chain, with zener diode X4, develops
reference voltage for the base of
NPN transistor Xl, which is also connected across the input voltage in
series with R4 and R7. The voltage
developed at the collector (C) of X1
affects conduction of PNP transistor
X2, an emitter -follower DC amplifier.
The voltage at C of X2 controls internal resistance of X3, the PNP series
regulator.
Here's how R3 determines the regulated output voltage: If the slider is
moved toward the positive end (toward R2), forward bias is increased
on NPN transistor X1. Increased conduction through X1 and R4 reduces
the positive voltage at C of Xl, and
thus at the base-emitter junction of
X2. Less positive voltage at its base
increases conduction in PNP transistor X2, with a less-positive voltage
being developed at its emitter (across
R5) . Reduced positive voltage at B
of X3, the PNP regulator, increases

Fig. 10. Some types are more complex
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Fig. 13. These IF stages operate much the same as any solid-state

Fig. 11. Field -strength meter and power

meter are basically same circuit type.

conduction and lowers internal resistance; the output voltage is thus increased. When the slider of R3 is
moved toward the negative end, the
actions are opposite and the output
voltage is reduced.
The primary sensing element for
changes in output voltage is the R6 R7 network. Reduced voltage across
R7 is fed back to the emitter of X1
as a less -positive reaction. Since X1
is NPN, the result is greater forward
bias. Action thereafter is the same
as when the slider of R3 is moved
to increase forward bias: X1 conducts
more, X2 conduction rises, and the
internal resistance of X3 is reduced;
the output voltage rises to normal. A
reduced output load allows the regulated voltage to rise. Fed back from
R7 to emittter of X1, the positive
shift causes XI and X2 conduction to
diminish, which in turn raises the internal resistance of X3; output voltage returns to its proper level.
Variations of this DC-amplified
regulator circuit use similar arrangements, although they operate the same.
X3 sometimes consists of more than
one transistor in parallel to handle
greater currents. PNP units may be
used throughout, or perhaps all NPN
units. Further, the regulator may be
connected so that the positive side is

-
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H

common, and regulation takes place
in the negative leg. Other variations
affect the way of handling the reference voltage: a decade switch may
take the place of a potentiometer;
some means other than a zener diode
may be used for stabilizing.

Signal -Measuring Devices
Simple solid-state components have
been used for years in signal -measuring devices. Power meters, field strength meters, demodulator probes
(already discussed)-all use a rectifier to convert signal energy to DC
so it can be read on a DC meter. Here
are a few circuits you'll encounter in
instruments you may already own.
Field -Strength Meter

The simplest field -strength meter is
the same as an RF probe; Fig. 5 shows
some examples. The schematic in Fig.
11 A is an ordinary unamplified FSM.
Readings are in relative terms instead
of calibrated microvolts. L1 -C2 are
a tuned tank, which helps prevent erroneous readings caused by signals
other than the desired one; further,
tank -circuit action provides some increased sensitivity over that of a simple antenna -wire pickup. In some instruments, Cl is omitted. C3 bypasses
the remaining RF, while R1-with
switch S1-permits reducing instru-
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PEAKREADING
VTVM

heterodyne principle.

RF

amp.

ment sensitivity in the presence of a
strong signal.
In more sophisticated units, transistor stages often amplify the RF signal before rectification, and some use
DC amplifiers to raise the level of detected DC before it is applied to the
meter movement. In the former, ordinary RF amplifiers are used; in the
latter, ordinary DC amplifiers. We'll
discuss RF amplifiers in other instruments shortly, and DC amplifiers are
similar to X1 or X2 in Fig. 10.
RF

Power Measurement

Power meters for service work are
usually simple devices that merely
rectify and measure the signal developed by a transmitter across a
standard dummy load-Fig. 11B. For
measuring low power levels (fractional to 5 watts) , the dummy load is
usually part of the instrument. For
higher powers, the load itself may be
housed in a finned or louvered box
for cooling, with RF voltage developed across the resistance and brought
out through a jack to the rectifier, meter, and range multipliers. Such a
power-measuring setup can be calibrated with a standard or with an accurate RF voltmeter
remembering
that P = E'/ R.

-

Frequency Meters
Used primarily by communications
technicians for checking transmitters
that have been adjusted or repaired,
frequency meters take several forms.
The most popular is the .heterodyne
type. Not many frequency meters are
transistorized, because of the difficulty
until recently of procuring transistors
that are stable at the frequencies required for commercial frequency
measurements. The heterodyne meter,
however, particularly the type that
feeds the harmonics of a local oscil-

lator into a mixer along with the signal to be measured, doesn't need high frequency transistors. Fig. 12A shows
a simple heterodyne frequency meter
that uses ordinary audio transistors to
amplify the beat note. The mixing
diode is a germanium-type signal crystal.
More elaborate frequency meters,
particularly those combined with FM
deviation monitors, are superhet FM
receivers with calibrated discriminators-a block layout is shown in Fig.
12B.
RF

Amplifiers

With high-frequency transistors now
practical. RF circuits in some recent
instruments are transistorized. The
schematic in Fig. 13 is of IF circuits
in one RF frequency meter; these
stages are typical of solid-state RF
amplifiers in other instruments.
The RF signal preselected by tank
L 1-C1 is fed through capacitor C2 to
the base of NPN transistor X1. The
power-supply path is R2, with R1 as
a stabilizing bleeder. Diodes X3 and
X4 load the input of the transistor,
since they present a low impedance
across the tuned circuit. X5 and X6,
connected directly across the secondary of Ti, demonstrate this even
better.
Notice the neutralization added by
C5 and C8. They add degenerative
feedback that overcomes the tendency
of the stages to self -oscillate at the
frequency of the tuned circuits. X2 is
neutralized from the secondary winding of T2, even though the secondary
isn't used for coupling the signal to
the following stages; C12 is the output coupling device for X2.
Deviation Meter

You will frequently find an FM
modulation meter combined with a
VHF frequency meter, since much
commercial two-way radio is narrowband FM. Fig. 14 shows some of the
circuits used in one solid-state deviation meter. The audio from a frequency-counting type of discriminator (shown extracted and redrawn in
Fig. 15 for easy understanding) is
coupled through a delay line to a
three -stage fixed -gain transistor amplifier. The amplifier is standard in many
respects; the main differences are the
feedback loop around all three stages,
which assures constant gain, and the
use of bias cells (B1 and B2) to stabil-

Fig.

14.

Deviation -reading section contains both discriminator and voltmeter.

age frequency deviations in the incoming signal. In modern versions, a scale
switch sets the full-scale meter range
for either 15-kc or 7.5-kc deviation

readings.

Voltmeters
That most popular instrument, the
volt-ohm-millameter, uses semiconductors as meter rectifiers-as we've already pointed out. There are, however. additional úses for solid-state devices in VOM's. The vacuum tube has
been used for years to increase the
sensitivity of voltmeters; now solidstate devices perform this and other
functions in transistorized voltmeters.
Fig. 16 shows a simple DC voltmeter
using transistors. A switch selects the
correct multiplier resistor for the maximum voltage to be measured, and
the NPN-type first transistor is a DC
amplifier and impedance -matching device. The second transistor, a PNP
unit, is one leg of a bridge -type amplifying circuit-redrawn for simplic
ity in Fig. 16B. The 5000-ohm potentiometer balances the bridge when
no voltage is applied, thus serving as
an electronic zero control. With a
rectifying device, and an appropriate
change of multiplier values, this basic

DC voltmeter can also be used to
measure AC.
A more sensitive bridge -type instrument is shown in Fig. 17. This circuit
is sometimes called a differential amplifier because the transistors amplify
the voltage difference caused by any
change in current through R I. The
high sensitivity of this arrangement
combines with a sensitive meter movement to make the instrument capable
of measuring even very tiny currents.
As shown in the inset of Fig. 17, a
battery can be inserted in series with
the probe to measure resistance. A
differential setup like this one can be
calibrated with extreme precision.
Note also the use of meter -protection
diode X3 (this one to prevent damage
during reverse-current situations).
An elaborate transistor voltmeter
for measuring audio voltages is shown
in Fig. 18. The basic block diagram
(Fig. 18A) shows how the amplifiers
can also be used to feed a speaker;
the signal progresses from the final
fixed -gain stage to a power stage and
thence to the output terminals.
At 18B is shown the preamplifier
circuit-which is similar in some respects to the DC voltage amplifier in
Fig. 16. In this preamp, however, a

ize base voltages on X6 and X7.
The audio is fed to a peak -reading

transistorized voltmeter along with reference information filtered directly
from the discriminator diodes. The
two signals mix in stage X8 to produce
a meter reading proportional to aver -

Fig.

15.

Discriminator is like bridge.

Fig.

16. Simplest transistor voltmeter.
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A voltmeter of this elaborate configuration is a precision instrument
and will be calibrated very closely.
One similar elaboration is a precision
DC voltmeter with five push-pull
stages and no preamp-a total of ten
transistors; this unit is so sensitive it
can be used for measuring potentials
as tiny as fractions of a microvolt.
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AND
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Fg. 19.

AMPLI-

VOLTAGES

Standard

transistor circuits

can be used to test other transistors.

Solid -State Circuits Can
Be Combined

From the foregoing, you can see
the way basic circuit arrangements

Fig. 17. A bridge -type voltmeter that
uses differential -amplifier principles.

more elaborate supply -voltage system
is used to furnish bias to the base of
X1: R6 and R2 form a DC divider,
while their high values, and bypass
capacitor Cl, prevent audio feedback.
Diodes X3 and X4 act as limiters.
The amplifier section (Fig. 18C)
uses six stages of transistor amplification, with plain audio amplifiers similar to those in Fig. 14. The first four
stages are paired. That is, X3 and X4
are DC -coupled, collector -to -base, with
a capacitive feedback loop to assure
constant gain; X5 and X6 are the
same. Coupling between the pairs is
capacitive, collector -to-base, as is coupling to the fifth stage. X7 has two
outputs: a direct collector connection
to the base of X8, and a capacitive
emitter -follower connection to the
power output transistor. X8 is coupled
through a capacitor to the rectifierand -meter circuit.
INPUT
ATTEN

PREAMP

ATZEN

SGE

FAMPIREm-wIN

A

LIFIER

STAGE

can be used, with or without elaboration and modification, for performing
a multiplicity of test-instrument functions. You will find this similarity
among many types of instruments.
The circuits used to test transistors
and other solid-state devices provide a
good example. The transistor is placed
in some simple configuration-such as
an amplifier or oscillator-and its performance evaluated under controlled
conditions. The circuits are standard,
and conditions are similar to those under which the transistor might be used.
Fig. 19 shows the arrangement used
in one instrument. Transistors are used
to generate the RF and audio test signal, and others are used as amplifiers
to make the meter more sensitive for
measurements with small-signal transistors. The amplifiers are similar to
those in Figs. 14, 16, and 18B and C.
The oscillators are similar to some
we'll be showing in the section on oscillators and generators. The meter
rectifying circuits we've already examined (Figs. 1 and 2), and DC supply voltages come from systems such
as you saw in Figs 3 and 4. A protection diode (Figs. 6, 7) may be used
across the meter movement. Thus you
see how basic circuits can be put togather in different combinations to
perform almost any desired group of
functions.

RF

Oscillators

One of the oldest and most basic

RF oscillators is the Hartley. Fig. 20
shows two transistorized versions. A
is the usual configuration, -in which the
emitter is connected to a tap and the
lower end of the coil is at RF ground
(C4); B shows a modified Hartley, in
which the center tap and emitter are
still tied together, but at RF ground
(C4 for the tap). The circuit at B is
simpler, because the bias and supply
requirements aren't quite so elaborate
with the conventional Hartley.
Either of these configurations, and
other NPN variations, may be found
as RF oscillators operating all the way
to VHF. The circuit is stable and requires few parts. One drawback of the
A version is that both stator and rotor
of the tuning capacitor are above
ground, complicating mounting prob-

-as

lems.

For low -frequency RF applications,
especially for fixed -frequency requirements, the Colpitts oscillator (Fig. 21)
is stable and practical. The configuration is suggestive of the Hartley, .except that the feedback tap, connected
to the emitter, is between two capaci -

AMPLIFIER
OUTPUT

Generating Signals

METER.
RECTS.
EMITTER
FOLLOWER

CONNECTION

C

POWER
OUTPUT

-l
ll

18. Sectional arrangement and
preamp schematic of audio voltmeter.
Fig.

6
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Up to this point, we've discussed
metering and measuring circuits predominantly. The fact is, however, that
the newest uses for solid-state devices
in test instruments are in generators
that supply special signals the modern
technician needs to test and adjust unusual types of equipment.
Signal generators of all types are
being designed (or redesigned) to use
transistors and other solid-state devices
wherever possible. We'll now examine
some of the basic circuits in these instruments, keeping in mind that many
are used in more than one unit-often
even in more than one brand.

Fig. 20. PNP versions of the "old faith
NPN can also be used.

ful" Hartley.

Fig. 21. Colpitts oscillator is similar to
Hartley, except the tap is capacitive.

tors instead of two inductance windings. In the circuit shown (a 19-kc
pilot -frequency oscillator in a stereo
generator), a synchronizing signal is
fed to the transistor base to lock the
phase with other circuits in the instrument. Oscillator output is taken from
point X across a second 19-kc tuned
tank. Alternatively, some circuits have
their output taken from a secondary
winding. As with the Hartley, the
Colpitts oscillator has variations, but
the one in Fig. 21 is popular.
For signals of extremely accurate
frequency, crystal -controlled oscillators are necessary. At the fixed frequencies of 3.58 me (color subcarrier) , 4.5 me (sound carrier) , 189 kc
(color -bar generator base timer), and
76 kc (multiplex generator base timer), crystal oscillators are widely used.
Fig. 22 shows three common versions found in modern signal generators. All are variations of the Pierce
circuit and use both PNP and NPN
transistors. Feedback is from collector to base, controlled by the natural
frequency of the oscillator crystal.
With other transistors, different component values might be used. Output
(X) is taken from capacitive dividers
for impedance-matching purposes. In
Fig. 22B, the capacitive divider is
part of a tuned output tank; tuned
tanks are used only occasionally in
crystal -controlled circuits of this direct-drive variety (on the other hand,
overtone crystal oscillators. which operate on the second or third harmonic
of a crystal, regularly use a tuned collector tank to assure stability at the
overtone frequency). One other feature of the circuit in Fig. 22B is the
extra output; primary output X is fed
to down -counting multivibrators, while
secondary output Y feeds a verticalline-forming stage.
In the generators used for servicing
modern FM and TV equipment, you'll
also find VHF oscillators so that the
test signal can be fed into the FM or
TV tuner directly. Fig. 23 depicts two
popular transistor varieties (many
transistorized instruments still use

tubes in these critical stages).
The circuit in Fig. 23A uses C to B
capacitance coupling for oscillation,
which transistor RF stages are prone
to do anyway if they're not neutralized. In fact, the 6.8 -pf capacitor introduces degenerative feedback to
keep the oscillator from squegging.
L1 is a permeability -tuned coil that
resonates with its own distributed capacitance. Output is at X.
Fig. 23B is essentially the same as
Fig. 23A, except that the connection
for modulation is shown, along with
inductive output coupling instead of
capacitive.
Audio Oscillators

Solid-state audio oscillator circuits
are usually simple. The stage in Fig.
24 is an example-a form of Hartley
circuit. T1 resonate with the .5-mfd.
capacitor to set the frequency, with
R2, R1, and the .01-mfd capacitor
having small effects. R l sets the point
of oscillation by controlling bias for
X1. Sometimes, instead of a transformer, an iron -core choke is used;
in that type of circuit, output coupling
is through a capacitor.
Not so simple is the oscillator shown
in Fig. 25, a modified form of Wienbridge oscillator with a gain -stabilized
feedback arrangement. The bridge output is applied to the amplifier through
XI. The amplifier has three output
branches: directly to the attenuator
and output, direct feedback to one
junction of the bridge, and constantamplitude feedback through X2 to the
opposite junction of the bridge. The
ranges of frequencies are set by different values of Cl and C2; R1 and
R2 tune the frequencies within each
range. A circuit this elaborate is used
only in precision audio oscillators,
where extreme stability and accuracy
are requisite.
The circuit in Fig. 26 is unusual in

Fig. 23.

C-B

capacitance

is

Fig. 22. Three crystal -controlled tran
sistor oscillators of the Pierce variety.

is actually two oscillators: In
the A position of the switch, it operates as a phase-shift oscillator at 1000
cps, and in position B it is a 67-kc Colpitts oscillator similar to Fig. 21. This
makes one transistor do the job of
two, which is fine since only one of
the signals is ever needed at one time.
In switch position A, the output of the
transistor is shifted 180° in phase, 60°
by each section of the phase -shift network, and applied to the base. Amplified and inverted 180° by normal ac -

that it

responsible for sustaining oscillation at VHF.
June, 1965/PF REPORTER
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frequency of this multivibrator is 38
kc.
Other Counters

Fig. 24. Hartley form of audio oscillator uses tapped choke or transformer.

tion of the transistor, the signal energy
is self-sustaining-a requirement for
oscillation. Note that output is via a
capacitor at X for phase-shift operation, with capacitor Cl as an emitter
bypass. For 67-kc oscillation, Cl is
switched to the 67-kc output line, and
the stage acts as an emitter follower.
Multivibrators
In a way, a multivibrator can be
thought of as one form of audio oscillator. In present-day instruments, however, multivibrators are used more
commonly as frequency dividers or
counters-they "count down" a signal
from one frequency to some submultiple.
The circuit in Fig. 27 is a bistable
multivibrator used as a 2 -to-1 divider
in a stereo generator; with a 76-kc
input, the outputs at X and Y are
each 38 kc. The usual cross -feedback
arrangement is used, with triggering
applied via two 220 -pf input coupling
capacitors. Diodes X3 and X4 prevent
bias on X1 and X2 from ever exceeding zero; thus both transistors are kept
cut off except when triggered by appropriate input and feedback signals.
Since input and feedback signals occur
in adding phase only every second
cycle of the 76-kc input, the natural
-

The advent of competitively priced
and dependable unijunction transistors
has made possible a greatly simplified
counting arrangement for dividing frequencies with solid-state devices.
Whereas a multivibrator requires two
transistors for each count -down stage,
a single unijunction transistor can do
the same job. Thus it has become
practical to improve stability even
while counting down in larger increments (dividing by a larger number).
Fig. 28 shows one basic form of
unijunction counter or divider, using
two stages. Let's examine the operation of X1, the first stage. The unijunction transistor is cut off, how
deeply depending on the setting of RI.
Every time a cycle of the 189-kc signal is applied to C1, the capacitor
charges slightly; the time constant of
Cl, R2, R1, and R3 determine how
rapidly Cl can charge, and thus how
much it charges during one cycle.
In adjusting this particular stage, R1
is set so that emitter bias is just enough
that the charge on C1 overrides it
when six cycles of the input signal
have been applied. Thus, XI effectively counts the cycles of 189-kc signal
and produces one output pulse for
every six input cycles; the output,
taken from base 1 of the transistor,
across a 100-ohm resistor, is at a
frequency of 31,500 cps.
Looking at stage X2, we see a similar operation. This time, the emitter circuit time constant has been altered
-by changing the value of C2 and the
setting of R4-so the circuit counts
only five pulses of input signal before
firing. X2 therefore divides its input
signal to an output frequency of 6300
cps.

Notice also that a second output
point is taken from the resistor at base
1 of transistor X1. With 100 -ohm resistor R7 for isolation, the same 31,500 -cps signal can be used to trigger

Fig. 27. Bistable

Other semiconductor stages are
used in modern signal generators,
especially in color -bar and stereo generators. Most such stages, however, are
ordinary amplifiers with special operating characteristics to perform some
special job.
Keep in mind the normal action of
the particular solid-state device, and
you can usually figure out its function
in a circuit, even if you're not familiar with the instrument. Study the
schematic; consider polarity of the
device and of the normal DC voltages
around it; notice what other components are connected to it. Circuits you
will encounter in most modern generators will be similar to those we've
discussed.

Keeping in Touch
After this comprehensive analysis
of solid-state circuits in test equipment, you should feel at home with
most of the instruments presently
available. But solid-state- technology
isn't standing still. Once you are familiar with the circuits we've outlined
here, you have a built stepping-stone
to at, understanding of later developments. Keep in touch with these
developments, and make sure you're
servicing with the best equipment
available.
TO

FIVE TIMES DOWN

ANOTHER
COUNTER

1000

with
added circuit to stablize output level.

.0056
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001
02

13300
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10052
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26. Unusual combination makes
circuit either Colpitts or phase-shift.
Fig.
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Fig. 28.

off

input.

Miscellaneous Circuits

SIX TIMES DOWN

Fig. 25. A Wien -bridge oscillator

is cut

another counter to develop some other
frequency.

189kc

INPUT

multivibrator

during every second cycle of

latest development for counting circuits

is

the unijunction transistor.
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ABOUT THE COVER
This month the spotlight is on solid-state
devices. It no longer can be said that

you'll need to know about transistors
to service tomorrow's sets-you need
to know about them today. Throughout this issue, you'll find informative
articles that tell you what's new
and interesting in the way of diodes
and transistors. Join us on this
special tour of the world
of semiconductors.

QUESTION:

When it comes to electrolytic capacitors, why do more

than half of the nation's Radio-TV Service Technicians

prefer to do business with Sprague Distributors?

A

NSWER :

Because they don't want makeshift substitutions or

multi -rating "fits -all" capacitors. They insist on exact
replacements, which are always available through
Sprague Distributors everywhere.

SPRAGUE TWIST-LOICCAPACITORS...

1863 different ratings and sizes...
the world's most complete selection

of EXACT replacements!
We don't have to tell you that it's easier to service with exact
replacements. And we don't have to tell you that it's better, too.
When sets are designed, specific capacitance values are used for
peak operation, so it takes exact replacements to restore original
set performance.

Wouldn't you really rather have what the
set manufacturer recommends? An exact
replacement in capacitance, voltage, and
size is easier to install and less expensive,
in most cases, than substitutes!

And who better than Sprague knows which values and sizes are
needed in the replacement market? Sprague, the world's largest
component manufacturer, has the most complete specification file
on original set requirements. That's why you're always right
when you service with Sprague TWIST -LOK exact replacements!

GET YOUR COPY of Sprague's comprehensive Electrolytic

Capacitor Replacement Manual K-107 from your Sprague
Distributor, or write Sprague Products Company, 105
Marshall Street, North Adams, Massachusetts.

SPRAGUE®
THE

127-41

MARK OF RELIABILITY

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF CAPACITORS
In2
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For window -size blow-ups
of this message, send 10¢ to

Sprague Products Co.,
105 Marshall St.,
North Adams, Mass.,
to cover handling
and mailing costs.
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HERE'S YOUR ANSWER, MR. AND MRS. SETOWNER!
999 times out of a thousand, when this

happens . .
technician!

.

don't blame your service

The repair to your television receiver
made several days ago or even several

months ago probably had no relation to
the new trouble that developed today.
Actually, there are more than 300 electrical parts in even a small table model
television receiver. Trouble in any one of
them might cause the picture or sound to

disappear or to be received poorly.
Take your automobile for instance.
Tuning up the motor today is no guarantee against a tire blowout tomorrow!

plicated TV and radio sets. But such
unconnected troubles occur in TV and
radio nevertheless-and because they are
so hard to explain in non -technical terms,
it is always embarrassing to your service

technician when they do.
His continued business existence is
based on gaining the full confidence of
you and other set owners like you. He isn't
in business to

"gyp" you or to overcharge

you. His success is based on doing each

and every job to the level best of his ability, at a fair price for his skilled labor. It's
only when you patronize the shops that
feature "bargains" at ridiculously low
prices that you need worry. Good radio

Such a thing is easier to understand
because most of us are more familiar with

and TV service can't be bought on the bargain counter! Set owners who recognize

automobiles than with today's highly com-

this aren't likely to get "gypped."

THIS MESSAGE WAS PREPARED BY SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY,
DISTRIBUTORS' SUPPLY SUBSIDIARY OF SPRAGUE ELECTRIC

COMPANY, NORTH

ADAMS, MASSACHUSETTS, FOR

.

.

YOUR INDEPENDENT TV-RADIO SERVICE DEALER
Circle 4 on literature card
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NEW
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FREQUENCY -STABLE

INVERTER *
ATR
This
INVERTER

...

TRICITY Anywhere
in your own car, boat
or plane!
Operates Standard A.C.
Portable TV Sets
Record Players
Small Tape Recorders
Dictating Machines
Small Radios
Electric Shavers
Heating Pads, etc.

with

auto-

11"

13"

to

portable

TV Sets.
12 T-RME-1 (12V D. C.)
Rated: 140 watts max.
Shipping Wght., 14 lbs.

Dealer
Net
Price,

"Additional Models
Available

$29166

Also NOW . ,
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ma ti c a Ily controlled
"Frequency - Stability"
will deliver 110 -volt
A. C. 60 cycle power
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e
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UNIVERSAL MODEL 707
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Built-in speaker
and External speaker lack

...

...

$2597
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Dealer

Net

ALL -TRANSISTOR
ROOF -MOUNT and
IN -DASH MODELS

TRUCK

itcuLaxlicy
MODEL TR -720
FITS ALL TRUCKS
BOATS
STATION WAGONS
INSTANT PLAY... POWERFUL
Complete with patented antenna -yoke assembly.
(U.S. Patent No. 3,087,118. Canadian Reg. 575,567)
Dealer
ATR MODEL TR -720N

$3697

ATR

Net

"A" Battery

ELIMINATOR
For Demonstrating and

Testing Auto Radios-

TRANSISTOR or VIBRATOR
OPERATED!
Designed for testing D.C.
Electrical Apparatus on Regular A.C. Lines.
MAY ALSO BE USED AS A BATTERY CHARGER
MODEL 610C-ELIF
6 volts at 10 amps. or 12 volts
at 6 amps. Shipping weight 22 lbs.

...

DEALER NET PRICE

AIR
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$5500

AUTO RADIO and
COMMUNICATION
LONGER -LIFE
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"The Best by Test!"
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WRITE FACTORY FOR LITERATURE & DEALER PRICES

ATR ELECTRONICS, INC.
QQuality Products Since 1931
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101-I1 S.A.
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Dear Editor:
Your new COLOR TV GUIDEBOOK
was read with a great deal of interest. In
the article "Coax for Color TV," however, the author neglected to differentiate
between "flat" twin -lead and twin -lead
that is specifically designed for color and
UHF TV. The use of encapsulated twin lead will completely change the performance comparisons that are stated in the
article. All that glitters isn't gold, and

_

_

_

WOHM
ATT 10%
OGFIO2K

Li,HmiTE
Little Devil® Composition Resistors

all twin -lead isn't flat.
JOHN BARTHELMY

Manager, Advertising and
Sales Promotion
Belden Manufacturing Company
We appreciate this correction, John.
Passing it on to our readers gives us the
chance to tell them how well accepted
the Guidebook has been. Distributor
stocks that have sold out already will be
replenished as soon as we can get more
of them off the press.-Ed.
Dear Editor:
As a long-time subscriber to both
PHOTOFACT and PF REPORTER, I thought
other readers might be interested in this
method of converting old car radios. I
have found that it is a very good shot in
the arm for summertime income.
First, select a filament transformer
having sufficient capacity to handle the
total current required by all the tubes in
the set. One side of the transformer secondary is soldered to ground, and the
other side is soldered to the "hot" filament lead.
Modifying the B+ supply is probably
the easiest part of the whole conversion
process. By soldering a 5- or 6 -lug terminal strip at any convenient location
inside the chassis, you can arrange all
the added wires and small components
neatly.
You can use any small silicon rectifier,
such as the 1N2094, and 30-mfd, 150
WVDC electrolytic capacitors to construct a simple voltage -doubling B+ supply. The old vibrator and rectifier tube
should be removed entirely. No change
has to be made in the filtering circuits
beyond. One must be sure that the on/off
switch is left in the circuit, and proper
grounding procedures must be taken. Any
piece of wire can be used for an antenna.
Besides creating more work at the
bench, such conversions can lead to new
sales of old tubes such as the 6SA7,
6SK7, 6SQ7, etc.
FRED HUBER

Lemmon, S. Dakota
This could be a good source of some
extra income, Fred. We'd like to emphasize the part about proper grounding
procedures; a hot chassis can be very
dangerous in a garage, basement, etc. It
would be best to use such a radio with
polarized (3 -prong) plugs and receptacles.
Or the chassis could be put in a fully
insulated box or cabinet -Ed.

Type AB 2 -Watt Molded Pots

five ways to

stop customer
"static"
iste
tire
Gold -Bonded Germanium Diodes

Brown Devil' Wire -Wound Resistors

0hMi'
Series

99

Wire
-Wound

Resistors

J

Customer "static" is hard on the ears .
hard on profit. But you're always safe
with Ohmite quality replacements in your
repair jobs. Order Little Devils in handy
cabinet assortments or on Tally-Tape; all
popular sizes and values. Select AB Pots
from 50 ohms to 5 megohms in several
shaft lengths. Choose from ninety 1N types
of diodes. Get Brown Devils from 3 to 20
watts in 0.5 -ohm to 100K -ohm values.
Order Series 99 resistors in 11/2, 21/4, 31/4,
to 51,000 ohms.
5, 11 watt sizes from
Ask your distributor for the latest edition
of Ohmite's Stock Catalog 30.
.

1,

Be right with

D

OHMITE

RESISTORS
VARIABLE
RHEOSTATS
TRANSFORMERS
TAP SWITCHES
TANTALUM CAPACITORS
RELAYS
R.F.CHOKESSEMICONDUCTOR DIODES
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RCA Solid Copper Circuits

replace oldfashioned

"hand wiring.HCA Solid
Copper Circuits are the

circuits of the space age
RCA Solid Copper Circuits are made by methods as modern as tomorrow. They give greater
better TV performance. It's
dependability

...

typical of the advanced design you'll find
throughout every RCA Victor home instrument.
It all adds up to sets that are easier to service
so that owners are more satisfied with results.

The Most Trusted Name

in Electronics

More TV servicemen own RCA Victor Color TV than all other leading makes combined
14
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news of the servicing industry

Expansion Extends to East Coast
An east -coast warehouse and service facility has been opened
in White Plains, New York, by LTV University, a division of
Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. This is the fifth such facility to be
opened in this country by the company. The other locations
are Portland, Oregon; Los Angeles; San Francisco; and Chicago. The new 30,000 -square -foot facility is located in the
former headquarters of LTV University at 80 South Kensico
Avenue. It will serve 15 North and Mid Atlantic States, which
include New England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Washington, D.C., Delaware, West Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina, and eastern Ohio (Cleveland, Akron,
Youngstown, Canton, and neighboring cities).

Five -Year Cartridge

ALL MAKES

-

ONE PRICE

Warranty

Solid-state techniques have now been applied to the stereo
phonograph cartridge by Admiral Corp. and Euphonies Corp.
The SM -1 solid-state semiconductor cartridge utilizes silicon
elements more minute than the tip of a diamond stylus to generate 100 times the power of a ceramic cartridge and up to
several thousand times the output of a magnetic cartridge.
Because of the high reliability of solid-state devices, the new
cartridge is covered by a warranty for five years-the same
term as the transistorized chassis.

ALL LABOR
AND PARTS

(EXCEPT TUBES

New Tape Factory
magnetic tape manufacturing plant is being built at
Hayes, Middlesex, England, by the Tape Manufacturing Company Ltd., a jointly owned subsidiary of Electric & Musical Industries Ltd. and Philips Electrical Industries Ltd. Both EMI
and Philips will sell the new plant's finished products under
their own trade names. The plant will contain 75,000 square
feet of space. It is being equipped with entirely new machinery
for the production of computer and video tapes in addition
to the manufacture of audio tape. EMI already is a producer
of magnetic tape for entertainment, instrument, and computer
industries, and uses the products in many of the 26 recording
companies which it owns throughout the world, including
Capitol Records, Inc., in the U.S.

& TRANSISTORS)*

A

GUARANTEED

COLOR TUNERS

t
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ALIGNMENT
ADDITIONAL

COLOR

-

COLOR
NO

CHARGE

TRANSISTOR

Triples Quarters
The Central Regional office of Sony Corporation of America has been relocated at 5551 North Milton Parkway, Rosemont, Ill. The new quarters, with facilities for warehousing,
service and administrative offices, will triple the size of Sony's
present Chicago location.

New Service Plan
A Qualified Service plan has been designed by Philco Corporation to ensure the availability of high -quality independent
service to owners of Philco products.
The new program calls for the selection and certification of
proficient independent service outlets in every Philco market
area. Under the terms of the Philco Qualified Service program,
the company clearly defines the caliber of organizations it will
accept into its certified service network and provides service store and vehicle identification materials. Philco distributors
select and appoint the Philco Qualified Service Centers and
implement and administer the program in each market. Prospective service outlets are now being surveyed.
User instruction booklets, being packed with all Philco
products shipped from the factory, include a special service
section highlighting the Philco Qualified Service plan and
recommending that owners contact only those service outlets
displaying the Qualified Service insignia. As a result of this
and other publicity programs, it is expected that a much
greater share of Philco's product installations, adjustments, and
repairs will be directed to the new PQS outlets.
Please turn to page 20

Simply send us the defective tuner complete; include tubes,
shield cover and any damaged parts with model number
and complaint. 'Sour tuner will be expertly overhauled and
returned prompthy, performance restored, aligned to original
standards and warranted for 90 days.
UV combination tuner must be single chassis type; dismantle
tandem UHF anc VHF tuners and send in the defective unit
only.
Exact Replacements are available for tuners unfit for overhaul. As low as $12.95 exchange. (Replacements are new or
rebuilt.)
And remember-tor over a decade Castle has been the leader
in this specialized field
your assurance of the best in
TV tuner overhaLling.
.

.

.

CASTLE

TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
MAIN PLANT: 5701 N. Western Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois
EAST: 41-90 Vernon Blvd., Long Island City 1, N.Y.

Street, Toronto 13, Ontario
*Major Parts are additional in Canada
Cu.(
7 un literature (an/

CANADA: 136 Main

The new
Amphenol 860
Color Commander

cuts alignment time
in half!
Ever finish a convergence job
to find the raster off center.
Lose convergence when
you re -centered? Can't
happen with the new

Amphenol Color
Commander, bat-

tery -powered,
solid-state color
generator.
A special,
single-crossbar
pattern consists of

one horizontal and

one vertical line, crossing just
where the center of the raster should
be. No need to guess when centering
the raster with this new pattern.
See dots before your eyes when you want only
one to start static convergence? The 860 gives you
that single dot, right at center screen. You'll be switching
back to this important dot during dynamic adjustment to
make sure you haven't gone off the track.
Even the old patterns offer something new. Line spacing in the
crosshatch pattern is rigidly maintained for the 4:3 aspect ratio. You
can rely on it for linearity, height, and width adjustments. The pattern
gives you finely etched line width at normal brightness levels. What good
is perfect convergence at reduced brightness if you lose it when the set's
readjusted for normal viewing? This special crosshatch also eliminates receiver

fine-tuning error. Among the 860's nine
useful patterns (most color generators
have 5 or 6) are: multiple -dot, single
vertical line, single horizontal line,
vertical lines only, and horizontal lines only.
Finally, the Color Commander's unique
color bar pattern (just three bars-R -Y,
B -Y and-R-Y) simplify color adjustments.
First you can get a rapid, overall
check of color circuits. Then you can
adjust color demodulator phase or pre-set
the hue control and check its operating
range. In each step, you know precisely
how the color bars should look and how
they should change during adjustment.
A new timing circuit eliminates instability
and loss-of -sync problems. Silicon
transistors maintain built-in precision and
stability indefinitely. RF output is on
channel 3 or 4, switch selected. An
attenuator simulates weak-signal
conditions. It has gun killer circuit. With
9 penlight cells, the Color Commander
weighs 31 lbs. In compact, leatherette
carrying case, only $149.95.
The new solid-state Amphenol CRT
Commander, Model 855, checks all
black -and -white or color CRT's with the
same techniques used by tube
Circle

9 on

manufacturers. Variable G-2 voltage and
choice of bias voltages permit you to
simulate conditions found in TV
receivers. Adjust electron guns to exact
cut-off characteristics, check for
emission, continuity, shorts, gas, and
expected tube life. In color tubes, check
for gun balance. The 855 rejuvenates
CRTs where others fail. Features-AC
operated, completely portable in matching
leatherette case. Built-in burnout-proof
voltmeter uses 50-µa d'Arsonval
movement. Screen and plate voltage and
B+ distribution can be measured with
direct probe on 1000 -volt scale. Optional
probe measures 2nd anode voltage to
50,000 volts. Filament voltage range, in
11 steps: 2.2 to 20 volts. Versatile 5 -socket
cable accommodates 7 different sockets,
handles virtually every CRT without
adapters. Complete with CRT
Test Chart, $89.95. See Color
Commander test instruments
at your Amphenol
distributor.
DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION
amphenol
2875

literature card
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borg electronics corporation

25th Ave., Broadview, III. 60155

FIRST

All-CHANNEL

UHF ANTENNA BUILT

MORE GAIN than Any Parabolic Antenna
MORE GAIN than Any Log Periodic

Antenna
MORE GAIN than Any

Ordinary 16 Element
Yagi Antenna

.-y
ee.
-

'Pete,
.....;..4
Need Even More Power?
Stacking Planar-Grid Yagis

'

'I4.

increasesgain4l%forsharp

pictures even in deep fringe.
Every antenna comes with
stacking bar in the box.

J=
.--

1

Want to Couple VHF,
UHF and FM?

1

e

Super -efficient
VHF -FM coupler is

built right in

....

you work with just
1

For perfect UHF
and VHF reception.
Couple a Planar -Grid Yagi
with the Winegard Colortron ..
it's easy with Planar -Grid's builtin coupler. Couples to any VHF
.

down lead!

Model No. U-990

GOLD VINYLIZED

Only $29.95 list

PATENT PENDING

antenna.

Pull in more UHF stations!
Use the Winegard UHF -212 antenna
... Only $44.95 list.

amplifier
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Model No. U-980
Only $19.95 list

Model No. U-970
Only $11.95 list

Model No. U-960
Only $7.95 list

FOR THE CRITICAL DEMANDS

Of COLOR TV

FULL WAVE YAGIS
Unquestionably the Most
Powerful All Channel UHF Antennas Ever Made!
First Antenna Ever Designee Using the
Full Wave Planar -Grid Principle
First Antenna With Progressive Gain
Accumulation Across the Entire UHF
Band from 14 to 83

Planar -Grid UHF antennas have arrived
a most significant advancement in
UHF antenna design. These new UHF
antennas have the power and critical
characteristics necessary for consistently
perfect color reception. And of course,
the TV antennas that are best for color
are best for black and white, too.
Here's how the new Planar -Grid Yagis
eliminate the disadvantages of all existing UHF antennas! Examples:
and Collinear
THE 4 -BAY BOW -TIE
antennas lack bandwidth. They require
at least two separate antennas tuned to
opposite ends of the band to give good
gain across the entire UHF band. Increasing the gain by stacking of a 4 -Bay
Bow -Tie is equally impractical because
it further reduces bandwidth which is
already inadequate. With Winegard's
new Planar -Grid Yagis, you get the highest gain UHF antenna on the market
PLUS complete bandwidth.
.

-

çì Winegard Co. -1965

ORDINARY HALF-WAVE UHF YAGIS,
while having high gain, are frequency
sensitive and normally maintain top gain
over only six or so channels. Winegard
Planar-Grid Yagis are made a full wave
wide to double

Model No. U-950
Only $5.95 list

the capture area. They

give very high gain over. all 70 channels.
PARABOLIC ANTENNAS, by increasing size, can theoretically increase gain,
but a parabolic type comparable to the
U-990 Planar -Grid Yagi would require
an antenna of at least 10 ft. in dia. Parabolics are inefficient and impractical because of size, cost, high wind resistance.
CORNER REFLECTOR ANTENNAS are
medium gain antennas and, unlike most
basic antenna designs, an increase in
size does not appreciably increase the
gain. The gain of the Planar -Grid Yagis
is directly proportional to size.
Circle 10 on literature card

"V"

TYPE
LOG PERIODIC AND
ANTENNAS, regardless of large size and

total number of connected elements,

have no more than two or three of their
elements working on any one channel.
This puts a low ceiling on the available
gain for these types of antennas although
they do have adequate bandwidth. Another disadvantage is the multiple lobe
patterns, especially those antennas employing "V'd" elements working on the
third and fifth harmonic mode. This
type antenna is unable to reject interfering signals from the side because of
these side lobes and can easily degrade
picture quality -especially in color.
PLANAR -GRID VAGIS, in comparison,
have the sharp uni -directional characteristics to insure clean, sharp pictures
and perfect color. On the Planar -Grid
Yagi, all parts of the antenna work together on every channel (Progressive
Gain Accumulation Principle) giving it
the highest gain and greatest bandwidth
of any UHF antenna for a given size.
Highest Gain, Complete Bandwidth,
Precision 300 ohm Impedance Match
across the entire UHF band and Pinpoint Directivity-are characteristic of
the brand new Planar -Grid Yagis from
are really color. these
Winegard
quality UHF antennas.
WINEGARD CONSTRUCTION, TOO...
Features include Winegard's exclusive
wrap -around mast clamp, complete factory preassembly and our new Gold

Vinylized finish to protect against
weather wear.
Enter the era of UHF now with the color-

quality UHF antennas-Winegard

Planar -Grid Yagis! Ask your distributor
or write for spec sheets today.

Winegard Co.
ANTENNA

3009G Kirkwood

SYSTEMS
Burlington, Iowa
lune, 1965
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Electronics Tomorrow
Electronics in the home of tomorrow will not be limited to
entertainment devices, W. Walter Watts, group vice president
of RCA, stated in an address to the Northern California Electrical Bureau. Many of the materials and devices being developed for the military and space programs can be translated into products which will turn the home of tomorrow into
a marvel of convenience, cleanliness, and comfort.
As envisioned by some electronic engineers, the miracle
home will be run by a "household electronic center" which will
virtually take over all daily chores. By pushing a few buttons
in this center, you will be able to set up the entire household
schedule in advance on magnetic tape. Probably preceding the
home electronic center by a number of years will be a home
computer, a scaled -down version of those now used by in-

Single pole, multiple pole, small base, full base, molded
base, laminated base, porcelain base for fuses from 5i x
inches up. Also signal type fuse blocks and special blocks of
all types.
Tell us what you need or...

Insist On

BUSS

QUALITY
Fusa Blocks

Write for
BUSS
Bulletin SFB

dustry.
Mr. Watts predicted that in 10 or 20 years the bulb -like
picture tube of today's television set should give way to a
thin screen, one or two inches thick, that hangs on the wall
like a picture-or fits in a pocket. Personal entertainment, he
feels, will continue to grow, and every member of the family
will have his own small -screen portable.
The home video tape recorder will open up an entire new
business for the home -entertainment retailers. The day will
come when the owner of a home video-tape player will be
able to walk into a store and rent a color tape of the latest
Broadway musical and invite friends in to enjoy it.
Another optional extra to the living room TV set of the
future could be a device similar to today's facsimile receivers.
It would deliver the latest news and pictures in printed form
so you could read about the latest worldwide developments
over the breakfast table minutes after the news had taken place.
Also in the area of TV, Watts said small closed-circuit systems
in the home will enable the housewife to see who is at the
door or keep a close check on the baby in his carriage.
Personal communications is another area that will expand

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison Co., St. Louis, Mo. 63107

BUSS®:

The Complete Line of Fuses...

Contest Winners

TR ON
VISUAL

RE

PIG AIL FUSES
SUB

INDICATING

BODY SIZE
ONLY
.145 x .300
INCHES

he grand -prize winner in the recent nationwide "New Ideas"
contest, sponsored by the Hallicrafters Company, was Robert
J. Scott, W8DJD, of St. Clairsville, Ohio. He will receive Hallicrafters amateur radio equipment valued at over $1000. Mr.
Scott has been licensed as an amateur radio operátor since
1931 and holds the amateur extra class license. The contest
required that entrants complete, in 50 words or less, the sentence "My ideas for contributing to amateur radio are.. . .
Over 7500 amateurs submitted entries, and Mr. Scott's suggestions were considered the most creative and practical by a
panel of judges composed of Hallicrafters executives and sales
personnel.
Regional winners in the contest were: Albert J. Whetter,
WA9HQJ, of Chicago; Daniel R. Dorsey, Jr., K4UVT, of Norfolk, Virginia; Roy C. Hejhall, K7QWR, of Scottsdale, Arizona; Wallace P. Beck, W8QQL, of Lansing, Michigan; and
Homer F. Borst, WOACG, Brookings, South Dakota. Each of
the regional winners received a Hallicrafters SR -160 transceiver.
20
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For use on miniaturized devices, or on gigantic space
tight multi-circuit electronic devices.
Glass tube construction permits visual inspection

of element.
Smallest fuses available with wide ampere range.
Twenty-three ampere sizes from 1/100 thru 15 amps.
Hermetically sealed for potting without danger of
sealing material affecting operation. Extremely high
resistance to shock or vibration. Operate without

exterior venting.

Insist On

BUSS

QUALITY
Fuses

Write for
BUSS
Bulletin SFB
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Made to

Military
Specifications

director of advanced engineering, discussed head -end equipment and alignment. Other topics covered included theory;
maintenance of various units; and systems layout, extensions,
and practices. Each school day consisted of eight hours of instruction and alignment practice. Similar classes are planned
for the near future.

New Plant Construction

BUSSS
FUSLIIOL11EIt,S

LAMP INDICATING SERIES HG
Made to MIL Specs.-FHL1OU, FHL11U, FHL12U
Quick, positive, visual identification of faulted circuit. Transparent

knob permits indicating light to be readily seen.
Fuses held in clips on fuse carrier which slides into holder and
locks in place with bayonet type knob.
Holder designed for panels up to 3/a inch thick.
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The contract for construction of a 30,000 square -foot factory
building in Sevierville, Tennessee has been awarded by Electro Voice, Inc. Plans for the new building are basically the same
as those used in the Newport, Tennessee facility which is presently being used for phonograph -cartridge manufacturing. A
training program for employees will be inaugurated in March
to facilitate efficient production take-over. Located on 15
acres of land, the plant will be air-conditioned and sprinklered.
Complete die casting, plastic molding, and production facilities
are included. The Sevierville plant is being designed for complete self-contained production.

New Name
AKG microphones, manufactured by AKG, Akustische U.
Kino-Gerate Gesellschaft M.B.H., Vienna, Austria, will henceforth be labelled Norelco Microphones by North American
Philips Company, Inc., sole importers of these microphones
into the United States. Mr. John H. McConnell, audio -video
sales manager for North American Philips, in making the disclosure stated that "the decision to brand these microphones
with a Norelco trademark stems from the need to merchandise
amplifiers and other sound system components under one
strongly identifiable mark." He added that the microphones are
the identical microphones previously sold under the AKG
name. All Norelco Sound System products, including these
microphones, are warehoused and will continue to be serviced
at the new North American Philips warehousing and service
facility in Long Island City.

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison Co., St. Louis, Mo. 63107

of Unquestioned High Quality...
further in the future through lower manufacturing costs. Farmers, outdoorsmen, golfers and even straying children could
maintain contact with home through a more refined version of
today's Citizens band with an expanded number of channels.

Plant Expanded

13,000 square feet of additional plant space has been added at
Utah Electronics in Huntington, Indiana. This is the fourth
plant expansion for the company since the loss of the previous
building in a $2,000,000 fire in June of 1962. The recent addition of another assembly line, plus the company's entry into
the assembly of large, furniture -type speaker systems forced
the present expansion. The additional area will permit stocking a larger inventory of distributor merchandise for faster
filling of orders.

CATV School

Entron's first three-day course in CATV-system maintenance
was conducted by Heinz Blum, vice-president, engineering.
Students from New York, New Jersey, Illinois, Minnesota,
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, North Carolina, New Mexico, and Pennsylvania participated in the course, which included instruction in all phases of installation, operation, and

maintenance of Entron CATV systems.
The welcoming address to the group was given by Ed Whitney, Entron's vice-president. Irving Kuzminsky, the company's

BUSS
QUA L
small
dimension
fuses

u

Y

4

For protection of all types of electronic and electric devices

The complete line of BUSS and "TRON Family"
fuses includes quick -acting, slow -blowing, signal or
visual indicating fuses in sizes from 1/500 amperes up.
All standard items are easily obtained through your
BUSS distributor, but if you don't find what you
want get in touch with us.
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Write for
BUSS
Bulletin SFB
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Source Guide to Imported Sets
Several "Guides to Importers"
listing importers of various brands
of electronic products have appeared in electronics publications.
However, servicemen have found
that many of the companies named
were out of business, had moved
and left no forwarding address, or
simply didn't reply to inquiries.
In compiling the guide shown
here, we asked all manufacturers
and importers whose addresses

Brand

Name

Schematics

Admiral

were available if they would supply
us, or our readers, with information on their sets. Only those who
answered are included in this chart.
We have indicated whether or not
schematics, parts, or repair services
are available. If you encounter a
brand name not included in this listing, refer to the June 1964 list for
the importer's name.
The numbers in the chart refer
to the list of manufacturers and

Parts

Repair

Sams

Brand

Available

Service

Coverage

Name

1

1

ARS

Airline
Air Chief

43

43

ARS

Yes
Yes

46

46

46

Yes

Akkord
Alaron
Arvin

NA

57

ARS

Yes

8

8

8

4

4

Yes
Yes

AMD

3

3

Autovox
AV 250
Becker
Blaupunkt
Bradford
Bu lova
Butoba
Califco
Califone
Capri
Channel Master
Claricon
Concertone

5

5

Conferette
Continental
Coronado
Craig
Delmonico
Dorset
Du Mont
Duo Sonic

ARS
3 -ARS

5A

No

Yes

6

6

9

9

10

10

10

30

30

ARS

11

11

11

19

19

19 ARS

ARS

27

27 ARS

No

12

12

12

45

45

45

No
No

13

13

13 ARS

3

3

9

6

No

ARS

Yes
Yes

.

Schematics

Parts

Repair

Sams

Available

Service

Coverage

Midland
Mitsubishi
Motorola
National Panasonic
Nordtuende

41
42

41

41
42A

Yes

42

44
39

44

ARS

Yes

39

39 ARS

No

63

63

63

NEC

34
47
48
49

34

34 ARS
ARS
48 ARS
ARS
39 ARS
51 ARS
ARS
ARS

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Olson
Olympic
Packard Bell

47
48
49

39

NA

51

Yes
Yes

50

50

52

52

No

Ph ono -Tr ix

40

40

53

No

RCA

Victor
Realistic

54

54

ARS

46
55

46

46

Realtone

55

55A

Yes
Yes
Yes

15

15

Yes
Yes
Yes

40

40

53

No

16

16

16

28,41

28,41

28, 41 ARS

Yes
Yes

17

17

17

No

18

18

18

Yes

66A
20 ARS

Yes

Rhapsody

8

8

8

Roberts

12

12

12

Ross
Royal

56

56

56

46

46

46

Sampson
Sears

NA

57

ARS

59

59

ARS

Seminole
Sharp

NA

58

58

60

60 ARS

Silvertone

60
59

59

ARS

Sony

NA

61

61

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Soundesign
Spectra
Standard

55

55

55A

No

6

6

6

No

ARS

ARS

34 ARS

Star -Lite
Star-O-Matic

Yes
Yes

66

66

20

21

21

21

No

66

66

66A

22

22

22

No
No

23

23

23 ARS

Emerson
Four Star
Freeman
Fujiya
General Electric
Goodyear
Grundig
Hemisphere

ARS

24 ARS

62
62

62

ARS

Yes
Yes

25
26

25
26

25

No

Sterling

63

63

62
62
63

26 ARS

64

MA

27

27 ARS

Sylvania
Tandberg

64

ARS

65

65

65 ARS

29

29

29 ARS

No
No
Yes

2

2

41

41

41

7

7

31

31

31 ARS

NA

57

Hitachi
I nvicta

32

32

ARS
32 ARS

NA

68

68

ITT

33

33

33

Kensington
Korting

66

66

40

Koyo
Kroy

35
46

46

Lafayette
Lucor

36, 46

36,46

63

63

Magnavox

37

Masterwork
Matsushita
Metravox
Metz

63
37 ARS

No

37
14

14

NA

39

39

39 ARS

5

5

5A

38

38

38

22
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

39

20

Ehrcorder
Electro -Brand
Elgin

No

Panasonic
Peerless
Penncrest
Philco

15

3 -ARS

importers. The letters "ARS" mean
that factory service is taken care of
by authorized repair stations; information concerning your nearest
one may be obtained by writing the
company. "NA" means not available. The final column in the chart
tells whether the trade name is covered in the Howard W. Sams specialized series on transistor radios,
auto radios, and tape recorders
(TSM, AR, and TR series)

No

66A

No
Yes
No

Telefunken
Tempest
Three Diamond
Three Star
Tokai
Toshiba
Transette
Truetone

40

53

Yes

Uher

35

35
46

Yes
No

36, 46

Yes

Unimet
Unitone
Valiant
Vista
Waltham
Westinghouse
York
Zenith

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

42
45
67
69
41
41, 46
38

62

42
45

No

2

Yes
Yes
Yes

7

No

42A
45

69

67
69 ARS

41

41

41,46

67

No

No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

70
70

70

41, 46
38
70

70

70

71

71

71

No

17

17

17

NA

57

ARS

72
46

72

ARS

46

46

73

73

ARS

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

38

No
No
No

1.

Admiral Corporation
P.O

26.

Box 845

Bloomington, Ill.
American Elite, Inc.
2.
48-50 34th Street
Long Island City, N.Y.
AMID Electronics, Inc.
3.
5648 Friendship Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa.
4.
Arvin Industries, Inc.
Columbus, Ind.
Autovox Corp. of America
5.
250 West 57th Street
New York 19, N.Y.
5A. Metiavox Corporation
660 McDonald Avenue
Brooklyn, N.Y.
6.
A -V Electronics, Inc.
240 South Teilman Avenue

27.

28.

8.

9.

10.

Arad International)
1133 Broadway
New York, N.Y.
B & B hriport-Export Co.
15755 Wyoming Avenue
Detroit 38, Mich.
Becter Auto Radio U.S.A., Inc.
613-19 South 24th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Robert Bosch Corporation

40-25 Cresent Street
11.

12.

Long Island City, N.Y.
Bulova Watch Co.
Sunrise Highway
Valley Stream, N.Y.
Califone-'Roberts Electronics
5922 Bowcroft Street

Angeles, Calif.
Channel Master Corporation

Ellewille, N.Y.
14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Columbia Records Sales Corp.
1080 Goffle Rood
Hawthorne, N.J.
Concertone. Div. os Astro -Science Corp.
9731 Factorial Way
South EI Monte, Calif.
Continental Merchandise Co., Inc.
236 5th A.'enue
New York, N.Y.
Craig Panorama
3412 South La Cienega
Los Angeles, Calif.
Delmonico International

50-35 56 Road
19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Maspeth, N.Y.
Dobbs, Stanford
569 Laurel Street
Son Carlos, Calif.
DuMont, Div. of Emerson Radio, Inc.
524 West 23rd Street
New York, N.Y.
Ducsonic Corp. of America
251 Park Avenue South
New York, N.Y.
Electra -Brand
325 West Huron Street
Chicago, IF.
Elgin Radio Div. of Elgin Watch Co.
847 Jackson Boulevard
Chicago, Ill.
Emerson Radio Inc.
524 West 23rd Street

New York, N.Y.
Fortune Star Product Co.
1207 Broadway
New York, N.Y.

52.

53.

General Electric Co.
1
01 Broad Street
Utica, N.Y.
W. T. Grant Company
1441 Broadway
New York, N.Y.
Grundig Triumph Adler Sales Corp.
845 3rd Avenue
New York, N.Y.
hlitachi Sales Corp.
666 Fifth Avenue
New York N.Y.
IIT Distributor Products Div.

54.

1'

30.

31.

32.

33.

Indianapolis, Ind

EI

56.

57.

58.

35.

Kayo Electronics

59.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

Midland International Corp.
1519-21 Atlantic Street

North Kansas City, Mo.
Mitsubishi Electric Corp.
119 Lake Street
Chicago, Ill.
42A. Valley Television Service
5932 West Chicago Avenue
Chicago, Ill.
Montgomery Ward & Co.
43.
619 Chicago Avenue
Chicago, Ill.
Motorola Inc.
44.
9401 West Grand Avenue
Franklin Park, Ill.
Nason Trading Co., Inc.
45.
230 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y.
New York Transistor Corp.
46.
150 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y.
Olson Electronics Inc.
47.
260 South Forge Street
Akron, Ohio
48.
Olympic Radio & TV Sales Corp.
34-01 38 Avenue
Long Island City, N.Y.
Packard Bell
49.
12333 West Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles, Calif.
J. C. Penney Co., Inc.
50.
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y.

42.

New York, N.Y.
Philca Corporation
Tioga & C Streets
Philadelphia, Pa.
Phono Trix Service, Inc.
3650 Dyre Avenue
Bronx, N.'s.
RCA Sales Corporation
600 North Sherman Drive

Realtone Electronics Corp.
34 Exchange Place
Jersey City, N.J.
55A. Realwest Service Corporation
10823 Fast Rush Street

34.

330 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y.
Lafayette Electronics Intl., Inc.
111 Jericho Turnpike
Syosset, N.Y.
Magnavox Company
2131 Bueter Road
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Martel Electronics
2356 South Cotner
Los Angeles, Calif.
Matsushita Elec. Corp. of America
200 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y.
Matthew Stuart & Co., Inc.
156 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y.

Peerless 'lelerad
22 Wesr 27th Street

55.

250 Broadway
New York, N.Y.
Kanematsu New York, Inc.
606 South Hill Street
Los Angeles, Calif.

Los

13.

51.

Minneapolis, Minn.
29.

Fresno Calif.
7.

Freeman Electronics
733 North Highland Avenue
Los Angeles, Calif.
Fujiya Corporation, Ltd.
45 West 21st Street
New York, N.Y.
Gamble-Skogmo
15 North 8th Street

60.

Monte Calif.

Ross Electronics

589 East Illinois Street
Chicago, I^I.
Sampson Electronic Products Div.
2244 Sough Western Avenue
Chicago 8, III.
Sans & Streiffe, Inc.
8400 Brookfield Avenue
Brookfield, Ill.
Sears Roebuck & Co.
925 South Homan Avenue
Chicago, Ill.
Sharp Electronics
178 Commerce Road
Carlstadt, N.J.

Sony Corporation of America
514 Broadway
New Yarfc N.Y.
62.
Star-Lite Electronics Corp.
37 West 23rd Street
New York, N.Y.
Sterling Hi -Fidelity Inc.
63.
22-20 40th Street
Long Island City, N.Y.
Sylvania
64.
700 Ellicott Street
Batavia N.Y.
64A. Sylvania Service & Parts Depot
2001 North Cornell Avenue
Chicago. Ill.
Trondheim of America
6.5.
8 Third Avenue
Pelham, N.Y.
Terra International Co., Ltd.
66.
3 East 28th Street
New York, N.Y.
66A. Terra International) Co., Ltd.
5 East 28th Street
New York, N.Y.
Tokai Corporation of America
67.
500 Fife Avenue
New York, N.Y.
Tcyome,itoa Inc.
68.

61.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

73 Pearl Street
New York, N.Y.
Transistor World Corp.
52 Broadway
New York, N.Y.
Union Metal Works Ltd.
Rooms 1,933-36 Union House
Chater Road, Hong Kong
Valiant Radio Corporation
156 Fifth Avenue
New York N.Y.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Metuchen, N.J.
Zenith Sales Corporation
1900 North Austlr Avenue
Chicago, Ill.
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ACE TV SERVICE
ANTENNA

INS1ALLATIONS

Don't Be 112 Set...
With JFD LPV Log

JFD LPV
TV FM

GPTR,OUIC

M EMMIPS

R5"94(! M

AlIIYW

4

Jf0

list

model

NEW! LPV LOG PERIODIC WITH CA -ELECTRONIC
DIPOLE FOR VHF CHANNELS 7 TO 13

model
THE JFD LPV-VU WITH CAP ELECTRONIC DIPOLES THAT
RECEIVES ALL CHANNELS 2-83 AND FM STEREO USING
ONE DOWN -LEAD!

LPV-VU18
LPV-VU15
LPV-VU12
LPV-VU9
LPV-VU6

model
LPV-1121

LPV-U15
UHF LOG -PERIODIC FOR CH. 14 TO 83 AND CH. 7 TO 13

LPV-119
LPV-115

LPV-TV19
LPV-TV16
LPV-TV13
LPV-TV1O
LPV-TV7
LPV-TV5
LPV-TV3

$69.95
59.95
49.95
39.95
29.95
21.95
14.95

Iis1F

$69.95

59.95
49.95
39.95
27.50

list
$27.95
18.95
12.50
6.95

list

model
UHF ZIG -A -LOG ANTENNA FOR CHANNELS

14 TO 83

LPV-ZU20
LPV-ZU10

$34.95
15.95

Only JFD offers You LPV Log Periodics for VHF (Ch.2-13)...UHF
GET THE LION'S SHARE OF ANTENNA BUSINESS (FLATTEN CATV COMPETITION,
TOO) BY FEATURING THE JFD LPV-VU LOG PERIODIC! THIS NEW GENERATION OF
LOG PERIODIC ANTENNAS DELIVERS WHAT VIEWERS WANT-MANY MORE

STATIONS...VHF CHANNELS

2 TO

13...UHF CHANNELS

14 TO

83...FM/STEREO.
COLOR

sonic Pavilion, Formica House, Eastman Kodak Exhibit, New York City
Exhibit, House of -Japan and other Fair showplaces chose the JFD LPV. This
exclusive preference is pre -selling millions of Fairgoers-opening the door
for more LPV sales by you.

GIVES THE CLEAN, UNIFORM SIGNAL SETS NEED ESPECIALLY FOR VIVID
RECEPTION.

Only the LPV follows the patented frequency independent Log Periodic
antenna formula developed by the Antenna Research Laboratories of the
University of Illinois. This new log periodic cellular concept provides you
with a combination of gain, bandwidth, directivity and impedance match
never before possible with conventional
antenna designs.
You can actually see the difference in
truer color purity, in greater contrast, in
finer detail-not on just some of the channels but all of the channels! Small wonder
more JFD Log Periodics were installed in
the last 12 months than any other brand.
PREFERRED BY MORE N. Y. WORLD'S FAIR
PAVILIONS ... New York World's Fair exhibitors demand flawless color reception.
That's why the House of Good Taste, Ma-

WHY THE LOG PERIODIC IS THE MOST DRAMATIC BREAK WITH ANTENNA
TRADITION SINCE DR. YAGI INVENTED THE VAGI
Up until the JFD Log
Periodic, it was not possible to devise a truly broadband antenna except
by "compromise" design that had to give

...

...

up vital gain to get wider bandwidth
or
had to degrade directivity for better impedance. Burdensome parasitics were piled on
to try to compensate for gain "suck -outs",
ghost -prone polar patterns, and inadequate
bandwidth. This pyramided performance
complications resulting in signal -sapping
standing waves and impedance matchesand yet were only effective at the band edges.
Through the use of the revolutionary
new logarithmic periodic formula, the entire frequency range is covered with dipole

Be

Set-

Periodic TV & FM Antennas
E

FIRST LOG PERIODIC TRAPEZOID INDOOR ANTENNAFOR CHANNELS 2 TO 83
ULTRA VU -VISTA VHF -UHF

model

THE FAMOUS LPV FEATURING IDVANCED
NEW LOG-PERIODIC PARAMETERS'
FOR

VHF CHANNELS

2 TO

13 AND FM STEREO

model

LOG PERIODI

FM STEREO ANTENNA

LPL-FM10
LPL-FM8
LPL-FM6
LPL-FM4

LPV-17
LPV-14
LPV-11
LFV-8
LPV-6
LPV-4

INDOOR ANTENNA

list
$59.95
49.95
39.95
29.95
21.95
14.95

list
$49.95
39-95
29.95
15.95

..44

VU -VISTA UHF LOG-'

-CNRN

83

model
LPT-100

list
$7.50

(Ch. 14-83)...FM/Stereo...YHF/UHF/FM-C LO & Black/White
groups (cells) of overlapping resonances. These harmonically resonant
V-dipoles result in a frequency -independent performance. The LPV's inherently high gain, sharp directivity, 300 ohm impedance match and flat
response are virtually constant across the entire band.

...

The JFD LPV is the product of the
AND ONLY THE JFD LPV HAS IT!
world's largest and newest antenna laboratories. Here, in the JFD Champaign, Illinois R & D Research Center, a team of scientists and engineers,
under the direction of Dr. Paul E. Mayes, are revolutionizing the state of
the antenna art.

...

COMPARE CONSTRUCTION! ... Life -time
MECHANICALLY SUPERIOR!
stainless -steel take-off terminals that can never corrode, "tarok -turret" element brackets, tough heavy -wall Implex A acrylic insulators, twin U -bolts
with 6 inch mast grip span; supple, permanently riveted aluminum drive
line rod; electrically conductive gold alodizing; plus a host of other exclusive
mechanical improvements.
FIGHT CATV WITH THE JFD LPV! Keep CATV out of your area with JFD Log
Periodics (such as the 82 -channel LPV-VU) which provide viewers with more
channels-sharper reception-richer color-plus FM stereo. Don't install inferior antennas that open the door to CATV. Install the best to get the best

performance-the LPV!

...

COMPARE ADVERTISING AND PROMOADVERTISED IN LOOK, SUNSET
adverA versatile selection of indoor and outdoor sales helps
TION!
tisements in LOOK, SUNSET and other national and local consumer publicasell your best prospects.
on television
in newspapers
tions
Now is the time and your JFD distributor is the place to stock up and
step up into big -league LPV Log Periodic profits.

...
...

...

...

...

SEE WHY AT THE MOMENT OF TRUTH THE PICTURE IS THE PROOF THE
JFD LPV LOG PERIODIC WORKS BEST!
Licensed under one or more of U.S. Patents 2 958,081; 2,985,879; 3,011,168; 3,108,280;
3,150,376 and additional patents pending in U.S.A. and Canada. Produced by JFD
Electronics Corporation under exclusive license from the University of Illinois Foundation.

JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

JFD

15th Avenue at 62nd Street, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

11219

JFD Electronics -Southern Inc., Oxford, North Carolina
JFD International, 64-14 Woodside Ave., Woodside 77, N. Y.
1FD Canada, Ltd., 51 McCormack Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

copvrikht 1965,

JFD

Electronics

LOUDSPEAKER
III SHATTER? IIII
NEVER. Not with new

lifetime guaranteed Jensen

Smart musicians don't take chances on speaker failure in
the middle of a performance. When you buy new or replacement speakers for bass guitar, string bass, fully
instrumented guitar or electric accordion insist on
new Jensen EM speakers. Jensen, and onlyJensen,
offers a lifetime shatter -proof guarantee. And Jensen
EM's provide absolute assurance of undistorted
deep bass thru extreme high end response.
The new Models EM 1220 and 1520 bring

EM

speakers

out opitmum low end response for bass guitar and
string bass. EM 1250 and 1550 consistently produce
the needed total range response for fully instrumented guitar and electric accordion. Available in
12 and 15 inch sizes from music dealers, electronics service men and distributors. Insist on the
speakers with the lifetime guarantee made by
Jensen, the world's largest creators of quality
musical instrument loudspeakers.

JENSEN

LOUDSPEAKERS

JENSEN MANUFACTURING DIVISION/THE MUTER COMPANY/6601 SOUTH LARAMIE AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60638

Canada: Radio Speakers of Canada, Ltd., Toronto
26
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Argentina: Ucoa Radio, S.A., Buenos Aires
Circle 13 on literature card

Mexico: Fapartel, S.A., Naucalpan, Mex.
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Transistor
Sound IF
With Ratio Detector

W1 .4V

60-

W4 4.2V

D

®2SA219
IF

1ST SOUND

4.4V

*4

FROM

4V

`T2
1S188

0v

*OV

®2SA219
2ND SOUND IF

60-

LC

ll'f
M

OV

*1.36V

OV

*1.26V

RB

4V

56004

*4V

VIDEO
AMP

TP1

-OV

OV

*.75V

*-.16V
15188

12

60-

LC

3C0pf

56004

10mf4

R9

15004

XS
TO

10004
W2 2.4V

TP2

RATIO DETECTOR
OV

*.75V

AUDIO AMP

OV

*.62V

W6

1V

60-

D

+10.2V

+102.

taken with VTVM, on inactive channel;
antenna terminals shorted. *Indicates voltages taken
see "Operating Variations."
with signal present

WAVEFORMS taken with wideband scope; TV con trots set to produce normal picture and sound. Direct
(D) and low -cap (LC) probes used where indicated.

Normal Operation

Operating Variations

Sound IF signal is coupled from collector of video amplifier to base of X1 by T 1. Signal is amplified by X1
and partially limited by diode X3. Limiting action of
X3 affects positive alternations low signal, but tank
circuit (C3 and T2) provides some smoothing action
for both positive and negative half -cycles. T2 applies
signal with proper matching to X2. Further amplification and limiting of signal is provided by X2. Limiting
action of X2 is caused by more positive collector potential which lowers difference of potential between
emitter and collector. This allows saturation to occur
with low levels of signal input. Two ratio -detector
diodes are X4 and X5. Unbalanced ratio detector is
used-ground is at one side of C11 instead of between
RIO and R11, location of TP 1. C11 provides stabilization necessary to eliminate response to amplitude
variations in IF signal. This accomplished by C11
charging to average voltage level of IF signal. Quick
amplitude changes in IF signal do not cause increase
in output because of time constant of C 11 -R10 -R11.
Voltage variations corresponding to frequency variations in IF signal (which represents audio) are developed across C12. C12, R12, and C13 make up deemphasis network. Two types of bias are used by X1 and
X2: safety bias, provided by R3 for X1 and R6 for
X2, and fixed bias, provided by R1 and R2 for X1 and
R4 and R5 for X2. Positive potential is developed at
collector of X2 by dropping resistor R7.

DC voltage at output of detector varies
according to modulation content of sigOUTPUT
nal. No audio voltage is present without
signal and modulation. Waveform amplitude shown is
average, since audio strength is constantly varying.

DC VOLTAGES

-

DETECTOR

DC voltage at top of T3 secondary is zero
without signal and .75 volt with signal,
X4
although voltage will vary according to
signal strength. Same voltage will be measured on
cathode of diode X5.
ANODE

DC voltage at TP2 is zero without signal
and 1.26 volt with signal, again varying
according to signal strength. Remember
that voltage readings at high-impedance points must be
made with VTVM.
TP2

Significant stage -to -stage changes are evident from photos of waveform ampliFORMS
tudes. This does not mean that signal
strength is changing; signal voltages are simply being
transferred from high -impedance to low-impedance circuits. This is because of difference between base and
collector impedances of common -emitter configuration.
Notice that waveforms at low-impedance points were
taken with direct probe, high -impedance points with
low -capacitance probe.
WAVE-

Symptom

No Audio

Background Noise

Faint Buzz

Slight Buzz
Symptom

1

X1 Shorted
(1st Sound

IF

T3 Secondary Open

Transistor-2SA219)

(Ratio -Detector Transformer)

Symptom
Analysis

Symptom
Analysis

No audio at all. With volume control at maximum, lowlevel buzz is heard. Output stage is okay since rotating
volume-control changes buzz level. Fine-tuning control
can be rotated to show sound bars in picture; presence
of audio at input to sound IF is indicated.
W5

0V

Wl .36V

60-

60-

With volume control at maximum, slight buzz and background noise are heard; no audio signal is present. Since
noise and buzz are heard from speaker, audio stages
must be good. Noise is low in volume, so suspected stage
is near end rather than near beginning of sound IF strip.

LC

D

Waveform Analysis

Waveform Analysis

Waveform checks at W5 and W3
show complete loss of RF at
these points. RF signal is finally
found at W1, but amplitude is
slightly below normal. Scope
check at W2 shows no signal.
Lack of signal at emitter of X1
is normal, but signal should appear with C4 disconnected (by
cutting fine line through printed circuit foil). Absence of waveform at emitter of X1 indicates
either emitter is open or X1 is
shorted.

Indication of fault prior to audio
stages is given by W6 checkshows zero voltage delivered by
ratio detector. Waveform at W5
is slightly weaker than normal,
and W4 is slightly higher. Other
waveform checks through IF strip
are normal. Only apparent clue
is small amplitude change of W5
and W4. Even though W4 is
slightly high, trouble in circuit
of X2 is not likely cause of symptom. This leaves as suspect ratio detector circuit.

0V

Voltage and
Component Analysis

0V

W5

2.W 60-

W4

4.36

D

60-

LC

LC

0V

OV
OV

3.9V

fi0-

W6

Voltage and
Component Analysis

9V

.07V
96.07V

Voltage at X1 base is slightly reduced, while that at
emitter is reduced almost to zero. Voltages present at
emitter and base would cut off good transistor. However, if transistor were biased beyond cutoff, emitter
voltage could not be that low. Shorted C4 could be
cause of reduced voltage, but test shows C4 to be good.
This indicates high conduction from emitter to collector
is occurring, which could only be due to shorted X 1.
Slightly reduced base voltage is due to loading caused
by shorted transistor.
Best Bet: Scope, then voltage checks.

Voltages at X4 anode, X5 cathode are over twice
normal. No voltage is measured at X4 cathode, X5
anode, nor at top of C11 (best clue) For voltage to be
applied to C11, current must flow through X4. Path
for RF current is from ground, up through Rl1 and
R 10, left through R8 and X4, down through secondary
of T3, and right through X5 and R9 to ground. (Additional path is through tertiary winding of T3 and down
through C12.) X4 tests good. Continuity checks show
T3 secondary open.
.

Best Bet: Voltage

and resistance

checks.

2

Volume Severely

Volume Insufficient

Reduced

High -Frequency Audio Reduced

X2 Leaky
(2nd Sound

IF

SYMPTOM 4

Slight Buzz

SYMPTOM 3

Increased In Value

R7

(Collector Dropping Resistor -2200 ohms)

Transistor-2SA219)

Symptom
Analysis

Symptom
Analysis

Normal volume is developed, but with volume control
near maximum. High -frequency audio is slightly reduced. Symptom might suggest audio -circuit trouble,
but any trouble there would generally cause more pronounced change.

.9V

60-

W3 .3V

60-

W4

LC

L

D

Normal volume can only be obtained by setting volume
control almost to maximum. Since audio is so low at
normal setting, noise and vertical buzz are heard with
higher setting. Such noise is most likely to be picked
up in stages where audio is weak.
W5

Waveform Analysis

Waveform Analysis

Low amplitude of RF waveform
W5 indicates either low drive
from X2 stage or trouble in ratiodetector circuit. Check of W4
also reveals weak signal. This
eliminates trouble in ratio detector. Normal amplitude of W3 indicates trouble in X2 and/or
biasing components. Scope check
at C8 would give normal no signal indication, proving that signal amplitude is not reduced by
R7 (which is bypassed by C8)
All these clues point to bad X2.

RF at ratio detector is low in
amplitude, as shown by W5.

.

.15V

60-

LC

Scope check of W4 also shows
greatly reduced RF signal. Examination of W3 shows almost
normal amplitude RF; signal is
reduced by .02 volt. Checks of
W2 and W 1 show normal signal
strengths in first stage. Signal
strength at X2 emitter is reduced;
indicates X2 is not conducting at
normal strength. Absence of signal at top of C5 and C8 indicates
these capacitors are good.

4.2V

Voltage and
Component Analysis

*3.4 V

3.6V

4.2V

X2

*3.6V
3.7V

*3.7V

Base voltage is reduced by .4 volt, and emitter voltage
is reduced by .5 volt. Forward bias voltage is therefore .1 volt. Reduced emitter voltage indicates increased
voltage drop across R6, or increased emitter current.
Collector voltage is .7 volt too high, indicating collector current has increased. However, collector current
has increased in greater proportion than has emitter
current. Extra current must be flowing from base; increased voltage drop across R5 (lower base voltage)
further confirms this condition. Culprit is X2.
Best Bet: Scope, then voltage measurements.

*4.2V

Voltage and
Component Analysis

4.

*4.

Base voltage is up .2 volt; collector voltage is 1.5 volt
high; emitter voltage has increased .15 volt. Potential
difference between emitter and collector is down 1.35
volt, reduces conduction of X2. Base -emitter potential
difference is down .05 volt; reduced forward bias also
decreases conduction. Remember X2 conduction has
decreased; voltage at collector has increased, pointing
to R7. Resistance check shows R7 to have increased in
value. Good idea would be to replace X2 and R6 as
well as R7.
Best Bet: Scope, then voltage checks.

Volume Reduced

Loud Buzz

Slight Background Noise

Symptom 5

Audio Reduced
Symptom 6

T2

Primary Open

(Coupling Transformer)

X4 Shorted
(Ratio Detector Diode -15188)

Symptom
Analysis

Symptom
Analysis

Volume control must be set close to maximum for normal listening level. Along with audio, slight background
noise and distortion are heard. Trouble doesn't seem to
be in ratio detector circuit, since fault there would
probably cause more distortion.
W3

02V

60-

W1.4V60-D

Normal volume can be obtained only by setting volume
control almost to maximum. When this is done, buzz
becomes quite loud. Slight distortion of audio also is
evident. Most likely location of trouble is in stages prior
to audio, so tests can be limited to IF and detector.

LC

Waveform Analysis

Inadequate signal at W3 narrows
search to stages ahead of this
testing point. W2 amplitude is
down by .6 volt; trouble is either
at this point or around X 1. W1
shows normal -amplitude signal
being applied to X1. Lack of signal at X1 emitter shows C4 is
good. Scope test at junction of
C2 and C3 shows small signal
present; this indicates C2 and C3
are good. Scope clues are not
conclusive but do at least point
to stage where trouble is located.

Examination of W5 shows reduced amplitude of signal at
anode of X4. Scope check at
junction of C9 and X5 shows
larger signal than normal W5; difference in amplitudes of waveforms seems to indicate unbalance. Correct -amplitude signal is
being applied to ratio detector as
shown by W4. Normal no -signal
indication is revealed by scope
check at C10. Source of trouble
is not pointed out directly, but is
localized to ratio detector.

xl

Voltage and
Component Analysis

60-

!CT C9

X5

LC

r
4.1060^LC

W4 4.2V

60-

LC

.21V

*.36V

4.6V

21/

W5

Waveform Analysis

OV

-*I.osV

V

OV

iF1.OSV

Voltage and
Component Analysis

4.7
*4.7

Voltage on base is up by .2 volt. Emitter voltage is up
by .1 volt. Collector voltage should be zero; is .21 volt
without signal, .36 volt with signal. Resistance checks
clear emitter and base -bias resistors. High emitter voltage indicates increased resistance (and decreased current) in collector circuit. Ohmmeter check shows X3 is
good. Voltage checks at center tap and bottom of T2
primary show zero voltage at those points. T2 primary
must be open; otherwise collector (connected to top
of T2) would read zero.
Best Bet: Voltage checks are adequate.

Voltage measurements around ratio -detector circuit are
altered but are not completely out of reason except for
voltage on X4. Voltage is same on both sides of diode,
indicating greater conductivity than normal and therefore less resistance to current flow. Ohmmeter check
shows X4 to be shorted. Since ratio detector is normally low -voltage circuit, check further for voltage leakage
from T3 and any other trouble that may cause abnormally high voltage to appear in circuit and cause diode
to break down.
Best Bet: Scope and

voltage checks.

NOW!
OVER 2700

REPLACEMENTS
with only

13

RCA Top -of -the -Line transistors

With RCA's "Top -of -the -line" SK Replacement Series, you need on y 13 transistors.
including two matched pairs for ready replacement of more than 2.700 types. In addition, RCA's two new SK -Series rectifiers-the SK3016 and SK3017-enable you to
replace virtually any selenium or silicon rectifiers having; comparable ratings.

Stock the complete SK -Series -13 *.ransistors and 2 re,t`filers. They will provide the
answer to many of the replacement problems you face servicing auto radios. battery
operated portable radios, tape recorders, hi-fi equipment, phonographs, black -and
white and color TV, and other ente,tainment-type equipment using solid state devices.
-

Accurate, comprehensive replacement information is giver: in the new 16 -page RCA
"Top -of -the -Line" Semiconductor Replacement Guide SPG-202. With it you have at
your fingertips information on more than 2700 transistor types tncll:dng many of
foreign manufacture-which the 13 RCA "Top -of-the-Lilne' types replace.
See your RCA

Distributor about the

RCA SK

Series, and be sure to ask for your copy

of the RCA Semiconductor Replacement Guide.
RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES. HARRISON, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

"Top -of-the -Line Replacement Transistors"
SK -3003
SK -3004
SK -3005
SK -3006

SK -3007
SK -3008
SK -3009

pnp type, AF Driver and Output Stages
(9 V Supply)
pnp type, AF Driver and Output Stages
(15 V Supply)
pnp type, RF, IF, and Converter Stages

of Broadcast Receivers
pnp type, RF, IF, and Converter Stages
of FM and AM/FM Receivers
pnp type, RF, IF, and Converter Stages
of All -Wave Receivers
pnp type, RF, IF, and Converter Stages
of Auto Radios
pnp type, Audio Output Stages of Auto Radios

SK -3010

npn type, AF Driver and Output Stages

SK -3015

of Broadcast Receivers
npn type, RF, IF, and Converter Stages
of Broadcast Receivers
pnp type, Audio Output Stages o4 Auto Rad os
Matched pair of SK -3009
Drift Feld type for Output and Driver Stages
of Hft F equipment
Matched pair of SK -3014

SK -3016

Silicon Rectifier for color, 61W TV,

SK -3011
SK -3012
SK -3013
SK -3014

Radios, Phonographs
SK -3017

Silicon Rectifier for color, B/W TV,
Radios, Phonographs

Circle 32 on literature card
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Don't just wait there.

Electronic products are your
bread-and-butter.
Yet manufacturers seem to
have forgotten that electronics
is a service business. Because
they're selling to you, the same
products they sell to national
mail order catalog houses; who,
in turn, advertise these products
at approximately the same
prices you pay for them.
No wonder you're waiting for
a lot of customers who will never
turn up. They're passing you by
-thanks to the aforementioned
manufacturers who, in effect,
have been by-passing you.
No law says you have to take
this lying down.
Channel Master never permits itself to forget that electronics is a service business. We
recognize that our growth and

-

our whole future is
closely tied to you,
the service dealer.
Our entire operation
is geared to this recognition.
Take antennas, for example.
Over 35% of our business in
this product is in fringe -areas,
where big installations are a job
for a service dealer only. The
same holds true for Channel
Master rotators, boosters, and
other antenna accessories-all
built to the service dealer's highest quality specifications.
Replacement pictures tubes?
The plant where Channel Master's superior tubes are made is
the newest, largest, and most
modern in the world; and it's
equipped to meet your need for
every kind of tube-including
the hard -to -come -by types.

Receiving tubes? Channel
Master Premium Quality Tubes
show less than 1% call-back returns-lower than any major
tube line.

It's against our policy, of
course, to sell any of the above
products to 1 -step consumer
outlets (or their captive discount
chain stores) ...that advertise
at dealer prices.
Now that you know what side
your bread is buttered on-what
are you waiting for?

CHANNEL
E

MASTER
N.Y.
L L E N V

I

L

L

E,

Makers of world-famous antennas, antenna accessories, picture tubes, and producer of outstanding transistor radios and tape recorders.
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Circle 14 on literature card

YOU GET PRODUCT PLUS FROM YOUR SYLVANIA DISTRIBUTOR

CONSUMERS'
c 01Cc
Here's why.

Here's how.

CLEAREST
COLOR

BRIGHTEST
BLACK AND
WHITE
PICTURES

PICTURE

BEST OVERALL
COLOR
PERFORMANCE

Sylvania
color bright 85
picture tube

76.1%

66.6%

68.0%

77.7%

Picture Tube A

6.9

9.8

8.9

7.4

Picture Tube

B

9.5

13.7

13.4

7.1

Picture Tube

C

7.5

9.9

9.7

BRIGHTEST
COLOR

PICTURE
TO WATCH

7.8

Note: No
Test made under supervision of John J. Henderson and Associates.
all people answered all questions-votes tabulated for 100% of answers to each
N. Y.

In six major cities from coast to coast, 9,789 consumers
compared the new color bright 85" picture tube to ordinary non -rare-earth color tubes in three leading brands of
TV sets. Sylvania's new tube, the first with rare-earth
phosphors, was the overwhelming choice.

The vivid colors, derived from europium rare-earth compounds, are unexcelled for true color fidelity. In monochrome, the picture is noticeably brighter; there's better
contrast too. And today this extraordinary tube is still the
performance leader. Sylvania's new air -spun screening
process gives color bright 85 picture tubes the competi-

tive difference in the sharpest images ever displayed.
The color bright 85 tube is available to you now for today's
growing color TV market. It is a product of Sylvania Electronic Tube Division, Electronic Components Group,
Seneca Falls, N. Y.

YLVAN TA
GTE

SUBSIDIARY OF

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

Circle 15 on literature card
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Microservicing in Pocket Portables
Transistor radios have taken on a new shape in the past few months; some of
the latest ones are only about half the size of a pack of cigarettes. To service these
tiny critters, special tools, instruments, and techniques are required together with
delicate care. The series of photos here shows most of the instruments that
are required and illustrates some procedures for saving time and labor.

To disassemble these radios, a collection of miniature tools is needed. The set shown here requires a
small Phillips screwdriver; however, for other makes
and models you will need a set of jeweler's screwdrivers and a multitude of small -size spindrivers.
Magnetized tools make the job considerably easier,
especially during reassembly.

The terminal wrench (sometimes referred to as
spanner wrench) is invaluable for removing the nut
from tiny earphone jacks. This tool is available in
two sizes
1/2" and 5 16". Once the screws and
earphone jacks are removed, the only thing left is to
disconnect the speaker wires. These wires will break

-

quite easily-be careful.

Many small radios operate on a single 1.5 -volt battery. A DC power supply capable of supplying from
1.5 to 12 volts is suitable for practically any transistor radio. Before connecting the external power
source, check to see if the radio requires a positive
or negative voltage. Improper supply connection can
damage the transistors.

At the right, a lamp is positioned near the wiring
side of the printed board. This allows you to locate
a specific connection on the rear of the board while
viewing the radio from the component side of the
board. The components are mounted extremely
close together, and the light is almost a must for
printed -circuit tracing jobs.

This home-made probe is certainly an advantage
when making voltage or resistance measurements
on any small portable receiver. The probe is quite
inexpensive and simple to construct. Simply take
an alligator clip and solder a steel phono needle
to the end of the clip. Such a probe is handy to use
on any printed circuit board.

When replacing resistors or capacitors, use a pair
of miniature long -nose pliers or small tweezers and
a low wattage soldering iron-producing not more
than 50 watts. When replacing components or making any repair to the printed board, use rosin -core
solder; under no circumstances should an acid -core
solder be used for repair.

When replacing coils or transformers with multiple connection lugs, a desoldering iron makes the
job much easier, quicker, and neater. This type of
iron removes all the solder from around the connection point and leaves the hole open so that the defective component can be removed and the new one

reinserted without trouble.

Below, right, is an example of the type of alignment
tool required for aligning IF transformers in these
miniature sets. Some slugs have screwdriver slots;
others have square or hexagonal openings. The specific tool for any particular adjustment is listed,
along with the alignment instructions, in all Sams
transistor radio manuals.

transistorized radios. For this reason, we won't relist them here;
rather, we'll mention them as the
occasions arises through this article, and emphasize the ones especially important for vertical circuits.
Let's start by recapping a vertical -deflection system, one that is
typical of those presently being
used. We'll look at both the mechanical and electrical designs.

Servicing
Vertical
Sweep

the small board is concealed; access
to the bottom can't be obtained
without unsoldering the small board
at seven or eight places. The transistors for the oscillator and driver
stages are low -power types, also located on the small board. The output transistor, however, handles a
large amount of current, so a high power type must be used; it's located on a heat sink close to the
board, with other power transistors
used in this set.
Unlike tubes, transistors have
more parameters, and more controls
are necessary to obtain good linearity. Notice in Figs.
and 2 that
a total of five controls (four mounted on the board) is used throughout the circuits. In addition to hold,
linearity, and height controls, this
receiver has an auxiliary linearity
control that adjusts the amount of
feedback from the output to the
driver stage. This control is necessary to obtain best linearity for the
reason mentioned above. In the base
circuit of the output transistor is a
bias control to set the bias and thus
the current through X3 (similar in
application to the bias control used
in the output circuits of transistorized auto radios). A thermistor is
used in the output stage to maintain
vertical sweep and protect X3 from
thermal runaway. Two other protective devices are used in these circuits: A diode (X6) shunting the
base winding of the oscillator transformer suppresses the reverse volt -

in

Three -Stage System
TRANSISTOR SETS

Although there are slight variations in component values, number
of controls used, and various RC
networks, the schematic in Fig. is
similar to vertical stages you'll find
in many transistorized TV's. Here,
a blocking oscillator, driver, and
output stage combine to provide vertical deflection.
First, let's take a brief overall
look at these stages and see what
controls and special components
are used. The photo in Fig. 2 will
help us learn to recognize the physical shape of main components-for
servicing reference.
Most of the major components,
except the output choke and yoke,
are located on printed circuit boards.
In this receiver, notice the vertical deflection stages are mostly located
on a small board that is mounted in
piggyback fashion to a larger board.
This design presents quite a servicing problem, for the underside of

Not a whole lot different
from tubes stages.

1

1

by George

F.

Corne, Jr.

The procedure for servicing vertical -deflection stages in transistorized television receivers is the same
generally as it is for tube -type receivers-from the standpoint of
symptom analysis. However, you'll
find transistorized circuits a bit
harder to troubleshoot, mainly because servicing is compounded by
mechanical designs and more caution is needed in testing procedures
-transistors can be damaged more
easily than their tube counterparts.
There are several do's and don'ts
for transistor servicing, and you've
probably heard most of them for
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diagram of common transistorized vertical deflection system shows basic blocking oscillator -driver -output.
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age spike (from collapsing magnetic
field) during the flyback timewhen X1 is suddenly cut off. A varistor shunting the yoke windings limits the sweep amplitude across the
deflection coils and prevents breakdown of the output transistor due to
the flyback pulse. This component
is located on the bottom of the large
printed circuit board; its location is
pointed out in Fig. 3.

Troubleshooting
Before discussing specific troubleshooting procedures, let's establish
a few ground rules for servicing
transistor vertical -deflection circuits.
1. Regardless of the symptom present in the receiver, obtain the
proper service literature before trying to pinpoint the specific area of
trouble. It's best to know exactly
what is in a particular circuit. Unlike in tube circuits, transistors in
TV's are normally soldered in; they
can't be unplugged and substituted

for-easily.
2. Use your oscilloscope at every
opportunity to help isolate a loss of
signal or a distorted signal. If the

signal is of sufficient amplitude to
permit using a low -capacitance
probe, use it. Sometimes, the signal amplitude will be too small, and
a direct probe will be necessary.
3. A high-quality VOM or VTVM
(having small voltage ranges) can
be used for checking voltages and
resistances in transistor circuits.
With few exceptions, an emitter resistor is used in vertical amplifiers.
Make every use of analysis of voltages on the emitter, base, and collector to help zero in on the defective stage before unsoldering and
checking individual components.
4. It may be necessary to adapt
special (or gimmick) probes to permit quicker servicing in miniature size TV's. Shown in Fig. 4 is a
handy device for easy attachment
to any type of probe-scope,
VTVM, etc. Here, we've taken an
ordinary clip lead, to which we've
soldered the straight section of a
safety pin (a needle is good, too).
The point is rigid, and the clip lead
can be slipped onto the end of the
test probe you select. Notice in the
photo the value this simple gimmick
has. Here, the needle point has two
main advantages for servicing in
small spaces: (1) Testing must be

done from the top side of this
board, and even then, access to some
particular point in the circuit couldn't be reached with a large probethe needle probe reaches all points
easily; (2) Circuit contact with a
blunt point is hard to make in
many instances (normal probe for
example), but the sharp point of
this probe makes good contact, even
to the transistor lead, as here. The
point fits snugly into the lead holes
on the board, too.
As in tube circuits, troubles in
vertical circuits can be classified into
three main faults-(1) poor or
missing vertical sync, (2) insufficient height, and (3) distorted
sweep (poor linearity), or no sweep.
Sync Troubles

When uncontrollable or intermittent rolling is the symptom, chances
are you'll find the trouble in the input -sync path (separator or some
previous stage) or directly in the
vertical -oscillator stage. In the circuit of Fig. 1, negative -going sync
proper to key PNP transistors is
inductively coupled to the oscillator
by a tertiary winding of Ti. W1 is
a mixture of the oscillator pulses and
the incoming sync pulses. As in tube
receivers, a check on the sync pulses
can be made by disabling the oscillator. In this circuit, a 1-mfd capacitor connected from collector to
emitter of X1 will do the job. If the
incoming sync is good, then proceed
to check out the oscillator circuit.
The free running frequency of X1
is determined by the time constant

Fig. 3. A

varistor protects transistor.

of the RC network (C1 -R2) in the
base circuit of X l ; the vertical -hold
control varies this time constant to
set this free running frequency.
Symptoms of off -frequency operation usually indicate trouble in the

base circuit. Prime components here
are Cl, R2, and Rl. Of course, X1
could be defective; if it is, make
sure you check and/or replace suppressor diode M3 before pronouncing the trouble cured.
In addition to causing sync
troubles, a defect in the oscillator
can cause a complete loss of vertical
sweep. If this is the case, W2 at the
base of X1 is a good starting point
to see if the oscillator is functioning.
If W2 is missing, proceed to use
normal voltage and resistance measurements for locating the cause of
oscillator failure.
Height Troubles

Insufficient sweep can result from
low gain in X2 or X3, or a defect in
the deflection yoke circuit. Your
scope, in conjunction with the shape
and amplitude of waveforms shown
Please turn to page 58
PIGGYBACK
PRIJTED CIRCUIT
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components.
Fig. 2. View of transistorized vertical -sweep section shows typical
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In the new 25MC36 color chas-

previously in 21" chassis. Operation
of the screen and drive controls and
the service switch associated with
the CRT are unchanged.
You'll find the tube complement
and wiring in the color -sync sections also follow closely those in
Zenith's latest 21-inchers: a 6EW6
burst amplifier, 6JU8 (quadruple
diode) ACC/killer phase detector/
color sync phase detector, and 6KT8
chroma oscillator control/chroma
oscillator. Circuits having similar
operation were described in the September and November 1963 issues

sis, technicians will find perhaps the
most significant change in Zenith's

color line since this company actively entered the color field in 1961.
In addition to several new electronic
circuits, a new chassis shape (Fig.
1) can be noted-especially in the
area of the high -voltage cage. (Compare the chassis in Fig. 1 with
Zenith's latest 21" chassis shown in
Fig. 2.)

The biggest change, of course, is
the use of a 90°, 25" rectangular
picture tube, the 25GP22; and most
of the new circuitry in the chassis
was necessary to produce the wider
deflection required by this CRT.
Let's take a closer look at the new
chassis, concentrating on the particular features and adjustments you'll
need to know about in servicing it.

Color Circuits
Most of the circuits used in the
color stages should be familiar to
you. Zenith is continuing to use two
chroma bandpass stages-both using
pentode sections of 6KT8's. The
triode sections of these tubes function as the cathode follower (in the
luminance channel) and as the color
killer. Two high-level demodulators
with 6JH8's complete the chroma signal path to the CRT grids-in
circuits very similar to those used

BLUE

GREEN

GAIN

GAIN

of PF REPORTER.

Sweep Circuits

The vertical and horizontal deflection stages contain the greatest
number of new circuits due to the
wider deflection angle required by
the 90° picture tube.
Controls

Since Zenith's first color chassis
(the 29JC20) was introduced, vertical and horizontal centering has
been mechanically adjusted by
means of movable magnets located
in a special sleeve inside the cavity
of the deflection yoke. The 25GP22,
being a small -neck tube, has
prompted a change to electrical centering. The horizontal -centering control is located in the flyback/yoke

circuit. The vertical -centering circuit will be seen presently when the
pincushion -corrector stage is discussed.
Width in the 25MC36 chassis is
altered by moving a jumper in the
yoke circuit-either connecting or
removing a 75 -pf capacitor from the
circuit. The jumper (and the minimum and maximum positions) is
marked in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 shows a closeup of the neck
of the new 25" tube; deflection and
convergence components are identified. The cloverleaf convergence
yoke and blue lateral magnet are
familiar and occupy their normal
positions on the tube. However, notice the location of the purity rings.
On this new tube, the purity rings
are placed in front of the deflection
yoke. Adjustment is made in the
normal way, but you must first
loosen a metal screw before the
rings can be moved.
The action of these static convergence controls and of the 12
dynamic convergence controls found
in this chassis is similar to the action of controls in other Zenith sets.
High Voltage

Comparison of Zenith's 21" chas2) and with the 25" version reveals a change in physical design of the high -voltage cage; in the
latter receiver, the cage rises higher
sis (Fig.

A`.

I/
SERVICE
SWITCH

`'i
SCREEN

WIDTH

CONTROLS

JUMPER
(MIN PSN)

(G2)

Fig. 1. Zenith's 25" color chassis contains a
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Fig. 3. Purity ring is in

above the chassis. Inside the cage,
numerous other changes are apparent, as shown in Fig. 4.
The flyback and the diode (Fig.
5) in the focus circuit are completely new. In previous chassis, a 1V2
functioned as the focus rectifier.
(The inset in Fig. 5 shows this circuit-still being used in 21" models.) Although a special diode has
replaced the 1V2 tube, circuit operation remains basically unchanged.
Horizontal pulses derived from a
winding on the flyback transformer,
are rectified and filtered. The resulting DC is reduced to approximately
4.3 kv) by a voltage divider and is
then fed to the common focus anode
(pin 9) of the picture tube.
Referring again to Fig. 3, notice
pin 9 is shielded by insulating tabs.
The smaller neck diameter of this

tube reduces the distance between
the base pins. Therefore, the insulating tabs are used to guard against
arc -over of the high potential from
the focus anode to another pin.
Horizontal

Adjustments in the horizontal sweep section are also quite similar
to those used previously. One significant change is the removal of
the horizontal efficiency coil; consequently, the damper current is not
adjustable. The high -voltage -adjust
control should he set for a specified
anode voltage corresponding to the
line voltage. (Table shows the correct high -voltage reading for various
line voltages.) Regulator current is
monitored in the normal manner
and should remain within the specified rating (.85 ma to 1.4 ma).
1

3.2M

APPROX

RECTIFIER
PULSE
FROM
FLY BACK

2.2meg
ZW

I

WINDING

1V2
PULSE
FROM

10meg

Table

105
110
115
120
125
130
135

VAC
VAC
VAC
VAC
VAC
VAC
VAC

24.4 KV
25 KV
25.6 KV
26.5 KV
27.1 KV

Vertical

The most unfamiliar circuit you'll
find in this chassis is probably the
pincushion corrector shown in Fig.
6. A closer examination of this circuit will show why it is necessary,
how it functions, and where it fits

into the overall receiver operations.
As the deflection angle increases,
Please turn to page
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Otherwise the horizontal -sweep circuit is much the same as in other
Zenith color receivers, and the same
troubleshooting procedures apply.
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Fig. 4. Diode functions as focus rect.
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QUICKER SERVICING

Repairing
ETCHED

CIRCUIT
Fig. 3.

BOARDS
A

few handy hints to

speed the process.
by Homer

Practically all radios, and many
TV sets, made today use etched circuit boards. You may not like to
work on etched boards or wouldn't be caught dead selling a TV set
with one in it, but a quick look at
the service business as it exists today may change your mind.
When Henry Ford switched from
the Model T to the Model A, that
was a great change. Today's cars
have made an even bigger change
from the Model A, and are much
more complicated. Modern tools
and techniques are needed to do
the service job. This premise also
applies to the electronic industry.
The TV receiver of 1950 surely
doesn't look at all like the 1965
sets that are just rolling off the
assembly line. How about the TV
set of 1975? Are you going to refuse to service them?
You old timers recall the time
when you were called to repair your
first TV set. Difficulty-definitely!
But you did it, and now it's old
hat. There is nothing mysterious
about repairing an etched -circuit
receiver, either, if you find out how
and then do it. Some manufacturers

L.

Davidson

have held service clinics on their
transistor radios and included information on servicing their etched
boards. In this article we are going
to try to pass along a few hints and
ideas on how you can repair etched
circuit boards.
Take a look at the etched board
in Fig. 1. This board is lettered on
one side with the placement marking of components. From the same
(top) side, you can also see where
the wiring goes to each component.
Practically all parts are close to the
tube or transistor they work with.
This means the numbered parts
are located close to the stage, and a
suspected defective part is easier to
find for testing.
The first circuit boards manufactured did give some trouble. But,
what doesn't have some bugs in it,

"Looping" new part to board.

at first? We will agree that today
the boards are constructed well and
give far less trouble. Nevertheless,
many servicemen still use the board
as an excuse for many of their own
mistakes.
The layout-top and bottom-of
a typical etched -board assembly is
shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2A shows the
mounted parts, part numbers, and
white -dotted areas indicating the
etched wiring underneath. Turn the
board over (Fig. 2B) and you see
the etched wiring itself. On some
boards, the wiring is covered completely with solder; on this one, only
the parts leads are soldered to the
etched copper wiring.
TV

Boards

In the TV receiver, there may be
one large board or several smaller
ones with different circuit sections
on each board. Today's manufacturers are placing more components
on one large board. You will sometimes find the sound, IF, video, sync,
horizontal-sweep, and vertical -sweep
stages all laid out in rows.
The etched board doesn't really
cause too much trouble in TV receivers. In some AC -DC chassis,
where tubes with high heater voltages are used, heater terminals become quite warm and open up. One
serviceman I know solders heavy
copper wire to these connections,
thus bypassing the soldered joints.
The heavy, solid wire also acts as a
heat sink.

(A) Top side

(B) Bottom side
Fig.
40
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Backlighting reveals wiring.
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Fig. 2. Both sides

of

a

single board.

Fig. 4. Molded

socket after removal.

HOOKUP WIRE

ACROSS BROKEN CONNECTIO'S

foil.

Fig. 5. Notice loose grounding eyelet.

Fig. 7. Easy repair for break in

Although rosin joints are not
common with an etched board, a
defective joint may show up sometimes when a tube is pulled excessively hard from its socket. The excessive heat needed to "boil out" a
rosin joint can damage the etched
board, so care must be exercised.
Most boards in a TV receiver won't
crack or break as easily as those of
a transistor or car radio.
Parts can usually be replaced on
an etched board without a great
deal of difficulty, if you know how.
When replacing a burned resistor or
leaky capacitor, simply cut the old
one in two with your diags. Crush
the component thoroughly until it
falls away from its lead. Form a loop
at the ends of the wires that are
left. Then cut the leads on the new
resistor or capacitor, and slip the
ends through the loops you've made
on the board-see Fig. 3. Don't
hold the iron too long on this joint,
or the old loops may melt away from
the etched board.
If you can get at the board from
below, melt the solder out of the
hole and solder the part directly into
the etched wiring. If you don't have

any way of drawing the solder out
of the holes, stick a wood tooth-

1r

i;;

'
_

(A) Before

f

Fig.

6.

B) After

Repair of broken

PC

board.

pick down into the melted solder to
form a mounting hole. There are
soldering irons on the market with
hand -operated suction devices that
do a good job of removing old solder. A medicine dropper can also
be used.
A defective wafer - type tube
socket can be removed by first
cutting the center support off and
snipping away the wafer material,
then unsoldering each pin connection from the etched board. The
molded socket is a little harder to
remove (Fig. 4). Place the tip of
your iron under each pin and pry
upward, then draw the solder away
from each pin connection. Unsolder
the center ground terminal. Use a
screwdriver to pry upward around
the socket, being very careful not to
damage the board. Apply the hot
iron to any connection that may
still have a little solder holding it to
the board. The old socket will drop
out, and a new one can be soldered
in its place.
Fig. 5 shows a sound -section
board removed from an RCA TV
receiver. The ground eyelet was not
securely soldered to the etched
board, and the TV sound was intermittent.
Etched Radio Boards
Components can be replaced in
transistor radios by the same
methods used in TV receivers. The
transistor radio board is usually
damaged by the owner who has accidentally dropped the set. Fig. 6A
shows a portable with the board
broken in two. Fig. 6B shows how
the board was repaired, using #14
solid copper wire with two solid
twisted loops that hold the board
together. The other broken connections are made with hookup wire
run directly to a solder joint. Some
etched boards are covered with
green enamel that must be scraped

foil on both top and bottom
of etched board, extra heat is required.
Fig. 8. With

away for a good connection.
In Fig. 7 is shown the etched
board of a transistor radio that had
been dropped, landing on the volume-control knob. This pushed the
board backward and broke the
etched connections. The two broken
connections were remade with
lengths of hookup wire as shown in
the photo.
You will find that when a transistor set is dropped or otherwise
treated roughly, the heavy components will be the first to break loose.
Sometimes their looseness will cause
intermittent reception when the
board is touched.
Components in car radios are
replaced much the same as with
TV or radio receiver boards. In
some, the board is etched on both
top and bottom. When replacing IF
transformers in these, be sure to
apply enough heat to unsolder the
etched wiring on top as well as on
the bottom. If some of the foil pulls
up or off, replace it with bare hookup wire, pushed down through the
board to the corresponding IF coil
terminals. Fig. 8 shows the unsoldering of lugs on the second IF

transformer in a car radio.
Vibration and twisting of the
board cause frequent trouble in
in car-radio etched boards. Transformers, filter capacitors, and other
large components easily develop
broken connections. When the board
is mounted vertically, large components soldered directly to the board

Please turn to page 60

Fig. 9. Small brace supports a

filter.
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Peculiarities of these multipurpose receivers.
by Philip

Transportable radios started appearing in automobiles in 1958. In
some cases, these radios were the
first all -transistor receivers to be
used in automobiles. For about three
years, manufacturers offered transportables as optional radios, and
today there are a number of independent retail stores still selling
portable receivers for cars.
Many servicemen think of these
radios as monsters compared to conventional auto radios, and are very
reluctant to service them. They

R.

Powell

these cells drops very soon from 6
volts to approximately 5.2 volts and
stays at that level for most of their
useful life. A good rule is to replace
all four cells when their voltage
drops to 5 volts or less. Always use
mercury cells in transportables, since
regular batteries will corrode if the
radio is left in the car during the
winter months. In the automobile,
the radio operates from the car
battery, so defective portable batteries may go undetected until too
late. Always start troubleshooting
transportables by checking the battery voltage-there should be at
least 5 volts with the radio turned
on.

tor, replace it with the improved
type.
Leaky AGC Transistor

Fig. 3 shows the AGC circuit
used in the 1958 transportables.
Leaky AGC transistors are common in these radios, and the symptoms could prove very confusing
to a repairman unfamiliar with the
receiver. This particular failure has
probably accounted for more wasted
repair time than all other defects
combined.
With no signal, the AGC tran -

Intermittent Connector

Fig.

1.

Note some contacts should touch.

needn't be; failures in these receivers run in typical patterns, and
knowing what to look for can simplify and speed service work on
these sets.
1958 Pontiac and Oldsmobile

Transportables appeared in considerable volume in 1958 Pontiacs
and Oldsmobiles. The following is
a rundown on what to look for when
servicing these units.
Weak Batteries

Transportables, when out of the
dash, operate with four 1.5 -volt
mercury cells. The voltage from

Fig. 2. New contact type solves
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fault.

A common failure is in the connector at the rear of the portablesee Fig. 1. The upper and lower
contacts at A, H, J, K, and L are
supposed to touch when the unit is
out of the car. The terminals at A
connect the internal antenna to the
portable in place of the car antenna.
Terminals at H apply internal battery power, J and K terminals actuate the internal speaker, and the
terminals at L boost the volume.
Radios produced early in the
1958 model year had considerable
connector trouble. The old-style
connector has a flat contact surface
which is not reliable, even if you
clean the contacts. The improved
connector has two teeth that, with
their small contact surface, have
greater contact pressure (see Fig.
2) If you encounter one of these
portables with the old-style connec.

Fig. 3.

Emitter volts clue to leakage.

Fig. 4. Cascade IF's, separate purposes.

sistor's emitter voltage should be
under 1 volt. If the AGC transistor
is leaky, the no -signal emitter voltage will be above 1 volt. Leakage
current in the transistor reduces the
gain of the RF and first IF stages,
which has led many repairmen to
think the trouble lies in either of
these two stages.
The simple voltage reading described can quickly verify this condition. When you make this test and
find the no-signal voltage to be
normal (under 1 volt), also try
tuning to a strong local station to
see if the voltage rises as it should
with proper AGC action.

Fig.

5.

Loose

collar shifts frequency.

trouble recurs each time the set is
turned over, remove the case and
tap each coil individually to determine which is defective. Keep turning the portable so that gravity will
cause the cup to slide when the coil
is tapped.

Fig. 6. Tapping case aggravates

Third

IF

fault.

Coil

An unusual circuit is used in the
third IF stage-see Fig. 4-and requires special consideration. Two
tuned circuits are located in separate
cans, connected capacitively. Isolating trouble to this stage is easy
enough, but determining which can
is defective can be puzzling. The
trick is to use the AGC circuit to
select the defective can. If normal
AGC action can be obtained, then

TAPE

BATTERIES
Tape

stops

crackling

sound.

Open NPN Leads

Fig.

Open transistors can be located
quickly by measuring the emitter
voltage-see Fig. 7. The emitter
current (and thus voltage) will drop
very low when a transistor is defective due to an open internal lead
wire. Due to their design, the NPN
transistors used in these portables
are susceptible to internal opens. As
a double check of your diagnosis,
bridge a new transistor across the
suspected one, and see if the set will
respond. Leaky transistors can be
detected by a higher -than -normal
emitter voltage.

repair job, alignment may be a problem. The oscillator coil is located in
a can that appears identical to the
IF cans. Late in production, the
label OSC was added to prevent
confusion-see Fig. 10. There is a
good possibility, if everything else
checks, that someone may have confused the oscillator coil for an IF
and fouled up the oscillator alignment. Align the portable according
to the service instructions.

9.

Won't Work in Car
1f

the portable works out of the

Oscillator Check

The oscillator can also be checked
by the open -lead test shown in Fig.
7. The voltage read on the emitter
of the oscillator transistor should
change slightly as the tuning dial is
moved up and down the band. This
because every transistor oscillates
slightly better at one frequency than
at another. The three most common
problems that result in no oscillation
are an open or leaky transistor or
open coil.
is
Fig. 7. Emitter test

for open transistor.

the first can is good and the second
is defective. In many cases, a defective second can "unloads" the first
one and causes an abnormally strong
AGC action.
Loose Ferrite Cup in IF

Each IF coil is surrounded by a
ferrite cup (see Fig. 5) that has a
nasty habit of working loose from
the paper coil form. As the portable
is hand -carried, it can change from
a hot set to a weak set with only a
slight jar. Needless to say, this type
of failure could be hard to locate
without any prior knowledge of the
problem.
Check for this condition by turning the portable over and tapping the
case lightly, as in Fig. 6. If the

'59 and '60 Buick, Olds, Pontiac
These later -model portables came
for their share of repetitious
troubles. Ordinary repair procedures
will solve most problems, but these
hints will help with a large percentage of common faults:
in

Broken Connector

The Buick portable, when placed
in its car rack upside down, can

break the male connector-see Fig.
8. The diagnosis is simple-the portable plays out of the car but not in
the car. A good visual check will disclose the cracked connector.

Fig. 10. Don't mistake osc can

for

IF.

car but only a weak hiss can be
heard in the car, the rack unit in
the car is probably at fault. The rack
unit that stays in the car contains
the following: antenna coil, RF coil,
oscillator coil, RF transistor, and
power -output transistor. These components are switched into the circuit
when the portable is plugged into the
rack. Since a hiss is present, indicating the output transistor is okay,
the three coils and the RF transistor
should be checked for opens.
Broken Antenna Wires

The portable radio antenna is located behind a plastic cover (Fig.

Crackling Sound When Jarred

This complaint occurs only with
the portable out of the automobile.
The crackling sound can he eliminated by taping each pair of batteries with one turn of electrical
tape (Fig. 9)
.

Oscillator Can Mistaken for
Fig. 8. Don't insert radio upside down.

IF

If you inherit a hand-me-down

Fig. 11. Slipping the antenna cover off.
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Cathode -Ray Tubes. Play it safe
with known -for -quality Philco Star
Bright 20/20 Picture Tubes.

4 -Speed Record Changers. Re-

placement record changers for all
makes and models, for upgrading
older sets or replacement.

Phono Cartridges. Exact replacement for all Philco cartridges, plus

models for all other phonographs.

Phonograph Needles. Exact replacement for Philco Phono-

graphs. Diamond, synthetic sapphire or precious metal tips.

Capacitors. All values, sizes and
shapes. Exact replacement for
Philco plus all other makes and
models.

Diodes and Rectifiers. Complete
variety for all makes and models.
Precision -made to exacting Philco
factory standards.

Transformers. For Philco and
other makes. I.F.'s, outputs,

Loudspeakers. All sizes, shapes,
magnet weights and impedances

Philco Receiving Tubes. Made to
rigid Philco standards. Thoroughly
tested and inspected. For all elec-

yokes, power and all other transformers.

Rotary Switch Indoor Antennas.
All types of indoor antennas available. Padded bases with or without selectivity switches.

available for all makes and
models.

Remote Speakers. For use with all
radio and television sets and amplifiers. Connecting cables in assorted lengths also available.

tronic -circuit applications.

Controls. For Philco and other
makes, universal
placement.

and exact

re-

All these quality parts...

and more
are at your Philco Distributor
Get all the parts you need in one quick stop at your Philco Parts Distributor. He has
universal replacements for almost every radio and TV receiver made, a tremendous
range of national -brand components and many profit-making accessories and extras.
And your Philco Parts Distributor's services include valuable know-how and data on
just about every Philco product ever made. When you're stuck, he's the man who can
help you. If you're not getting this kind of fast, complete parts service, you should be.
And you will when you start doing business with Philco.
PARTS

1.

SERVICE DEPARTMENT

PHILCO
A

SUBSIDIARY Of

twit r/

V09. CtCY/Ma/re,
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A major breakthrough
in Antenna design!

Finco Model
UVF-10
For Metropolitan
Areas
List $18.50

F/NCO
ALL BAND

Finco Model
UVF-16

UHFVHFFM

For Local and

Suburban Areas
List $30.50

"COLOR VE-LOG"
Finco Model
UVF-18
For Suburban and
Near Fringe Areas
List $42.50

Featuring Finco's Exclusive Gold Corodizing

Finco Model

UVF-24
For Near Fringe
and Deep
Fringe Areas
List $59.95

UVF Color
Ve -Log Antennas...
Engineered for
Finco's new All -Band Color Ve Log Antenna doe; the work
gives startlingly clear black and white pictures
of three
and beautiful color on both UHF and VHF television channels. Its superlative design also assures the fiiest in
stereophonic and monophonic FM sound reproduction.
Comparison tests have provee the superiority of the All superiority backed by Finco's guaranBand UVF Series
tee of supremacy and unquestiDned warranty.

-

-

Prices and specifications subject to change wit lout notice.

THE FINNEY COMPANY

the future!'
Revolutionary new UHF Section
Heavy Aluminum reinforced insulator
insert cup and heavy duty rivet
Back-up bracket and square boom
Finco's exclusive triple thick
sleeved elements
Lock-tite no -tilt saddle bracket
Finco's exclusive double contact
to drive line
Continuous zne-piece drive line and
exclusive air insulated polystyrene
cross -over spacer

34 W. Interstate Street

Bedford, Ohio

Write for beautiful color brochure Number 20-322, Dept. 310

Circle

17 mi

literature card
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Tunnel Diodes
The tunnel diode is one of the

LENER___

TUNNELS

so whhf's new?

7MESAS...

-

They're coming thick and fast.
by Rufus R. Turner

Solid-state technology has expanded rapidly during the past 20
years. In 1945, semiconductor devices consisted of germanium and
silicon point -contact diodes, copper oxide rectifiers, magnesium copper sulfide rectifiers, selenium rectifiers,
selenium photocells, copper -oxide
photocells, thermistors, and Thyrite
varistors. Now, we have dozens of
additional devices, each of which is
available in a great many types.
A great deal of glamour has attended the growth of the transistor, but the diode has not stood still.
Its family now contains many types
which perform special functions
hardly envisioned 20 years ago.

Zeners
The zener diode is one of the
most serviceable of modern special
types. This is a silicon junction
diode which has the peculiar current-voltage curve shown in Fig. 1.
This conduction results from special
processing of the silicon and fabrication of the junction. Notice that forward conduction (anode positive,
cathode negative) resembles that of
a conventional diode; reverse conduction (anode negative, cathode
positive), however, resembles that
of a conventional diode only up to

most exotic members of the semiconductor family. The silicon (usually) or germanium (sometimes)
used to make this diode is heavily
doped, and the depletion layer (the
layer, between the P and N materials at the junction, in which no
carriers-holes or electrons-can
exist) is made extremely thin. At
very low forward voltage, a current
flows
called tunnel current
across the junction. If the voltage
is increased further, the tunnel current decreases to zero, after which
normal diode forward current flows.
This action gives rise to the peculiar current -voltage curve shown
in Fig. 3. Here, tunnel current varies
from zero through A to B, and conventional forward current is represented from B to C. Current is decreasing from A to B, while applied
voltage is increasing. This action
shows that the tunnel diode is a negative resistance in the A -to -B region.
The negative-resistance characteristic may be used to obtain simple
amplification or oscillation. Fig. 4,
for example, illustrates a typical tunnel-diode oscillator circuit. In this
arrangement, R1 and R2 form a
voltage divider to reduce battery
voltage to the value (usually about
.1 volt) needed to bias the diode
midway between A and B in the
negative-resistance region of its forward conduction curve (Fig. 3)
Capacitor Cl and inductor L1 are
chosen to resonate at the desired oscillation frequency.
Other applications of tunnel
diodes include frequency converter
(in receivers), voltage level sensor,
flip-flop, and computer memory
cell. The self-resonant frequency of
a tunnel diode is in the thousands
of megacycles (gigacycles).

point Z-a critical value of reverse
voltage. At that point, the similarity
ceases, because the reverse current
increases abruptly and considerably,
due to avalanche -type effects within
the semiconductor.
This sharp breakdown at a specified reverse voltage has been utilized
for several purposes, the chief one
being voltage regulation. Fig. 2
shows the basic regulator circuit.
Limiting resistance R is chosen,
with respect to the diode characteristic, so that the diode conducts
zener current-i.e., high reverse current corresponding to the breakdown
region of the characteristic. As the
unregulated DC input voltage swings
widely, the resultant current through
R and X varies similarly; but the
voltage drop across diode X thus
remains almost perfectly constant
(see Fig. 1). Stages may be connected in cascade for improved
regulation.
Zener diodes may be connected
back-to-back in series for AC regulation. These diodes are available
in a wide variety of breakdown -voltage ratings (from 2.4 to 200 volts)
and power ratings (from 250 mw to
50 watts). Applications are as a
voltage standard, voltage regulator,
wave squarer, clipper, or limiter.

-
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Fig. 2. Zener diode used as

regulator

Fig. 3.

Characteristic of tunnel diode.
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Tunnel-diode oscillator circuit.

Tunnel diodes are available in
current ratings from 1 to 25 ma.
Typical forward voltage at the
center of the negative -resistance
slope is 150 mv.
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"Terrific," "Fabulous,"
"Improves radio 100%!"

VERBA-MATIX
America's Prestige

REVERBERATION
The only system with
Heavy 7 oz. Ceramic 4 Transistors
Complete Control
Magnet Speaker
No
Panel (with Reverb % Control)
Drilling, No Screws, for easy installaFits all Cars, Neg. or Pos.
tion
Ground (12 volt) All Speakers 2 to 40
ohms No Noise Driving Over Bumps.
Made in
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RF

BITPUT

Inn

LOAD
IMPEDANCE

GENERATOR

Fig. 6. Varactor used as

RF

multiplier.

sults from the distorting effect of
the nonlinear capacitance-vs -voltage
characteristic of the varactor. Since
the varactor is a reactive component (its junction reverse resistance
is extremely high), it performs this
function with efficiency and little
loss. Varactor frequency multipliers
(harmonic generators) are usedup to microwave frequencies-in
instruments, control devices, and
transmitters. For transmitter use,
varactors are rated from 30 to 50
watts and up to 120 volts.
Other varactor applications include resonant -slope amplification;
automatic frequency control; amplitude, phase, and frequency modulation; and flip-flop operation.
Four -Layer Diodes

The four -layer diode (Fig. 7A)
contains alternate N and P regions
in a single semiconductor chip:
NPNP. Hence, there are three PN
junctions in this device, and they
act electronically as two direct coupled transistors (one NPN and
one PNP), with the output of one
fed back to the input of the other.
The action of this diode takes
place in the following manner:
When the device is forward -biased
(i.e., the end P layer connected to
the positive terminal of a low -voltage DC source, and the end N layer
to the negative) , an extremely small
current will flow. If the voltage then
is raised momentarily to the critical
(firing) value for the particular
diode, the current will rise abruptly
to a high level and will continue to
flow even when the voltage is reduced somewhat. Therefore, the
diode can be switched oN by temporarily raising the supply voltage
(or applying a momentary pulse in
Please turn to page 63

kinematix, inc.
2040 W. Washington Blvd.,
Chicago, Illinois 60612
Area Code 312 666-0066
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The varactor is a specially processed and fabricated junction diode
which exhibits a voltage -sensitive
capacitance when a DC reverse voltage (anode negative, cathode positive) is applied to it. This bias voltage widens the depletion layer on
the junction in proportion to the
voltage value, thereby producing a
convenient way to obtain smoothly
variable capacitance with one miniature component. Varactors are obtainable in nominal capacitance
values from 1 or 2 pf to 500 pf,
with maximum operating voltages
from 10 to 120 volts.
Fig. 5 shows the basic circuit for
continuously variable tuning of an
RF tank circuit by means of a var actor. Resonant frequency is determined by the inductance of coil L1
and the capacitance of varactor D.
Varactor capacitance depends upon
the applied voltage E. Blocking capacitor C has high capacitance (.1
to .5 mfd) to provide low impedance and have no effect on tuning; it
serves to block the DC control voltage from the coil-otherwise the
coil would DC -short-circuit the varactor. Choke L2 blocks RF energy
from the DC bias source.
Fig. 6 shows a varactor used in
a frequency -multiplier circuit that
delivers some multiple of any input signal frequency, without needing
DC power. In this arrangement, filter L1 -Cl is tuned to the input frequency (f), and filter L2 -C2 to the
desired harmonic output frequency
(nf). Frequency multiplication re -

®

ti

IMPEDANCE

Varactors

CONTINUITY

tl

S\

___j

LESS BATTERIES

TESTS WITH POWER OFF

.
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Fig. 5. Varactor diode in tuned circuit.

Fig. 7. Circuit using

four-layer diode.
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B & K MODEL

700 DYNA-QUIK

DYNAMIC MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE TUBE TESTER
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more customers

*Makes test under

actual set -operating
conditions

with obsolescence protection
Everyday use by thousands of professional servicemen has proved its
... its accuracy ... its efficiency.
You can quickly check all the tubes in the set, detect hard -to -locate
weak tubes that need replacement ... and sell more tubes. Provides
multiple-socket section to quick -check most of the TV and radio tube
types the true dynamic mutual conductance way*-plus simplified
switch section to check new tube types in Dyna-Quik emission circuit.
Also includes provision for future new sockets.
Makes test under set -operating conditions. Checks each section of multisection tubes separately. Checks for all shorts, grid emission, leakage,
and gas. Makes quick "life" test. Exclusive adjustable grid emission
test provides sensitivity to over 100 megohms. Insures your reputation.
Net, $17995
Quickly pays for itself.

speed

See your B & K Distributor or Write for Catalog

NEW TUBE INFORMATION SERVICE

Keep your tube tester up-to-date.
Subscribe now to tube information
service, available every 3 months.

TESTS All TV and Radio Tubes,
Old and New

TESTS Nuvistors and Novars

TESTS IO -Pin Tubes

TESTS

:2 -Pin Compactrons

TESTS European Hi-Fi Tubes,

Voltage Regulators, and Most
Industrial Types
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All electronic three -sector
mechanical rotator needed
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Extremely compact-easy to assemble
7.75 db directional gain
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Costs 30% less than old-fashioned rotator driven beam arrays

Contact your Antenna Specialists
representative for full details.

s
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SQUARE -WAVE

TESTING
More on modern component-check techniques...
by Robert G. Middleton

Continuing our series of articles on "Advanced Service Techniques," the article
on this page deals with the analysis of inductances by square -wave testing procedures. Following an introductory article on the square wave itself (April 1965
PF REPORTER-"Advanced Techniques for Future Servicing"), last month's article
on testing resistances introduced you to square -wave testing, and mentioned certain
inductive effects that are found in some types of resistors. Next month's article
will explain the testing of capacitances. We will then progress into the testing
of three -terminal networks that contain combinations of all three-resistance, inductance, and capacitance. When the only visible portion of a component pack is a
set of three leads, these special tests are one of the few ways you can identify
what's inside or whether a defect lies hidden therein.
The techniques outlined can be carried out properly only with a triggered
scope of the variety described in the March 1965 PF REPORTER article "Learning
About Triggered -Sweep Scopes." Few service shops have such an instrument available; they are found mostly in television broadcast stations, electronic and research
labs, and of course a few truly forward -thinking shops. If you can find any way
to gain the use of such a scope, for even a few hours each month, take advantage
of the opportunity to familiarize yourself with its operation and to practice the
testing techniques we're outlining in this series. The time will come when much
of your servicing work will require a scope like this; a lot of your present troubleshooting could be greatly simplified by a high -quality triggered scope on a rollabout
cart in your shop.

-The

The unique new all -electro

TECHNIQUES

for Inductors

Pat em
Change the

of

SERVICE

Editor.

Every coil has capacitance and
resistance, in addition to its normal inductance. Each turn exhibits
capacitance to each adjacent turn;
overall, this is called the distributed
capacitance of the coil. Resistance
in a coil is usually minimal, and
consists of the resistance of the wire
itself. Distributed capacitance combines with the inductance to resonate at a particular frequency.
For example, Fig. 1 illustrates
the square -wave test of a 21 -mc TV
IF coil. The coil has comparatively
low resistance, and rings as shown
in the photo. If the coil is defective,
the ringing waveform damps out
much faster, has a different frequency, or doesn't ring at all. If the
low -cap probe is omitted, the coil
rings at a lower frequency because
it is shunted by more of the scope's
input capacitance.
Low -Q Coils
Coils which have substantial resistance will not ring in a squarewave test. The I2R loss in the resistance causes such rapid damning
of the ringing waveform that it decays to zero before the first cycle
is completed. The result of a squarewave test on a low -Q coil is seen
in Fig. 2. The amount of tilt along
the top and bottom of the waveform is related to the impedance
of the coil. Observe that the tilt at
the top is not the same as that along
the bottom. This is because this iron core inductance is nonlinear-its

value varies as the test voltage
changes.
When the output from the square wave generator is low (and scope
gain high), there is little tilt of the
flat portions of the waveform (Fig.
3) . On the other hand, when the
generator output is high, there is
very noticeable distortion. Of course,
if there is a defect in the iron -core
coil, distortion may show up even in
low-level tests.
A good square -wave generator
will apply up to 100 volts peak -to peak to an inductor and will supply
up to 160 ma of peak -to -peak current. This output is sufficient to test
the majority of coils found in TV
receivers. Be careful about touching
a test circuit operating at square wave voltages in this range-you
can get an unpleasant shock.
Effect of Inductance
The rise of a square wave is
slowed down when capacitance is
shunted across the output terminals
SRUARE-WAVE

GNAASU

-C011PR
yA

PROBE

SCOPE

(A) Setup

(B) Waveform

Fig.

1.

Ringing test for air -core coil.

ALL NEW FROM
OBSOLESCENCE
PROTECTION

Realistic, Practical
No Compromise!

MORE PROFIT
You'll Sell

Because
More Tubes...

MULTI -SOCKET

Sell Them
Honestly!

SPEED...
No Compromise
In Accuracy!

MODEL 799

NEW

HIGH -SENSITIVITY

IEKAGE

AND

GAS TESISI

519995
From the laboratories of the world's leading tube

tester manufacturer comes the model 799 "Mustang"
-a completely new tube tester.
Multi -socket tube testers used to have two serious
drawbacks: circuit limitations made them obsolete
overnight and, at best, no more than 10% of their
tests were actually mutual conductance. But the
Hickok "Mustang" doesn't compromise; it delivers
honest mutual conductance tests. And a unique circuit approach, together with an easily replaceable
accessory socket panel, makes it "circuit ready" for

any possible new tube types.
A solid-state power supply gives increased accuracy
and dependability. An all -transistorized gas and leakage test circuit sets a new standard of reliability for
spotting "tricky" tube defects that can "chew up"
your profit. You can actually read interelement leakage
to 50 megohms; gas grid leakage effects to 0.1 µa!
We call it the "Mustang" because it uses fresh, new
engineering ideas and because it gives you a real
opportunity to break into new profits.
See it at your Hickok distributor or write for circular TT799.

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT CO.
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Dupont Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
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LOW -CAP

PROBE

(A) Setup

(B) Waveform
Fig.

2.

Iron -core

test

results

differ.

of the generator. Hence, we might
expect that the rise would be
speeded up when inductance is
placed across the generator output,
as depicted in Fig. 4A. The wave
does actually rise faster (Fig. 4B),
accompanied by overshoot and ringing.
Fig. 5 shows how rise time is
measured when a square wave rings

and overshoots. Zero and 100% are
defined by the flat -top portions of

the waveform; rise time is measured from the 10% point to the
90% point. The overshoot extends
above the 100% level; during the
ringing interval, the voltage oscillates
above and below the 100% level.
Referring back to Fig. 4B, we see
that if inductance is zero, there is
no overshoot. An inductance of 5
µh produces substantial overshoot.
An inductance of 10 µh produces
much more overshoot. Other things
being equal, the height of the first
overshoot pip is directly proportional to the inductance value. This
fact is useful in comparing or measuring small inductance values. It
permits streamlined tests of replacement coils at the service bench.
If you make the test depicted in
Fig. 1 with an ordinary service -type
scope, you will see little or no over -

Fig. 3. Waveform with low-level signal.

LOW -CAP

PROBE

(A) Setup

(B) Waveform

will ring.
shoot or ringing, because the IF coil
rings at a frequency which is practically out of the scope's passband.
On the other hand, a 15 -mc triggered -sweep scope has usable response at 20 or even 25 mc-which
permits a useful ringing test.
If you make the test depicted in
Fig. 1 with a 40 -mc IF coil, you will
observe no overshoot or ringing,
even on a triggered -sweep scope
with responses past 15 mc. The reason is that the ringing frequency is
Fig. 4. Shunted inductance

Please turn to page 67

OHM VHF

ATENNACRAFT

ANTENNAS

ESPECIALLY

DESIGNED
FOR

COLOR
RECEPTION
Antennacraft offers these two models of 75
ohm TV antennas that require no matching
balum at the antenna. (Only at the set must
a balum be used to convert the 75 ohm leadin to match the 300 ohm input of a standard
TV set.)

impedence. A P-239 fitting is supplied and
can be used with either RG1 /U or RG59/U
coaxial cable. Ignition noise and other interference is not picked up by this shielded cable.
These high quality TV antennas are guaranteed for better color reception.

Antennacraft's 75 ohm antennas are unlike
others because they are designed for 75 ohms

Sold only through dealers.
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eNRErri, RUHT IOR SETTER PERFORMANCE

TENNACRAFT
Automatic Channel Selector
TV ANTENNAS
SUR IINGTON.
IOWA

Get The

GENERATOR That Has EVERYTHING!
4. SINGLE COLOR BAR

3. EXCLUSIVE

5:4 CROSSHATCH

3.5BMC color reference signal,

Faster convergence, easier linearity checks

gives positive, simple color performance check

5

500 -DOT
PATTERN
µsec

0.1

dot-

smallest

2. GUN

anywhere

KILLERS

Complete screen

!

coverage,

Check

more accurate

all three

convergence

color guns,
speed

purity checks

rj SEPARATE
HORIZONTAL
& VERTICAL
BARS
1.

READY

Spot vertical

FOR THE
FUTURE

horizontal

Broad -Coverage

misconvergence

signal for

faster, speeds

VHF and

and

over-all job

UHF.

Interchangeable
CRT assemblies

handle a//

color tubes

1.

2.

3.

Ready For The Future-Untuned, broad coverage RF signal injects signal directly into
antenna terminals, covers both VHF and
UHF. Interchangeable CRT assemblies
assure coverage of all present and anticipated color tubes, including new 2E" tubes.

Gun

4.

5.

Killers-Individual pots and switches

control each of the CRT guns separately. You
can check the picture for emission, gas,
shorts, in addition to individually checking
the R -Y, B -Y and G -Y signals.
5:4 Crosshatch-Means more vertical lines,
more horizontal lines and complete screen
coverage including hard -to -converge areas
at the edges.

6.

Single Color Bar-Simplified color reference
bar at 3.58MC color burst frequency for
definite color performance checks, impossible with gated rainbow generators.
500 -Dot Pattern-Superior to 150 -dot system
because dot size is smaller (actual size, 1
line or 0.1 µsec) for accurate convergence
and complete screen coverage-no blank
spots.
Separate Horizontal and Vertical BarsQuickly determines major areas of mis
convergence, saves time by showing you
where to start first.

-
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how often
could you
have used...

SOLIDSTATE
RELAYS

for /nduJry
take the place of electromechanical units.
by

Handy as an extra
hand or helper.

Clamps lightly
or tightly

...

for

moments or minutes.

S. E.

Lipsky

Solid-state relays have made their
appearance in many forms in recent years. Perhaps the most familiar application is in the switching
circuit of low voltage DC -to -DC
converters for mobile -radio power
supplies, taking the place of vibrator -type power supplies. Other applications are in telephone and telegraph circuits, as well as in industrial control circuits. In all of these,
some unique properties of this device are utilized.

Description
Any relay is a device in which a
set of contacts is controlled (made
to open or close) by power from a

two -position
snap -lock

slim, serrated jaws

Outreaches, out -holds needle -nose pliers. Hardly
a spot too small for it. Approx. 6" long. Dozens
of uses: Holds and positions wires for soldering

...
...

retrieves small parts from inaccessible places
it's a heat sink. Two-position snap-lock won't
slip, yet releases with a twist of the fingers. All
stainless steel
precision machined and tempered for smooth action and years of service.

-

2 Models: No. 43H curved nose and No. 42H

straight

-

separate, independent circuit. For
example, it may be necessary to
switch many amperes of current on
or off in one circuit, but the controlling energy-from another circuit-is only a few milliamperes. Or,
it may be desirable to have one circuit control a multiple array of dr cuits, perhaps using double -pole
double -throw, triple -pole double throw, or other complex switching
arrangements.
If a relay is thought of simply as
a "black box," an input signal (or
condition), appropriately applied,
will result in certain desired output

Ask your distributor to show

you Xcelite Seizers today.
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\COLLECTOR

EMITTER

EQUALS--

BASE

BASE

EMITTER

CURRENT

N. Y.

Ont.

Fig.

1.

Switch equivalent of transistor

conditions. Although it is not an
amplifier, a relay can be thought of
as acting as an amplifier in the sense
that a small input change (as little
as a few milliamperes) can effect a
large output change (up to many
amperes)
The application of semiconductors to form solid-state relays results
from certain properties characteristic of solid-state devices. Fig. 1
represents an NPN transistor in its
simple two-diode equivalent form.
In the usual configuration (common
emitter), the transistor is biased so
it doesn't conduct. In other words,
if base current is zero (base grounded), the diode comprising the base
and emitter is not conducting; thus
the diode comprising the collector
and base is open (doesn't conduct
either). Collector-to -ground impedance is the back resistance of the
diode. By proper choice of semiconductor properties, the collector -to ground impedance can be made extremely high in the unbiased condition.
If the base is fed sufficient current (bias), the base -to -collector
diode will conduct heavily. This
means that the collector will appear
to be grounded, or nearly so. The
two conduction modes just discussed are the basis for use of the
transistor as a relay; one mode is
the high -impedance or OFF state,
the other is the low-impedance, or
ON, state. The operation described
is in reality a switching action; but it
is a modified one. Semiconductor
characteristics are such that, if the
amount of current fed to the base
is continuously raised, the collector
current will increase to some point
and then remain fairly constant no
matter how much further base current is increased. This condition is
called saturation and represents the
maximum current the transistor can
carry in its ON state.
This simple switch is thus the
basis for all solid-state switching and
control circuits. A circuit connected
to the collector will be connected
effectively to the emitter whenever
base bias is increased enough to
cause saturation.
When the base is grounded, the
collector connection will be removed
from ground. There are two slight
limitations to a solid-state relay. The
switching action is not perfect, for
there is still a small resistance bePlease turn to page 72

Notes on Test Equipment
analysis of test instruments
by Allen B.

...

operation

... applications

Smith

Low -Cost Color Generator
During the past few months, several color -bar and convergence -pattern generators have been described in "Notes
on Test Equipment." The design and function of these
instruments has varied only slightly, with most using a
series of multi -vibrator or blocking-oscillator dividers to
derive 15,750 -cps and 60 -cps synchronizing pulses from
the 189-kc crystal oscillator. Convergence patterns are

"My shop's been loaded

...

since I've had
my FCC License."

generator employs time -proved circuits.
formed from these two basic signals. The color signal is
generated, using the offset -carrier method, by a second
crystal -controlled oscillator operating at 3.563795 mc. The
Seco Model 980 Color Signal Generator shown in Fig.
follows these same general specifications, providing a full
set of color bars and the convergence patterns listed in
Fig. 1. Color-signal

1

the Specifications box.
A block diagram of the Model 980 is shown in Fig. 2.
From this, the manner of dividing the basic 189-kc signal
and of mixing the pulses is shown clearly. All information
passes through either the video mixer and the phase inverter or the phase inverter alone prior to being combined
with the RF signal in the modulator.

"And I could kick myself for not getting it sooner. I'm pulling in
all kinds of mobile, marine and CB business that I couldn't touch
before; have even had some calls to work on closed-circuit television.
I've hired two new men to help out and even with them, I'm two
weeks behind."
And so it goes. Once you have that FCC Ticket, you open the door
to all kinds of new business. And that's not all. The knowledge you
need to pass the FCC exam gives you a fundamental understanding
of all electronics. You'll find you can do more work in less time .. .

work on almost any kind of electronics gear.
and still
What's the best way to get a Commercial FCC License
keep up with your work? Thousands of men will tell you "Cleveland
Institute of Electronics". CIE has been preparing men for FCC
License exams since 1934. What's more, ':hey back their Home Study
Licensing Programs with this remarkable money-back offer:
A CIE FCC License course will quickly prepare you for a Commercial FCC License. If you fail to pass the FCC examination ... on
the very first try ... after completing your course, CIE will refund all
or your money back!
your tuition. You get an FCC License

...

...

Send coupon today for CIE's FREE informative booklet "HOW
TO GET A COMMERCIAL FCC LICENSE". Cleveland Institute
of Electronics, Dept. PF -23, 1776 E. 17th St., Cleveland. Ohio 44114.

SEND COUPON TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET

M,"

WWItt

Cleveland Institute
of Electronics
wow

Farne,

MODULATOR

OS.

COMMERCIAL
FCC LICENSE

17th St., Dept. PF -2s
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
1776

AUDIO

HOW TO GET A

E.

Please send FREE Booklet "HOW TO GET A COMMERCIAL FCC LICENSE", without obligation.
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Fig. 2. Monostable multivibrators give frequency division.
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"Costs a bit more

than 1 transistor
VHF ampIifiers.'

typical of the six
multivibrator frequency -divider stages.
The schematic in Fig. 3 shows one
of the frequency -dividing multivibrators used in the Model 980. Component values are typical for all six divider circuits (the 15,750 -cps divider,
however, has no frequency -control
potentiometer). In the divider shown
-the 31.5-kc multivibrator-every
sixth pulse of the 189-kc oscillator signal triggers the multivibrator action.
Operation of the cathode -coupled
monostable multivibrators depends
upon the fact that the circuit has one
phase of its cycle in which it will rest
Fig. 3. Schematic is

Seco Model 980

Specifications

"It

should-it has two transistors."

RF

RF

Method of Bar Generation:

Keyed - offset - carrier principle;
generator frequency offset 15,750
cps from color -receiver reference oscillator frequency of 3.579545
mc. Subcarrier keying provides
bars.
Patterns Available:

Keyed rainbow, vertical lines
(9), horizontal lines (6), crosshatch, and dot patterns.
Power Requirements:

105-125 volts AC, 60 cps, 40
watts
Size (HWD):
63/4 " x 111/2 "

Price:

$119.50

List $38.95."

"Supposing I don't want to lay out the
few extra dollars for the Vamp -2?"
"Simple solution. The new Blonder-Tongue
Vamp -1... the best one -transistor model
on the market. Lists at $25.50." (This message
for out of the gross profits of
Newark
BLONDERTONGUE. Ailing
Circle 25 on literature card
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x 61/2 "

Weight:
10 lbs

transistor pays off."
"I've got two sets."
"The Vamp -2 delivers strong signals to two sets.
It has a built-in splitter. Great for color TV.

St.,

Output Level:

In excess of 1000 /iv at output
impedance of 300 ohms, balanced.

"Fine, but is it worth the difference?"
"You bet, when you measure the couple
extra dollars against the many hours
of superb TV reception you will enjoy."
"Tell me more."
"The new Blonder -Tongue Vamp -2 outperforms
all home VHF amplifiers on the market, tube or
transistor. Brings in sharp, clear pictures."
"But, what's the real advantage
of two transistors?"
"More signal power, lower noise for
snow -free reception."
"But, I hear transistor units can overload
from strong local TV stations?"
"Not this one, that's where the extra

was paid
9

Output Frequency:

Factory -adjusted to channel 3,
but tunable to either channel 2
or channel 4 by tuning the RF
oscillator coil.

2, N.J.)

until triggered into its unstable phase
by an input pulse. During the transition from that unstable state to its preferred stable phase (a time essentially
determined by the RC constant of C14
and R21) the circuit is insensitive to
successive input pulses. After reaching
the stable state once again, however,
the next input pulse to arrive will again
Please turn to page 69

MORE

SALES!

And with ANTENNACRAFT
Antennas Reception is at it's very BEST!

IT'S AS SIMPLE AS THAT!
Just a little extra care and a little extra effort goes into Antennacraft-and it shows-in the appearance of the product
and in the sharp, clear pictures on your customer's television
set.

The new UHF -VHF TV sets need a combination UHF -VHF antenna to take advantage of the total programing available. Antennacraft's Channel -Spanners are all channel antennas, VHF
2 to 13 and UHF 14 to 83 and are designed to be used with
these new sets with only one lead-in.

83

FOR CHANNELS 2 TO

UHF - VHF - FM
ONLY

$24.95

siss"

JsS41J\IS\rL- J s'1S\1S\1JS

Antennacraft's Channel -Spanners produce snow -free, ghost -free
pictures to the far edge of the UHF class B signal area. Maximum signal response is obtained from VHF and FM stations to-.
gether with good picture quality at the class B distance and
throughout the medium fringe areas.

If you are not already using Antennacraft products, contact
your distributor for full information on all fine Antennacraft
products. Find out for yourself how that "little extra" pays off
in bigger profits for you.

ANhire

R

BUILT FOR BETTER

ERFORMANt I

TENNACRAFT
Automatic Ch,nnel Selector
TV ANTI NNAS
BUN LINGTDN,

Circle 26 on literature card
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Servicing Vertical
(Continued from page 35)

on service literature, is your quickest method to locate this type of
trouble.
Most transistorized vertical stages
use a driver to develop a signal sufficient to drive the output stage. The
pulse signal originated by the oscillator is available at the emitter of
X l At this point, the pulses are
shaped into a sawtooth by network
C2 -R3 (see W3). The height control is in series with the signal and
controls the amount of signal fed
.

to the base of X2. An easy operational check of the height control
is made by scoping W3 and rotating the control-this action should
affect the amplitude of W3. R21 is
an auxiliary Iinearity control used to
adjust the amount of feedback from
the output stage. The shape (and to
some extent, the amplitude) of W3
should change when this control is
adjusted. Although the change will
be slight, it can be noticed on the
scope. The main linearity control
circuit is the RC network located
in the base circuit. The setting of

You Stock ONE

Automotive Speaker

But You Can Replace

THREE!

That's the big advantage of selling the new Oxford Multi -Impedance
Automotive Speaker . . it will replace original units with an impedance of 10, 20 or 30 ohms. This, of course, reduces your inventory and increases your profits!
.

And, when you install any Oxford automotive speaker, you can be
confident of having used the finest product avaiable. Oxford is
the major manufacturer of the original equipment speakers used
by Detroit's "Big three." The know-how gained through producing
these OEM speakers, plus the latest design innovations go into
every replacement unit bearing the name Oxford. So for the ultibe sure it's an Oxford automotive
mate in quality and design
speaker.

...

OXFORD

A Subsidiary of Oxford Electric Corporation

TRANSDUCER
CORPORATION

/

2331 North Washtenaw Avenue

Circle 27 an literature cara
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R7 doesn't effect the DC operation
of the driver; rather, it alters the
shape of the signal on the base.
Prime components for breakdown
in the driver circuit includes both
linearity controls, electrolytics C4
and C6, and emitter resistor R9.
Distortion Troubles

Problems that produce non-linear
sweep are usually associated with
defects in the output stage. Of
course, a defect associated with the
driver stage could cause distortion,
too-but not as often as a defect
in the output stage.
Naturally, X3 needs to be a
high -power transistor, for it must
supply currents to the yoke. Usually
the output is mounted on some type
of heat sink and is easy to locate. In
transistor circuits, no matching
transformer is used between the output and the yoke; the low impedance of transistors matches the lowimpedance yoke windings, and the
transformer isn't needed. Typical is
a choke -capacitor arrangement between the output transistor and the
yoke; C9 couples drive to the yoke
windings and serves as a DC isolating capacitor. The yoke return is to
the emitter of X2.
The output drive signal in transistorized vertical circuits seldom exceeds 100 volts-a more typical
value in the majority of receivers is
40 to 50 volts-and the oscilloscope
can be used to check the signal directly at the high side of the yoke
windings. The vertical -blanking arrangement in this receiver is typical
of that used in receivers that blank
the CRT grid; here, a negative pulse
from the collector of X3 is coupled
via C11 and R20 to the grid.
Bias for X3 is obtained from the
resistive network R11, R12, R13,
and R14 across the 12 -volt supply.
Current through the stage is adjustable with the vertical bias control
(R11); a thermistor (R14) is used
to hold constant bias (and thus
constant sweep), and protect X3
from runaway.
Conclusion
Servicing transistorized vertical deflection circuits isn't basically difficult. The methods are a little different from those used in tube circuits, but, once you master the differences, you should have no
trouble.

The quality goes in before the name goes on

Choose from the complete line
built to Zenith's high quality standards!

ZENITH FAMOUS QUALITY TUBES
Zenith replacement picture tubes and receiving
tubes meet the famous quality standards set for
Zenith "original" parts-your assurarce of the

world's finest performance! Wherever you are located. there's a Zenith Distributor near you, who
can supply you quickly on a day-to-day basis.

ZENITH QUALITY TELEVISION
PICTURE TUBES

ZENITH QUALITY
"ROYALTY CREST"
RECEIVING TUBES

Complete line of more than 180 top-quality
picture tubes ... color, black -and -white, special purpose. These picture tubes have the
same standard of quality that goes into ?enith
television sets as original Zenith equipment.

Zenith black -and -white replacement picture
tubes are made only from new parts aid material except for the envelope which prior to
re -use, is inspected to the same standards as
a new envelope. In color tubes the 5..creen,
aperture mask assembly and envelope are inspected and tested to meet Zenith's high
quality standards prior to re-use. All e ectron
guns are new.

Complete line of more than 800 top-quality
receiving tubes ... made to the same quality
standards as original equipment in Zenith
products! More :han 1,500,000 tube hours
are accumulated every month by Zenith's life testing under actual operating conditions. This
insures that Zenith "Royalty Crest" tubes have
greater reliability which reduces costly callbacks ... and forger life which increases customer satisfaction!

Check the Yellow Pages for the Zenith Distributor nearest you.
Or write to Zenith Sales Corporation, Parts & Accessories Division,
5801 West Dickens Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60639,
for Distributor name and information on Zenith quality
replacement picture tubes and receiving tubes.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
Circle 28 on literature card
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950
ALL PARTS
(except tubes)

Etched Circuit Boards

QUALITY

24 hrs.

TV TUNER

Service

SERVICE

Most Makes

Plus Shipping Charge

(Continued from page 41)

will often vibrate until they break
the soldered joints. Fig. 9 shows a
metal brace added to hold a filter

capacitor in place.
Simple Tools

UHF

-

VHF - COLOR - (COMBOS.
15

1

-

14.50)

Intermittent breaks can be found

YEARS OF TUNER EXPERIENCE

-

Year Warranty

-

Pack Tuner Carefully

Tuners completely
cleaned and checked
Open Account on

Insure Package
Include all parts
(Broken or not)

QUALITY TUNER SERV.

approved credit

5142 W. 25th St.
CHICAGO, ILL. 60650

Dist. write for price structure

Circle 29 on literature card

a lot of good dealers here ...

ii

in a board by using a test lead. Solder two insulated test prods to a

flexible wire and grind sharp points
on their ends. Check between soldered points by pushing the sharp
points into the etched wiring. When
the broken section is bridged, the
radio will play as it should.
Few extra tools are needed to repair etched circuit boards. A bench
light behind the etched board will
sometimes show up a broken connection and certainly makes it easier
to follow the wiring on an earlier,
unmarked board. There are magnifying flourescent lamps that light up
the etched board and enlarge it at
the same time. These are especially
helpful for tiny etched circuits found
in some pocket portables.
Simple tools, easily learned practices, and a little perseverance make
servicing etched circuit boards not
difficult at all.

INJECEORALL

r

but room for lots more

TOO.

THE NEEDLE DOES THE

No. 899

NEW!

INJECTORALt

CAN YOU QUALIFY?

-

Do you have a sound knowledge

MANY PRIME AREAS STILL OPEN ..
WRITE TODAY FOR FULL DETAILS!

:.

VOL

NOISE COON
CONTROLS AND

rti`

ILt'

CAN'T
CAN'T EVAPORbSP
^

e

;,

.

..TIGER of a CLEANER!
InjecóoralMuner Cleaner-No.899WN...
is the best cleanei

cleans
.

and

bear,

and

on the

market today. It

taster than

all other cleaners

...leaves a wax-free coating that

protects and lubricates contacts. Equipped with

Injectorall 6inch steel needle

hard-togetat places

in tuners.

Ask

INJECTORALL TUNER CLEANER in the

Name
Address

9©.111. electronics communications. ine.
State

s

CLEANS AND RE.MD

the

City

.:

'
CLEANER

of radio and/or communications
equipment?
Have you the desire to install and
service this unique equipment?
Do you have an established
business reputation? Good
credit rating?
Have you a real interest in
dynamic new products?
Do you want to make really big
profits?

dept. PF6 56 hamilton ave., white plains, n. y.

INJECTORALL
ELECTRONICS

it reaches

for...
blister -pack.

NO. 899WN

6 oz... $1.95 net

CORPORATION... Great Neck. N.Y. 11024
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Summer Special PHOTOFACT LIBRARY Easy -Buy Offer!
NO MONTHLY PAYMENTS DUE UNTIL OCTOBER 15, 19651

-

BONUS EXTRA!
this deluxe Four -Drawer FILE

(with full -drawer suspension)
worth s55.10-available only with

CABINET

your purchase of a PHOTOFACT Library

order today and pay later use the
Library now to boost your earning power
Take advantage of our Summer Special-easiest terms

ever puts a PHOTOFACT Library into your shop now for
guaranteed increased daily earnings. No monthly payments until Oct. 15, 1965-you get immediate shipment.
BONUS EXTRA-you get absolutely FREE with your order,
the deluxe 4 -drawer File Cabinet worth $55.00, plus valuable extras described below
!

consisting of 200 SETS...
plus valuable Free extras!

OWN A PHOTOFACT LIBRARY THE EASY -BUY WAY:
down Payments begin Oct. 15, 1965.30 months to pay
Prepaid transportation
No interest or carrying charges
Add-on privilege of a year's advance subscription to current Photofact data, on the same Easy -Buy contract
Save 304 per Set-special $1.95 price applies on Easy -Buy
(instead of regular $2.25 price)
PLUS: In addition to the deluxe File Cabinet, you get a complete Color TV Servicing Course, 2nd Class Radiotelephone
$10

License Course, Transistor Radio Servicing Course, and Test
Equipment Guide!

4

WAYS TO SELECT YOUR

PHOTOFACT

LIBRARY

1. Complete your present PHOTOFACT Library
2. Order a PHOTOFACT "Starter" Library
200 Sets of your choice (only $12.66 per
month, starting Oct. 15, 1965).
3. Order by brand name and year-see the
handy selection chart at your distributor.
4. Order a complete PHOTOFACT Library-get
FREE File Cabinets to accommodate the
entire library, the Courses listed above, plus
an 8-volume Set of "101 Ways" Test Instrument books worth $18.50.

-

deluxe

fu//suspensiJn

feature;
drawers
open ali
the way

A PIiOTOFACT LIBRARY PAYS ITS OWN WAYORDER TODAY AND GET THE FREE BONUS EXTRAS

See your Distributor for the Summer Special
Easy -Buy details or send coupon today! Ask
a)so about a Standing Order Subscription to

current PHOTOFACT and Specialized Service
Series-FREE File Cabinet also available!

GET THE

DETAILS
NOW

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. Dept. PFF-6
4300 W.62nd St., Indianapolis, Ind.46206

I

details on Summer Special Easy -Buy

D Send
My

I
I

I

Distributor is:

I

Shop Name

I

Offer for Limited Time

Only-Act

Now!

Attn

I

Address

I
State

Zip
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Introducing Zenith
(Continued from page 39)

FOR

eakrsk,os

2 -WAY RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
NOW AVAILABLE IN MANY AREAS
COMCO

offers dealers reliable,

high performance two-way radio
equipment, backed by 25 years
of engineering and production
experience.

PRO II) UCMS
HF-SSB (1.6-16 Mc/s.)
Point-to-point
Marine, ship and shore stations

Military
VHF -AM (108-156 MC's.)
Aeronautical ground stations
Airport vehicles
Point-to-point
Military

UHF-AM (220-400
Ground -to -Air
Airport vehicles
Military

-

You can qualify for a dealership if
you have
Y. An FCC second-class radiotelephone license.

Mus-)

A shop with necessary test
equipment for installation and maintenance of VHF -FM equipment.

VHF -FM (2644, 144-174 Me/s.)
Mobile
Military
Base
Point-to-point
R'epeater

Voice

Marine
Portable

RTTY
Data

-

complete line of two-way equipment is sold
Directly to U. S. Military Agencies,
to -other two-way radio manufacturers, and by dealers throughout the
world.
A

An established business with
good credit rating.

UHF -FM (400-420, 450-482 MC/s.)
Mobile
Point-to-point
Base
Voice
Repeater
RTTY
Portable
Data
Military

i-'

Enthusiasm to promote sales of

COMCO radios.

For complete information on available dealerships in your area, write
or telephone today to Frederick R.
Macklin, Sales Manager.

Antennas
Transmission line
Remote controls
Line termination panels
Tone control and signaling

COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
Post

Office Box 520

Coral Gables, Florida 33134
Telephone (Area 305) 445-2671

Circle 33 on literature card

PRECISION TUNER SERVICE
272
BLOOMINGTON, IND.
P. O. BOX

7.95
or
9.95

.

EDISON 99653

6 MONTH WARRANTEE

V

COMBO

1210 S. WALNUT ST.

U
PLUS
POSTAGE

tt,;'a'
4

service on most Tuners. Price Includes Minor Parts, Major Parts at Cost Price. We use Original
and Enclose

all Parts and Tubes.

Summary
to point out in
one short article all the changes that
are incorporated in this new color
receiver. We have mentioned the
ones most important to the serviceman from the standpoint of serv-

It

All Types T.V. Tuners Cleaned, Repaired and Aligned to Factory Specifications. Same day in shop

Parts if possible. State Make Model

vertical and horizontal sweep tend to
bow at the top, bottom, and sides
of the screen (a condition commonly known as pincushioning). In
black -and -white receivers, correction is accomplished by pincushion
magnets located either inside or outside of the deflection yoke. In color
receivers, however, this is impractical because each beam (red, blue,
and green) would be affected differently and obtaining suitable purity
and convergence of the receiver
would be nearly impossible.
As shown in the diagram (Fig.
6) , a 6C4 is used as the dynamic
pincushion corrector. Horizontal
pulses (parabolic voltage waveform)
are coupled through the two .0015mfd capacitors to the grid of the
tube and to correction transformer
T2. The tube bias is such that the
pulses passing through the tube are
just large enough to cancel the
pulses coupled through Cl. A 60cps waveform from the vertical output transformer is also applied to
the grid of the 6C4. This vertical
sawtooth controls the gain of the
tube and thus the amplitude of the
plate signal. The amplified signal is
maximum at the start of the vertical sweep and is only partially cancelled by the direct signal. Approximately midway through the sweep,
both signals are of equal amplitude,
and cancellation occurs. At the end
of the sweep, the tube approaches
cutoff, and only the direct signal is
present at T2. Therefore, the maximum correction voltage is applied to
the vertical yoke winding through
T2 at the two extremes of the sweep
-when the beam is near the top
and bottom of the screen. T2 is
tuned to 15,750 cps to provide maximum correction when the beam is
at the top or bottom of the screen.
Correction for pincushioning at
the sides of the screen is accomplished by coupling a 60-cps waveform from the screen of the vertical -output tube to the grid of the
horizontal -output tube.

Pack Well and

ALSO HAVE LARGE STOCK OF EXCHANGE TUNERS, WRITE FOR TYPES AND PRICES.

Insure.

icing.
Circle 34 on literature card
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Zeners, etc.
(Continued from page 48)

series with the supply voltage) , and
switched OFF by reducing the voltage momentarily to near zero.
This effect makes possible the design of simple relaxation oscillators,
flip-flops, voltage -level sensors, pulse
generators, and power inverters.
Fig. 7B shows a free -running multi vibrator circuit using a pair of four layer diodes, X1 and X2. The frequency is determined principally by
the values of C, R1, and R2.
Four -layer diodes are supplied at
various holding current ratings from
a few milliamps to 10 amps.
PIN Diode

A semiconductor diode which has
been conducting forward current
(A in Fig. 8) will not switch off
instantaneously when a reverse voltage is subsequently applied. Instead,
a heavy reverse current flows momentarily (B in Fig. 8) and then
decreases to zero (C in Fig. 8) The
reason for this action is the presence
of carriers (holes or electrons)
which are injected into the junction
by the forward current and add to
the reverse current until they are
completely swept away. In fast

WO -918 OSCILLOSCOPE
V
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H

SWEEP
VERNIER
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COLOR CODED
PHONO PLUGS
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The famous RCA 5 -inch scope

NOW WITH MORE FEATURES
STEREO -CONNECTION

TO SIMPLIFY YOUR JOB

MIX -UPS
To avoid wiring errors when interconnecting two pieces of stereo
use new Switchcraft
equipment
phono plugs with "SNAP-ON" Color
Coded Handles, in RED, BLACK
and WHITE.
.

Just solder wire and "SNAP-ON" plastic
handle. Handle "locks -on" plug to give
you a permanent finger grip when disconnecting equipment.

For positive Stereo channel identification order Switchcraft Series 3508
Color Coded Phono Plugs in Red,
Black or White,-only $0.25 LIST
PRICE.
Contact your dealer or write us for
name of dealer nearest you.

swXtcaa
-IM(.+

5573 N. Elston Ave

/

Chicago 30, III.

Circle 35 on literature card

Here's the latest model of the famous
RCA 5 -inch scope: the NEW WO -91B
Provision for connecting signals directly to the vertical deflection plates
of the CRT. Permits observation of
high frequency RF waveforms, such as
trapezoidal and wave -envelope modulation patterns.
Two -stage sync separator simplifies
checking of TV horizontal and vertical
sweep synchronizat`on ... provides exceptionally solid lock-in action on composite TV signals.
Choice of wide -band or high -sensitivity, narrow -band display.
Complete with RCA WG -300B Di-

rect/Low Cap. Probe and Cable.

Optional at slight extra cost: RCA
WG -354A slip-on capacitance -type volt-

age -divider probe that extends the
range of the scope to permit observation of signal pulse amplitudes up to
5000 volts. RCA WG -302A slip-on RF/
IF/VF signal tracing probe for RF applications from 100 Kc to 250 Mc.
WO -91B Scope:
WG -354A Probe:
WG -302A Probe:

$249.50*
7.50*
$
8.50*
$

Ask to see it at your Authorized
RCA Test Equipment Distributor.
'Optional distributor resale price. All prices subject to change without notice. Prices may be
slightly higher in Alaska, Hawaii and the West.

RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
June, 1965/PF
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FORWARD CURRENT

CONDUCTION,
A

C
CURRENT

O

TIMET

D

SECONDSI

MOMENTARY, HIGH
REVERSE CURRENT

CONDUCTION
(CURRENT SPIKE(

-_y

Fig. 8. PIN -diode characteristic curve.

Your best buy is this complete

COLOR BAR GENERATOR

switching, as in digital computers,
diode recovery time (the time required for reverse current to settle
to zero) must be short; computer
diodes consequently are processed
to reduce both the amplitude and
duration of the initial reverse -current spike.
The reverse -conduction spike has
been utilized, however, in pulse generation and harmonic production.
Diodes especially suited to these applications are the PIN types (those
containing an intrinsic (I) layer between the P and N layers of the
junction) The step recovery diode
may be connected into a frequency
multiplier circuit, in place of the
varactor shown in Fig. 6. Such circuits have been used to obtain
microwave output for a VHF input
signal, at an efficiency of 15%.
New Signal Diodes
Germanium and silicon small -signal diodes are now available in a
wide variety of types. Aside from
conventional diodes in a multitude
of current, voltage, power, capacitance, temperature, frequency, and
recovery -time ratings, diodes with
special frequency and switchingspeed characteristics are manufactured by any of the several processes (and in the several corresponding types) common to modern
transistor fabrication: mesa, planar,
and planar epitaxial passivated
.

with exclusive Seco stability
15 -second warmup for your convenience
Daylong performance without variation Simple sync
control-just vertical and horizontal hold Work a -day ruggedness-crystal controlled in heavy
metal case.

MODEL 980

$119

5o Net

MODEL 980 does everything you need to set up a color TV
set KEYED COLOR BARS for aligning and trouble shooting color circuitry
10 standard bars
DOT PATTERN for
DC or static convergence
64 dots
CROSSHATCH for
dynamic convergence. Overscan and linearity adjustments
6 horizontal bars. 9 vertical bars
VERTICAL BARS for
adjusting dynamic horizontal convergence controls
9 vertical bars
HORIZONTAL BARS for adjusting dynamic
vertical convergence controls
6 horizontal bars.

-

-

-

-

-

(PEP).

MODEL 990

$149

5o Net

MODEL 990 gives you all the deluxe features!
ALL the
tests of the Model 980 with these extra advantagesCOLOR GUN KILLER to actuate any combination of guns
RAINBOW COLOR PATTERN to supplement keyed color
bar tests VARIABLE DOT PATTERN with 54 or 144 dots
of adjustable size VARIABLE CROSSHATCH with 6 or 16
horizontal bars VARIABLE HORIZONTAL BARS with 6
or 18 lines GREY RASTER for tests required on older sets.

Write for full information.

SECO ELECTRONICS
1221 S. CLOVER DRIVE, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55420

64
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Perhaps the most unusual of all
the new units are the gallium -arsenide light -generating diodes. These
diodes, when DC-biased (often at
11
volts) , generate infrared light
output at levels up to 150 mw.
Conclusion
The increased use of semiconductors in home -entertainment equipment means you will be encountering considerably more solid-state
equipment that will need repair. The
foregoing general information about
the various types of semiconductors
and how they fit into circuit operation can simplify troubleshooting
and repair of this equipment.

Shortcuts

(Continued from page 43)

SOLDERING
IRON

IF COIL

Fig. 12. Melting wax in a sealed IF can.

11) that slides off after either end
plate is removed. The lead wires
which connect the antenna to the
printed circuit board are delicate. If
the portable has been serviced previously, the lead wires have been
flexed and should be inspected visually for possible breakage.

Common to All
Besides the defects that appear
consistently in particular models of
these radios, there are some failures
common to all models. When you're
servicing any transportable receiver,
stay alert for these symptoms:
Damaged

IF

Coils

The IF coils used in the transportable radios were sealed with

wax to prevent them from shifting
frequency due to car vibrations. Fig.
12 illustrates how a metal tool may
be heated with a soldering iron and
used to free the IF coil slugs. The
slug should be turned back and forth
until the tool has cooled off. A plastic alignment tool can then be used
to adjust the slug.
An important point to note is that
if a radio has been previously repaired, you should be on the lookout for a coil damaged by someone
forcing the sealed slug to turn. A
coil that has been forced can usually
be detected by a visual check or by
the way it feels when adjusted.

r

zkew

.,.
.,A,-.

CAPACITO,'

....,,. A.,.

TYPE

L .

. .

for long, long

years of service life ask your

distributor for PLANET LYTICAPS,
the universal replacement type
electrolytic capacitor. Available
in a wide range of capacities

Output Transformer Distortion

The transformer referred to in
this case is the small output transformer used to drive the portable
speaker. Shorts, opens, and changes
in resistance are frequent failure
modes of this unit. The primary
windings (30 ohms each) have
push-pull audio transistors driving
them. A poor or open connection in
one winding produces distortion. A
normal secondary winding should
read between .8 and 1.4 ohms, and
it isn't uncommon in a bad unit to
find the resistance varying between

PL

in voltages from three to five

hundred. LYTICAPS are "Engineered for Quality".

PLANET SALES CORP.
225 Belleville Ave.
Bloomfield, New Jersey
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that's about the size of it
a smooth, clean response over
the full audio range. To top it off, all Micro -Ceramic
cartridges are equipped with the virtually indestructible Sono-FlexOr stylus. For ease of installation, three
different standard mounts are available.
Four Micro -Ceramic cartridges cover all of your
replacement needs; the "27T," a high capacitance
model for transistorized phonographs; the high compliance "25T" for deluxe stereo units; the "26T" and
"28T" for replacement in a wide range of popularly
priced phonographs.
For comprehensive Cartridge Replacement
Guide, write:

lent separation and

Microminiaturization has come to cartridge design
in the new Sonotone Micro -Ceramic'-D Cartridge-a
king-sized profit-maker in a tiny case. This remarkable new cartridge updates to 1965 performance almost any phonograph using a ceramic cartridge
produced within the past 20 years.
The Sonotone Micro -Ceramic Cartridge embodies all the advantages of miniaturization and
light weight. Designed for low mass, lightweight
it weighs less than 1 gram ( without
tonearms
bracket). Superb stereo performance is assured by
high compliance; ability to track at the low forces
required by today's modern record changers; excel-

-

-

O

SONOTONE
audio products
Circle

3

Sonotone Corp., Electronic Applications Div., Elmsford, N. Y.

on

literature card
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BIAS POT

ZERO

IF

/SNORTED
1.60

it's here! most advanced
color TV test instrument

SIGNAL

CHECK

SHORTED

SPEAKER

D5501

FORS

INCREASE
OPEN

.1N

ever developed
Fig. 13. Watch for these possible faults in power stage.

0 and 70 ohms when the leads are flexed.
Power Transistor Failures

OBSOLETES ALL OTHERS
ELIMINATES ALL GUESSWORK

V7*

LECTROTECH

The output stage of a transportable radio is shown in
Fig. 13. This stage is located permanently in the car,
and a defective stage can be detected by the fact that the
portable plays out of the car but not in it. Wih the portable plugged into the car, a "thump" should be heard
in the speaker as the radio is turned on. Provided the
radio is receiving power and the speaker is good, failure to "thump" usually indicates a shorted power transistor. When this component is shorted, the collector
voltage will read zero volts, and the .47 -ohm fusible
resistor will be open. Out of the circuit, the emitter-to collector resistance will read less than 50 ohms on the
Rxl scale.
Before replacing the transistor, check the 10 -ohm
bias resistor-since the 10 -ohm resistor is sometimes
overheated when the transistor fails. The resistor then
swells and its value rises. The bias pot should be used
to set the collector voltage at 1.6 volts after the transis-

tor is replaced.

Summary
sensational new color generator with 4 major Lectrotech exclusives
in one compact,
plus all of the time -proven standard features
portable unit. For the first time. you can install and service color TV
completely, accurately and faster! Here are the facts:
A

.

.

.

EXCLUSIVE-COLOR VECTORSCOPE-Until

now; available only
in $1500 testers designed for broadcast. Accurately measures
color demodulation to check R -Y and B -Y plus all 10 color
bars for color phase angles and amplitude. A must for
total color and those hard to get skin tones.

EXCLUSIVE-SELF-CALIBRATING

-

Adjust timing circuit without the use of external test equipment. No need to return
unit to a factory for adjustment.

EXCLUSIVE-DIAL-A-LINE

-

Now, you can adjust horizontal line

to any width desired from

1

to

4

lines wide.

EXCLUSIVE-SOLID STATE RELIABILITY
used in combination with

-

Only two tubes are

fully transistorized diode -rectifier

circuit.

PLUS-

the V7 produces all Crosshatch, Dots, Vertical only, Horizontal only and Keyed Rainbow Patterns. RF at channels
3, 4 or 5. Video Output (Pos. and Neg. adjustable) for signal
injection trouble -shooting. Red -Blue -Green Gun Killer. All
transistor and timer circuits are voltage regulated to operate
under wide voltage ranges. Lightweight, compact
189.50
only 81" x 71/4" x 121/4". Net

-

'Designed and produced by the men who introduced and developed
the modern opprooch to TV testing
lilt Grossman and Bob Karat.

-

For the full story on the V7, write for complete catalog or
see your distributor.

V6

Complete color bar generator with all the features
of the Lectrotech V7 except the Vectorscope. Only

99.50

Distributors: Phone or Wire Collect.

LECTROTECH, INC.
1137 Devon Ave.

Chicago, III. 60626

Circle 39 on literature card
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Many of the failures listed above may seem to be of
an unusual nature and might appear to be one -of -a kind repairs. However, unusual as they appear, they do
represent the major failures in these radios. A little advance warning can prevent hours of "dog" work trying
to locate a defect. If you keep these hints in mind, servicing these transportables should present few problems.

Area 312 4652622

BOOK REVIEW
Radio and Television Receiver Circuitry and Operation,
Revised Edition; Ghirardi and Dines; Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, Inc., New York, New York, 1964; 560 pages, 6"
x 9", hard cover; $10.00.
Much of the material appearing in this revised edition is
new, since the book was extensively rewritten to bring itup
to date. However, in addition to the coverage of recent
developments, some old-and still useful and interestingmaterial is retained. This provides the reader with a knowledge of "what happened before," background information
which provides continuity between basic theory and the
exotic circuits found in modern receivers.
Tube circuits are treated, according to function, in
separate chapters, while transistor operation and application
is treated in a single, separate chapter. Each of the 14
chapters is ended with a summary and review questions.
Answers to the odd -numbered questions are given at the
back of the book. Overall, the text should be of value to
the reader for either classroom or home study.

Square Waves

(Continued from page 52)

so high it is practically choked out by the scope's
vertical amplifier. You can obtain a display of overshoot and ringing by connecting a small capacitor
across the 40 -mc coil, because this reduces its ringing
frequency to within the passband of the vertical amplifier. This is a useful expedient in a few situations.

:'U

ó

\ \

1- f.J

e

Transformer Tests

w

C

Many IF coils are designed as bifilar transformers.
When such an IF transformer is tested (Fig. 6), it
exhibits transformer differentiation. In other words,
pulses are displayed at the leading and trailing edges of
the square wave,although the square wave itself is not
passed. Baseline irregularity following the pulse is also
characteristic. With this type of unit, pulse height, pulse
width, and baseline shape indicate whether or not the
transformer is defective. The waveform in Fig. 6B
shows no clearly definable ringing interval because the
scope cannot respond to such a high ringing frequency.
Nevertheless, ringing is present; a scope with sufficient
vertical -amplifier bandwith would display it.
Next, let's examine how a radio IF transformer rings
on a square -wave test. The waveform in Fig. 7 is the
normal ringing pattern for a 455-kc IF transformer
connected as in Fig. 6A.
What is happening here? When the leading edge of
the square wave is applied to the transformer, a
damped sine wave develops across the primary winding. Meanwhile, 455-kc energy is being coupled into
the secondary winding. As the damped sine wave decays in the primary, the ringing voltage in the secondary builds up to a peak. As the next cycle of the
ringing waveform builds in the primary, the secondary
voltage starts to decay. As the secondary voltage decays, it is coupled back into the primary. When the
secondary voltage has decayed to zero, the primary
voltage has again built up to a peak. However, because
of losses in the winding resistance, the second peak is
less than the first. Primary and secondary thus transfer 455-kc energy back and forth until the resistance
completely damps it out. When the trailing edge arrives,
the back -and -forth pattern is again established, as seen
in Fig. 7.
Since this waveform depends upon the Q of both the
primary and the secondary, it provides a critical test of
an IF transformer. Any defect shows up as a change in
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(A) Setup

(B) Waveform
Fig. 6. HF-inductor test.

Fig. 5. Rise time vs.

ringing.

Fig. 7. Ringing IF transformer.
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KIT OR ASSEMBLED!
Either Way, These HEATH Instruments
Are Your Best Buy!

Heathkit I M-21 Laboratory AC VTVM.
10 voltage ranges -0.01 to 300 volts
RMS full scale
10 megohm input Z
Kit IM -21, 5 lbs.
$33.95
Assembled IMW-21
Heathkit IM -11 VTVM

$52.95

... Versatile!

7 AC, 7 DC, 7 Ohms ranges Frequency
response ± 1 db, 25 cps to 1 mc.
Kit IM -11, 5 lbs
$24.95
Assembled IMW-11
$39.95

©

Heathkit Wide -Band Oscilloscope
mc bandwidth Sweep 10 cps to 500
5' screen with graticule
Kit 10-12, 24 lbs
$76.95
Assembled 10W-12
$126.95
5

kc
EO

Heathkit IM -13 "Service Bench"
7 AC, 7 DC, 7 Ohms ranges
Gimbal mounting
$32.95
Assembled IMW-13
$49.95
VTVM

successive peaks, in the ringing frequency, or in both.
Serious defects result in no ringing in the pattern.
The transformr depicted in Fig. 6A appears as a
four -terminal network. However, if you connect the
generator ground lead to the scope ground lead, a three terminal network results, and the waveform is unchanged. In other words, an IF transformer is arranged
as a four -terminal network merely to provide DC isolation. In an AC test, it makes no difference if the
ground -reference terminals of primary and secondary
are connected.
When you test different types of IF transformers, you
will find they have a different number of cycles in each
ringing sequence (from zero to peak and back to zero).
The number of cycles is determined by the coupling
between primary and secondary; tighter coupling produces fewer cycles in each ringing sequence. Hence, the
number of cycles is significant when transformers are
quick -tested for response or bandwidth.

Conclusion

Keep these facts about inductance testing firmly in
mind. In the next article of the series, we'll be showing
you the effects of square -wave testing for capacitors.
At the end of that article, we'll summarize the fundamentals of square-wave testing as you're learned them
for all three types of components-resistors, inductors,
and, by then, capacitors. In the articles to follow, you'll
learn how to put all this knowledge together and apply
it to practical square-wave testing of unknown three terminal networks.

Extra-large 6' meter
Kit 1M-13, 7 lbs

Heathkit Variable-Voltage Regulated
Power Supply Furnishes B +, Bias, &
Filament voltages Fully metered
Kit IP -32, 16 lbs
$56.95
Assembled IPW-32
$84.95
Heathkit Audio Generator Switch selected output -10 cps to 100 kc
Near -perfect sine wave
Kit IG -72, 8 lbs
$41.95
Assembled IGW-72
$64.95

_,©

©

0.5 to 50 v. Up to
1.5 amp. Less than 150 uy ripple
Kit IP -20, 13 lbs.
$72.95
Assembled IPW-20
$114.95

-

L

Heathkit "Solid -State" Regulated

DC Power Supply

Q Heathkit Battery Eliminator

select 6 or 12 v. DC power
less than .3%
Kit IP -12, 20 lbs
Assembled IPW-12

Switch

AC ripple

$47.50
$59.95

FREE CATALOG

Fully describes these at over 200 other different and exciting Heathkits and savings of
50% or more! Fill out the coupon below and
send for your FREE copy today!

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 25-6

Benton Harbor, Mich. 49023
Please send my free 1965 Heathkit Catalog.
Enclosed is $
plus postage.
Please send model(s)
Name

(Please Print)

Prices

State
&

Specifications subject to change without notice.

..

Open the

.

Door to Greater TV Profits

-

Tubes in

YOUR OWN SHOP
Send today for 16 page brochure describing hnw you can
capture the television picture
tube rebuilding market in your
area.
Low
investment of
$3,290.00 and up. Financing
available. Training at our plant
included in low price. Get started today toward greater profit
tomorrow.

VACATION BONUS
When

vacation plan to stop
a complete demonstration. If purchase is made
while you are here Windsor will
pay equivalent to your tourist rate plane fare from your
U.S. home and back with the
exception of Alaska and Hawaii.
by

on

and

see

Equipment Division

Zip
TE -134

999 N. Main St., Glen Ellyn, Illinois

L
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Rebuild Color
Black
and White
Bonded
Face Television Picture

WINDSOR ELECTRONICS, INC.

Address
City

TECHNICANS

Circle 42 on literature card

A MUST

Notes on Test Equipment
(Continued from page 56)

trigger the circuit to its unstable condition, from which
state the cycle is repeated. Varying the value of resistance
R21 provides control of the recovery time so that precise
pulse counting can be achieved.
The output waveform is a series of squared pulses which
is differentiated by the input circuits of succeeding dividers
or other stages. Stability of the output -pulse frequency is
dependent primarily upon the values of R19 and R23.
Referring once again to the block diagram, the overall
circuit functions can be understood easily. The heart of
the generator (for sync pulses and convergence patterns)
is the 189-kc oscillator, which uses a high -stability temperature -compensated crystal -controlled circuit; the color bars
begin with a similar oscillator operating at 3.563795 mc.
The 189-kc signal is fed through a shaper circuit which
modifies the sine-wave output of the oscillator into a
series of sharp pulses which is fed to the video mixer in
the VERTICAL BARS position of PATTERN SELECTOR Switch
SI. The pulse train, when impressed on the RF carrier and
fed to the set, generates a series of vertical bars (12 in all,
but because of overscan only 9 appear on the face of a
round color CRT, and 10 appear on the rectangular types).
Horizontal bars are achieved by dividing the 189-kc signal
through a series of four monostable-multivibrator dividers,
the operation of which has already been described. This
series of dividers (31.5-kc, 6300 -cps, 1260 -cps, and 420 cps) reduces the frequency of the pulse train applied to
the video mixer so that six horizontal lines are generated
on the CRT. An additional pair of dividers (15,750 cps
and 60 cps) is used to achieve horixontal- and vertical -rate
pulses, which are used to synchronize the set being aligned.
The color -bar generator uses a simple keyed -rainbow
circuit that begins with the 3.563795 -mc oscillator. This
frequency is used because it is exactly 15,750 cps lower
than the 3.579545 -mc color -reference oscillators used in
color receivers. When the generator color signal is applied
to the set, the relative phase of the two signals (3.563795
and 3.579545) varies from 0° to 360° during the time
required to sweep one horizontal line on the face of the
CRT. This phase relationship is repeated for each successive horizontal -sweep trace. Since the color set demodulators generate color signals from phase -change information, a continuously variable color rainbow is displayed on
the CRT, ranging from yellow, through red and blue, to
green. This rainbow pattern is divided into vertical bars
by keying the offset carrier at a 189-kc rate. This action
generates a series of 12 bars, 10 of which appear on the
screen of the color CRT.
The composite color- or convergence -pattern output
of the generator is taken from the modulator in which all
patterns are impressed upon the RF signal generated at the
frequency of channels 2, 3, or 4. The generator is connected to the TV set antenna terminals.
Actual operation of the Model 980 is simply a matter
of selecting the desired test pattern and adjusting the
COLOR OUTPUT level control for normal saturation in the
COLOR BARS position of Si. No provision is made for using
the test set to short successive color CRT grids (red, blue,
or green) for purity adjustments; a separate device or
simple resistor -shorting techniques must be employed.
For the technician who requires a color -bar and convergence -pattern signal source for color servicing, the
Model 980 should provide good service. Patterns are stable,
and the color -bars provide the standard pattern required
for chroma adjustments. The manual provided with the
instrument contains information on adjusting the various
dividers for correct operation should circuits require servicing or adjustment.
For further information, circle 131 on literature card.

FOR

COLOR

TV!

NEW

JERROLD

COLORAXIAI:
Reception System
The old familiar twinlead, that worked pretty well
for black -and -white TV, is hopelessly inadequate
for color reception. When your customers complain
about changes in color, ghosting, and smearing of
pictures, chances are the fault lies squarely with the
twinlead connecting the set to the antenna.
What's the answer? Jerrold announces the exciting
Coloraxial TV Reception System-an absolute
necessity for color, and also best for black -and white and FM stereo. With Coloraxial, you can
quickly convert any outdoor antenna to shielded
coax operation. Installs anywhere in minutes, without need for standoff insulators or the fear of running near metal objects.
Your customers will welcome the predictable,
perfect reception that's assured with a Coloraxial
system. And you'll welcome the simplicity and profitability of a Coloraxial installation. Jerrold Coloraxial Kits give you everything you need for a quick,
perfect job: 50 or 75 feet of sweep -tested, shielded
RG-59/U cable with fittings already on; matching
transformers for both ends of the cable-even
Coloraxial (75 -ohm) antennas and preamplifiers
where the job calls for them.
Talk with your Jerrold distributor today about
Coloraxial, or send coupon for complete information.

1
Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Distributor Sales Division
15th & Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19132

ENRoo

Send me complete information on the new

Jerrold Coloraxial TV Reception System.
Name
Company
Address
City

Statelip
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The Troubleshooter

a new money -making,

traffic -building tube tester
answers your servicing problems
Unsound Bars
I am having considerable trouble correcting horizontal
lines, or bands, in the picture of an Emerson Chassis
1282 X. (This receiver is covered in PHOTOFACT Folder
408-2.) The bands appear similar to sound bars; however,
they are present at all times, whether sound is being transmitted or not. They do not drift vertically like 60- or 120 cps hum bars, but appear to move up and down approximately 'h" rapidly as a group. They appear similar to
streaks caused by open peaking coils, but do not trail from
any object; they are uniform across the screen.
When the brightness control is reduced to a darker -than normal picture, the lines (or bands, disappear. When the
brightness control is increased, they become more pronounced. They are present on all active channels, and are
also visible on inactive channels to a lesser degree. They
are present at the top and diminish to zero at about halfway down the screen.
The only abnormal waveforms noted were at the picture tube grid and the plate of the vertical oscillator. The
top of the waveform at the grid of the picture tube is
contaminated with video.
Is it normal to detect video at the picture -tube grid if
the CRT is cathode driven? Is it possible there is interaction between sections of the electrolytic capacitors?
Where would you suggest I look next?

HOMER GADOW

After thousands of requests here is the "counter; bench"
version of the famous Sencore Mighty Mite Tester; designed
for the ultimate in tube checking thoroughness and operational simplicity! Designed for two-way use as a professional shop tester and customer self-service unit. Tests
over 2500 tubes
including Nuvistors, Compactrons, 10 pins, Novars, Magnovals and foreign tubes with a big
6 -inch meter for easy reading. Semi -automatic; simply
turn function control to any test and watch lighted arrow
on meter automatically stop on right scale. User can't go
no guess work
everything is read right on the
wrong
meter (no tricky neon lights to misread); only 3 set-up
controls. Easy to read, speed -indexed set-up cards make
every test fast and sure. Like the famous Mighty Mite, the
TC131 uses 100-megohm grid leakage sensitivity to spot

Redwood City, Calif.
There should not be video in the vertical -blanking waveform at the grid of the picture rube. There is a possibility
of a timing defect in the vertical-multivibrator circuit
which could be causing the grassy appearance you see on
the top of the waveform. This appearance could also be
caused by a small amount of video reaching the verticalmultivibrator grid. I suggest you make a detailed check on
all components associated with the vertical -integrator circuit and the feedback network consisting of C35 and R51.

-

Y

-

-

-

professional quality

- that's

ADDISON, ILLINOIS
426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE
Circle 44 on literature card
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VERT

MULI

12W6GT
DO NOT

trade-in deal.

the difference!

T

oV

VERT OUTPUT

$12995

See your distributor about the big TC131

45V

26

those "tricky" tubes other testers miss; tests inter -element
shorts and makes cathode emission tests under full operating levels. A real profit maker as a
counter checker or self service tube seller
and it's only
in your shop
.
.
.

111111

mmt

ME/SURF

The possibility of leakage between electrolytics, as you
mentioned, could be causing the trouble. It may be necessary to disconnect each electrolytic and substitute for it
individually. You should also try a substitute picture tube
or a test CRT. The original picture tube may have some
internal defect that is causing the trouble, although it's
only a vague possibility.

at last...
instant color patterns
at your finger tips.
zero warm-up time

.

Erratic Horizontal Sync
I am having horizontal -sync trouble with a Hoffman TV
Model 637. The set has a good picture, but will lose horizontal sync every few minutes. Adjusting the horizontalhold control will restore a steady picture, but only for a
short period or until channels are changed. I think I have
tried almost everything, but still no luck. Where am I

goofing?

CM.

-rjfJ('OF7E Oc,49

:¡¡'

Geld

DELUXE COLOR OEMEAATOR

_:.-...1111..".0

O

JOSEPH J. BRUCCLEIN

Washington, D. C.
The complaint on this chassis (covered in PHOTOFACT
Folder 141-7) is a common one for receivers that have
logged as much service time as it has. The trouble is that a
component in the critical waveshaping networks of the
horizontal AFC/multivibrator stages has changed or is
fluctuating in value. There is no quick and magic service
method. A scope must be employed to examine the symmetry and amplitude of the waveforms associated with this
circuitry. I suggest you start at the cathode (pin 6) of V19,
and trace the horizontal signal through the horizontal AFC,
multivibrator, and to the grid of the horizontal output tube
(pin 5 of V22). If any waveform is distorted or low in
amplitude look for trouble in the associated circuit. You
might better isolate the defective component(s) by placing
a hot soldering iron close to each one (in turn) while watching the screen. If sync is lost when a particular part is
heated-replace it. I suggest you perform this test on all
capacitors associated with horizontal sync control; in a
receiver this old you'll probably find several sensitive capacitors.

BOOK REVIEW

Transistor AF and RF Circuits (TAL-1); Allan Lytel; Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana, 1965; 128
pages, 51/2" x 81/2", paperback; $2.95.
A sampling of the contents reveals transistor circuits for
use in AM, FM, and single-sideband transmitters; superheterodyne and superrengerative receivers; oscillators and
code -practice oscillators; converters, RF amplifiers, and IF
amplifiers; video amplifiers; stereo amplifiers; audio amplifiers, preamplifiers, and power amplifiers; modulators and
speech clippers; and varactor multipliers. Along with the
schematic diagram of each circuit is included an explanation of the circuit and a parts list containing instructions
for winding coils not commercially available.
Besides circuits for the widely used PNP and NPN transistors, applications for special types of semiconductors.
such as dual and unijunction transistors, tunnel diodes, and
varactors are illustrated.
Power supplies for the various circuits are not included,
but the power -supply requirements are. No mechanical layout details are given except in special cases, such as high temperature or high -frequency operation.
While this book will appeal mainly to the electronics
experimenter, others will find it a handy reference text.

fen

0

THE ALL NEW SENCORE CG135 DELUXE

TRANSISTORIZED COLOR GENERATOR
Equip yourself now with
the new, solid state Sencore CG135 and cash in on the
zooming volume of new service business as Color -TV
booms! Instant, service -ready RCA standard color bars,
cross -hatch, white dots and individual vertical and horizontal bars enable you to set up or trouble -shoot more
Color TV sets per day; earn top money in this fast growing
service field. It's an analyzer too: Color gun interruptors,
unmodulated video for chroma circuit trouble isolation and
unmodulated sync pulses to keep Zenith receivers in sync
for this test, make color trouble shooting a snap. Sturdy
all -steel contruction for rugged, heavy
duty in the field or shop. Another Best fp
The big push is on in Color TV.

95
7

Buy in profit -building service instruments

from Sencore at
COMPARE THESE FEATURES:

SEE

WHY THE CG135

IS

IN

A CLASS

BY ITSELF

Solid state construction employs high priced GE "Unijunctions" to
develop six "jump out proof counters" that guarantee stable patterns
Standard RCA licensed patterns as
at all times with no warm-up
Handy universal color
shown on schematics throughout the industry
Lead piercing clips insure non gun interruptors on front panel
Crystal -Controlled 4.5mc
CRT adaptors optional
obsolescence
Sound Carrier Analyzing Signal to insure correct setting of fine
RF output on Channel 4 adjustable to Channel 3
tuning control
No
or S from front of generator when Channel 4 is being used
Less than one foot square,
batteries to run down; uses 115 V AC
weighs only 8 lbs.

professional quality

- that's

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE

the difference!

ADDISON, ILLINOIS
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top money maker in
the service business

NEW IMPROVED SENCORE CR133
CRT CHECKER

& REJUVENATOR

The new, improved CR133 CRT Checker is designed to
test all present picture tubes
and it's ready for future
tubes too! Two plug-in replaceable cables contain all
sockets required. The compact, 10 lb., CR133 checks CRT
emission, inter -element shorts, control grid cut-off capabilities, gas and expected life. Checks all tubes: conven-

-

tional B&W, new low drive B&W, round color tubes and
new rectangular color picture tubes. Exclusive variable
G2 Volts from 25 to 325 Volts insures non -obsolescence
when testing newly announced "semi -low" G2 CRT tubes.
New Line Voltage Adjustment insures the most accurate
tests possible. Uses well -filtered DC for all checks to avoid
tube damage and reading errors. Color guns are individually tested as recommended by manufacturers. Exclusive automatically controlled rejuvenator applies rejuvenation (ACR) voltage as required by individual tube
condition; precisely timed to prevent over -rejuvenation or
tube damage. The ACR feature is most useful for color
tube current equalization to insure proper
tracking. Hand -wired and steel -encased for d.
protection of meter and panel in truck or
5
shop, the new improved CR133 is only ..

Solid -State Relays
(Continued from page 54)

tween collector and ground, even when the transistor is
saturated. Also, there is some leakage from collector -to ground when the switch is open. Compare these deficiencies to the action of a mechanical relay, whose
contacts are almost a perfect short when closed and
which exhibits an almost infinite resistance when open,
and the limitations of the solid-state switch become evident. For many practical purposes, however, these
limitations are negligible. Furthermore, the semiconductor transistor switch has the advantage of highspeed operation, with no moving parts; transistor
switching action can be made to take place in nanoseconds.
This leads us to a basic, practical definition of the
solid-state relay: a device capable of performing electronic circuit -control functions in the manner of a conventional relay, without the use of moving parts.
One other consideration when using solid-state relays is the requirement for isolation between the controlling circuit and controlled circuits. Because of leakage, however slight, isolation just can't be as complete
as with electromechanical units.
It is also desirable that the relay have only an ON
and OFF state-or, in effect, a "snap" action. For this
reason, most applications of the simple transistor relay
are of a regenerative or positive nature. Regeneration
can be provided by the solid-state device itself, as in
the case of a silicon controlled rectifier, a tunnel diode,
or a unijunction transistor: or, it may be provided by
interconnecting several components, as in a blocking
oscillator or bistable multivibrator.

Simple Transistor Relay
One way of obtaining isolation along with positive
switching action is shown in the circuit of Fig. 2. The
controlling voltage at the input is increased to a point
that slightly exceeds the Zener (regulator) diode breakdown voltage. This increases the gain of X 1, which then
oscillates. The output of X l is rectified by diode D2,
filtered by Cl and R1, and fed as drive current to the
base of X2 to turn it on. The circuit to be switched is
connected in series with the collector and a battery to
ground; battery current flows through the load when
the input signal (or current) initiates the action des scribed.
Fig. 3 is the circuit of a transistorized vibrator, one
of the units now being sold to replace conventional vibrators in communications and CB sets; it illustrates

.

The famous CR128 CRT Checker and Rejuvenator is similar

to above, but with a three position G2 slide switch and
without Line Voltage Adjustment at $69.95
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Fig. 2. Transistor
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Fig. 3. Transistorized circuit replaces conventional vibrator.

another application of the transistor as a solid-state relay or fast -switching device. Transistors X1 and X2
alternately are turned on and off by push-pull feedback
action in transformer Ti.
The 12 volts fed through pin 1 of the socket when
power is applied causes both emitters to conduct. The
slight difference between any two transistors causes one
to conduct more than the other. Rising current in the
first transistor causes the base current of the other to
fall. The current change in the primary of T1 is transferred to the secondary, which is center -tapped. Current builds up until T1 saturates. When no further
current change occurs, the direction of the field reverses, due to feedback in T 1. This switches the base
drive polarities causing the transistors to switch their
modes of operation-the one that conducted first cuts
off while the other conducts.
The back -and -forth switching of X1 and X2 connects
the battery alternately across each half of the vibrator transformer primary, and circuit behavior is analogous
to that with a mechanical vibrator. The advantage of
this solid-state circuit is greater reliability, quiet operation, and longer life-all accomplished with no moving parts.
Silicon Controlled Types
Many other semiconductor-type switches are available, one of the most useful of which is the silicon controlled rectifier. To understand how a solid-state relay
using this device operates, consider first the SCR device
itself. The SCR can be thought of as a pair of internally
connected transistors (Fig. 4)
Amplifications in both X and X2 is low initially,
and the anode -to -ground impedance is high. Under
these conditions the SCR is blocked, or OFF. If a forward (slightly positive -going) current is applied to the
gate, the gain of the transistors increases. NPN transistor X turns on, driving PNP unit X2 on by starting
emitter -to -base current in X2. With X2 on the SCR
locks in the ON state. Even removal of the external gate
signal does not turn off the SCR; the device will latch
or stay on until all voltages are removed. We therefore
.
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add an fm -stereo service center
with this one new
sencore unit!

SENCORE

Mx120

FM

M,LT1, rx

r:..o

AND
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r

have a latching relay requiring only a single pulse to
turn it on.
Fig. 5 is a diagram of an SCR-ON-OFF switch. A
signal applied to the gate X1 triggers it, causing the load
to be connected effectively between ground and the
supply voltage. Capacitor C 1 charges through R1 to
the polarity shown when X1 is on. An input trigger
to the gate of X2 effectively places this charged capacitor across X1, reverse biasing it and thus cutting
it off. The circuit shown here is often used in pushpull applications for multithrow relays.
The SCR has found wide use in AC switching circuits because turn-off can be accomplished so easily
by controlling the phase of the gate voltage. The low
cost and excellent power -handling capabilities of the
SCR have made it a most popular solid-state switching
element.

Photocell Type

THE SENCORE MX129 FM STEREO

MULTIPLEX GENERATOR & ANALYZER
FM -Stereo growth continues to mount and is fast becoming
as big a field as Color TV. This means more FM-Stereo
service business for you, now and in the future. Is your
completely and economically
shop equipped? It can be
with the MX129, the FM -Stereo "Service Center in a
Case." The instantly stable, 19 -Transistor, crystal controlled

-

-

MX129 is the most versatile, most portable (only 71/2
pounds), most trouble free and efficient multiplex unit on
the market
just like having your own FM -Stereo transmitter on your bench or in your truck. Powered by 115
volts AC, it produces all signals for trouble shooting and
aligning the stereo section of the FM receiver . . . can
be used to demonstrate stereo FM when no programs are
being broadcast. Self-contained meter, calibrated in peak
to peak volts and DB, is used to accurately set all MX129
controls and as an external meter to
measure channel separator at the FMStereo speakers.
NO OTHER EQUIP 5U
MENT IS REQUIRED.
only

-

$1

AVAILABLE

SIGNALS

69

ALIGNMENT, TROUBLE SHOOTING AND
ANALYZING:
FM -RF carrier with composite multiplex audio signal with 38kc suppressed carrier, 19kc pilot and 67kc SCA signals
Multiplex signal
formed by 60 or 1000 cycle internal tones or any external signal
Full control over left and right channel amplitude (modulation)
External 67kc SCA signal available for trap adjustment
Composite
signals available for signal injection FM detector
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A mechanical relay has certain characteristics that
limit its usefulness in small -signal circuits. The film
that often forms on relay contacts causes a signal drop
that establishes a minimum on the amount of signal
that can be handled properly. A great deal of work
has been done to utilize solid-state relays in small -signal applications, and several novel circuits have been
developed. In one such special circuit, a photoconductor, exhibiting many megohms of resistance when dark,
is connected between the power source and load, blocking the passage of current through the load. When action is wanted, an AC control voltage lights a lamp
which is visually coupled to the photoconductor. When
illuminated, the photoconductor has a resistance of
only about 100 ohms and the source -to -load path is
effectively closed, or turned on. This circuit is quite
simple and provides excellent isolation between control
and signal circuits.

Others
The unijunction transistor, the tunnel diode, and the
transwitch are typical of other types of switching circuits that have been developed around semiconductor
devices. Most of these relay circuits are used for small signal applications. The gate -controlled switch or gate turn-off switch (GTO) has recently appeared as an outgrowth of the basic SCR. This device overcomes the
turn-off problem of the SCR by permitting a reversed
polarity gate signal to turn it off, without resort to the
special two -SCR circuit already shown. A positive pulse
applied to the gate terminal will latch the GTO into
conduction; a negative pulse will turn it off again. This
GTO switch has been made to work at operational
speeds up to 100 kc-one-hundred-thousand on -off actions every second!
Conclusion

The wide variety of solid-state relays that have recently been developed all utilize the principles described
here. It is certain that applications of these devices will
increase as the cost of the components continues to decrease, and home, auto, industrial, and other consumer
uses will become very common.

Product Report

america's most popular
tube tester

For further information on any of the following items, circle
the associated number on the Catalog & Literature Card.

Rotorless Beam Antenna (126)
This new Citizens band beam antenna uses no mechanical
rotator. Built by Antenna Specialists Co., the Model M-119
"Scanner" is technically designated a "sector phased omnibeam CB base antenna," and employs all-electronic techniques to focus and rotate the beam. The Scanner is actually
three antennas in one. One of the three is used to radiate
power, while the remaining two form a screen to reflect and
focus the beam. Beam rotation is accomplished instantly by
switching the radiating job from one element to another. The
beam patterns provide directional gain of 7.75 db-roughly
equivalent to 30 watts effective radiated power from a 5 -watt
source.

END TV TUNER
CALLBACKS
with

THE NEW SENCORE TC130

MIGHTY MITE

III

TUBE TESTER

New in looks and compactness, updated with many exclusive features. The MIGHTY MITE tester, long America's
most popular tube checker because it has the versatility
and reliability professional servicemen demand! The
more than 2,500 tubes
MIGHTY MITE Ill checks them all

-

plus picture tubes, including the new frame grid tubes
(has four extra sockets for latest tubes). It's fast and
thorough, checks for control grid leakage, then, with the
flick of a switch, tests for interelement shorts and cathode
emission at full operating levels. Uses costly moving coil
meter for high sensitivity (100 megohms) to find those
"tough dog" tubes other low -sensitivity
testers miss. In versatility, reliability, portability and operating simplicity, the TC130 is
your best buy In tube checkers at

$450

Cleans Faster, Lubricates Longer!
Will not harm plastics
More powerful spray
Will not detune TV tuner

SERVICEMEN: For all your chemical
needs, see the Chemtronics Display
at your Distributor!

COMPARE THESE MIGHTY MITE 111 FEATURES:
Unique
Lower voltage for Nuvistors and all frame grid tubes
Checks
circuit tests for inter-element shorts, each and every element
Checks control grid leakage
cathode emission at full operating levels
at 100 megohms sensitivity, like "eye tube" testers.
Simplified
Speed -indexed set-up cards greatly reduce look -up time
Burn -out proof, stick panel layout speeds checks, prevents errors
Styled for
Sturdy, all -steel case, rubber feet
proof meter
modern, professional look

professional quality

- that's
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CHEMTRONICS INC.
1260 Ralph Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11236
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YOU CAN SAFELY

PUT ALL YOUR EGGS
IN ONE BASKET
IOK

I00K

00

You profit more by using the same dependable
brand of public address speakers and microphone
stands for all your needs.

Your ATLAS SOUND distributor makes one -stop
shopping easy with a wide selection of proven
models ... backed by our years of commercial
sound experience ... concern for product reliability ... pricing for your profit.
Look for the ATLAS SOUND mark of quality
on all paging and talkback speakers, trumpets,
drivers, explosion -proof speakers, sound columns
... floor, desk, boom stands ... accessories for all.
This trademark makes a world of difference.
Write for catalog PFD -16

ATLAS SOUND,

Division of

AMERICAN TRADING AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION

Alias

mill

ere

1419-51 39th Street, Brooklyn, New York 11218

Canada: Atlas Radio Corporation, Toronto

THIRTY YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN COMMERCIAL SOUND
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Close -Tolerance Calibrator
(127)
An ohmmeter calibrator, suitable for
bench use and for electronic, medical,
and chemical research laboratories in industry and schools is now being manufactured by Panco Electronics. The calibrators are available in several models
of varying degrees of accuracy to match
the requirements of the user, with tolerances ranging from I% to .05% and
with resistances ranging from 1 ohm to
100 megohms. An ohmmeter can be
zeroed at both ends of each range without disconnecting or shorting the leads,
by using the SHORT and OPEN switch positions. Prices range from $29.88 for a
calibrator with 1% tolerance to $79.88
for one with .05% tolerance.

Make $4.00 Extra Profit
For Each Color TV Service Call!
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Only
$5.95
NET

Los Angeles, Callf.

Hollow tip fits over connection; vacuums
all solder for easy removal of component.
Leaves terminals and mounting holes clean.
Then, with 360° contact, it resolders even
faster and better than regular irons. Handles miniature and standard components in
printed circuit boards and conventional wiring. Self-cleaning. All parts replaceable. 40
watts, 115-v. 5 tip sizes. Pays for itself in
time saved. $9.95 net East of the Rockies.
Larger model available. See your distributor or write:

ENTERPRISE

DEVELOPMENT

CORPORATION

1102 E. 52nd
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46205
IN CANADA: A C. Simonds 8 Sons, Ltd. 100

Merton St., Toronto 7, Canada.
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Low -Cost Multimeters
(128)

eight multimeters, ranging in
sensitivity from 50.000 ohms/volt to
1000 ohms/volt DC, is offered by
Inter -Tech Instruments Corp. All models
incorporate 2% industrial -quality jeweled
movements and 1% wire"ound and deposited -film resistors. A. mirrored scale plate eliminates viewing parallax when
taking readings. This new line of VOM's
is said to be the first in a broad line of
imported electronic test equipment designed for economy -minded technicians
and hobbyists.
A line of

Whatever your replacement need ...

CALL FOR

AEROVOX
CAPACITORS

New g11)15. Perfect Pin Crimper
Picture -Tube Repair Tool
Also for-5U4, 6SN7, 6806, etc.
Eliminoles that hard

Also for

soldering job

color plc

only $1.25

Whatever the requirement, there is an Aerovox capacitor to satisfy it. Your Aerovox distributor can supply your every need with
a complete line of in -stock capacitors that are designed and
manufactured to meet the highest possible reliability standards.
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on first ¡ob. 3" long.
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2.878,698

C'n'tl'n.
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Intermittent operation of color, black and
white picture tubes and other tubes due
to defective solder connections easily corrected. Provides solid electrical connections,
can also be used as channel -selector wrench
and screwdriver. Pin keeps its original
form. A 3 -in -1 tool.

3 MODELS ELIMINATE SOLDERING
Makes Solid Electrical Connections

.
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ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
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Dual Dielectric
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Phono Pin -Plug Crimper
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Straight Mylar

Ant. plugs, hi-fi, multiple plugs, public
address, radio and TV tubes, radar, speakers,
and loop connections. Many, many more uses.

Model

LC -3

for 5/32" pin diameter

The most wanted tool sold to and used by thousands of professional TV Service Technicians and
School Trainees from coast to coast and foreign
countries, also sold to U.S. Government. Nothing

like

it

anywhere.

At your parts

distributor. If not available have
them order from us.

Mfg.

BEAN

Co.

P.O. Box 7968
14500 Kercheval

Detroit, Mich. 48215
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Your local Aerovox distributor offers sure, one -stop service for all
capacitor replacement. Buy the best-buy Aerovox.
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new SAMS BOOKS
simplest

Servicing UHF TV
by John D. Lenk. The rapid

top

growth of UHF television
carries with it new problems

quality

for the service technician. In
his single, practical volume,

SERVICING

t

modular

amplifier
system

Circuit -Repair Aid
(129)

Flush cutoff of wire or ribbon conductors
adjacent to weld or solder connections is
now possible with this new hot -hammer forged wire cutter by Clauss Cutlery Co.
The tool is made of nickel -plated high carbon cutlery steel and was designed for
use in the manufacture or repair of all
types of electronic circuits. It is available
in 31/2", 41/2", and 51/2" lengths.

N EWCOMB

'ervicemen are provided with
the comprehensive information
they need about UHF. Fully
+-explains how to install UHF
TV efficiently and profitably.
Covers every phase of UHF
TV reception from antennas
and converters to tuners.
Whether the problem involves
an installation, the conversion
of an existing VHF set to UHF,
or servicing a UHF tuner, this
book fully provides the practical information necessary to do the job. 144 pages; 5 4x8%".
$295
Order SUL-l,only
L
Radio Operators License Handbook
by Edward M. Noll. This guide fully explains the

laws, rules, regulations, and accepted operating procedures for those who operate radio equipment and
carry on voice or code communications. Describes
license requirements for both broadcast and non broadcast operators and tells how to obtain them.
Provides important information on nonbroadcastt radio services, such as Maritime, Aviation, Public Safety, Industrial, and Land Transportation radio. Also
covers Citizens Band radio; includes valuable information for the nonlicensed operator. This book is a
complete and indispensable reference on regulations
and operations which radio operators should $295
own. 128 pages; 53' x
Order RON -1, only

8".

TOP QUALITY CUSTOM

Color TV Guidebook
special Howard W. Sams publication-the most
complete and authoritative guide to color TV, servicing
techniques, equipment required, and related subjects.
General information includes outlook for color TV
manufacturers, broadcasting networks, and technicians. Specific sections deal with starting a color TV
A

G

service business, troubleshooting and repair techniques, antennas, color tube stocking, transistorized
color TV, small-town color TV problems, new circuits
and developments; building a color TV kit, and much
more. The biggest dollar's worth of useful, practical
color TV data available. 8'/ x 11'.
Order PFR -1, only
$1

J GGG V G V

Newcomb's finest, the Custom

K

Series is the climax of 27 years
devoted to developing and producing
the very best public address amplifiers. You quickly and simply get the
combination of channels and power
you need. A power output module is
dropped into either a front-end or
booster chassis. Two electrical plugin connections; no soldering. Put a
cover over the top or insert the
chassis in a rack mount. You can
plug in a transistorized VU meter
accessory which has a sensitivity
control and monitor jack for crystal

FM-MPX Signal Generator
(130)

headphones. The 4 -channel models
have provisions for a remote control
accessory. There are 3 power amplifier modules: 40, 60, and 125 watts,
and a power supply when you want
to use a front end as a mixer preamplifier only. There are three
preamplifier modules: 3, 4, and 5
channels, and a chassis for making
a booster amplifier out of any of the
output modules. All in all, only 14
components permit 70 combinations.
Performance is superb. Frequency
response is ±1 db 20-20,000 cps;
distortion is extremely low. Custom
K

amplifiers run remarkably cool.

Easy-to -trace, easy -to -service vacuum

tube construction is used throughout. Colors are soft shades of
gray-green. Write for Catalog K-15.
NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO., Dept. PR
6824 Lexington Avenue
Hollywood, California 90038
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ABC's of Tape Recording
Norman H. Crowhurst. This completely revised
and updated edition explains the fundamentals of
tape recorder design and operation, and describes
the factors to consider in the selection of a tape
recorder. Includes valuable information on how to
use a tape recorder for best results; describes many
specific applications for recorders in business, the
home, and "just for fun." Provides data on how to
judge the quality of recordings and how to obtain the
best performance from various types of record-$ 50
ers. 96 pages; 5A x 8 ". Order TAP -2, only
by

-6

The new EICO 342 FM Multiplex Signal Generator provides a controlled -amplitude composite audio signal for direct
injection beyond the detector into the
multiplex section of a tuner or receiver.
In addition, it generates a 100% modulated (±75 kc) FM radio carrier, modulated by the same composite audio signal,
which can be fed to the antenna terminals of the tuner or receiver. The frequency of the RF carrier is adjustable
and is ordinarily set at about 100 mc.
Left -only, right -only, sum, or difference signals may be provided by the
built-in 1-kc oscillator or an external
audio signal generator connected to a
panel jack. The crystal -controlled 19-kc
pilot signal may be switched on or off
independently and utilized without the
audio information.
A cathode -follower oscilloscope -sync
output delivers either the 19-kc pilot
signal or the 1-kc internal oscillator signal. An input is provided for connecting
an external audio signal generator to
provide an SCA signal.
The unit measures 81/2" x 534 x
121/2" and weighs 10 lbs. The Model 342
is priced at $149.95, in wired form only.

Microwave Primer
J. A. Markum & A. Camps. A well -illustrated,
practical book for technicians who want to know
more about the general use of microwaves in communications. Explains microwave principles, from
signal generation to output tube through wave guides, transmission lines, antennas and propagation; provides a thorough knowledge of microwave
technology and its application in communications
components and measurements. Deals with techniques in both a mathematical and applied manner.
Text is in question -and -answer form; the level of
presentation is easy to grasp, with little mathematical background required for full understanding. Although typical equipment is described, no particular
models are singled out; thus, this is a reference
source that will not become outdated. Profusely
illustrated, including many pertinent charts and
tables. 192 pages; 54x8W".
$395
Order MMC-1, only
by

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Order from your Sams Distributor today, or mail
to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. PF -6,
4300 W. 62nd Street, Indianapolis, Ind. 46206
Send me the following books:
SUL -1

RON -1

MMC-1

PFR -1

D

TAP -2

Send FREE Sams Booklist. $

enclosed

Name
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so

State

My Distributor is
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& Sons,
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in your layout work free of charge.

ANTENNA

45

Injectorall Co.

Sams, Howard W.

ireelliKd

76

Heath Co.
Hickok Electrical Instrument Co.

Let Viking's staff of trained
technical engineers assist you

_

75

Finney Co.

MATV needs. Get completely free layouts for all size
installations from the smallest
to the most comprehensive and
involved combination.

Bud Moser says: "Nothing can
top a Winegard Colortron when
it comes to pulling in perfect
color TV".

15

------------------47

Electronics Communications, Inc.
Enterprise Development Co.

your

No. 37 of a Series

50

Delco Radio Div.

LET VIKING DO
ALL YOUR MATV
LAYOUTS FREE!

Dealer of the month

65

11, 12
63

33
76

68
18, 19, 79

48
54
59

Winegard salutes Bud's Elec-

tronic Service, Burlington,
Iowa and their distributor,
Union Supply Co., Burlington.

Bud Moser has been a Winegard booster

ever since the Winegard Company
started in business. Says Bud, "I've seen
all of the Winegard antennas-even
toured the factory to see them made. I
know for a fact that ever since the beginning, they've produced nothing but
the best. But when they came out with
the new Colortron line, even I was
amazed. I've never seen an antenna that
could do so much for color reception!"
Whenever Bud makes a color installation
in the Burlington area, he always recommends Winegard Colortron. "It takes a
very powerful antenna to pull in most of
the stations in our area, and that makes
it even rougher to get a good, strong color
picture. That's why I recommend
Colortron C -43's and C -44's for all my
color installations."

The confidence Bud Moser has shown in
Winegard comes from installing
Winegard products and seeing them in
action. He is one more important service
man who knows Winegard's standards
of excellence first hand.

Winegard Co.
Antenna

Systems

D3009F Kirkwood Burlington, Iowa
Circle 57 on literature card
June, 1965/PF REPORTER 79

describes how various VW trucks can be
used to save time and money in business
enterprises, including complete specifications on line of trucks.
105. 14'.4LLIN-KNIGHT-Folder on Reflect C) -Scope, an effective tool for static convergence of color TV receivers.

FREE Catalog and

Literature Service

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
(..L.FI'E1..-1.AI)

n,.

scribes electronic slide rule with four lesson Instruction Course and grading serv-

ice.`
HAYDEN BOOK CO. -1965 catalog with
complete listing of all books in electricity,
electronics, engineering, servicing, radio

107.

Please allow

60

ANTENNAS & ACCESSORIES

62.
63.

tor replacement guide, and capacitor kit
assortments.
64. FINNE('- Catalog 20-322 showing newest addition to the .\11 -Rand Color -Ve -Log
series of UHF-VIIF-FM antennas."
65. JED-Literature un complete line of log periodic antennas for VHF, UHF, FM,
and FM stereo. Brochure showing converters, amplifiers, and accessories; also
complete '64-65 dealer catalog plus dealer
wall chart of antenna selection by area.'

MOSLEY ELECTRONICS

--

Illustrated
catalog giving specifications and features
on large line of antennas for Citizens
band, amateur, and TV applications.
MULTITRON
Illustrated literature on
FM -stereo antenna No. 7,1A-44, Multituner
Model M-11, and Minitenna No. MINI -

66.

67.

-

4T.

STANDARD

KOLLS.IIAN
Catalog
sheet on UTC-051 transistor UHF converter kit with 1F amplifier.
TRIO -Brochure on installation and materials for improving UHF translator re-

68.
69.

ception.

-

ZENITH
Informative bulletins on antennas, rotors, batteries, tubes, loudspeakers, record changers, and wire and cable."

70.

AUDIO

&

to 90 days for delivery.
COMMUNICATIONS

ALLIAVCE Two-color catalog sheet describing the new Model T-45 Tessa -Rotor.
ANTE.\ \ .4CRAFT-Latest literature on
Channel -Spanner, a new broad -band high gain VII I' -I HF TV antenna."
CORNEEi.-DCBILIER -- TV-FM reception booklet, 4 -page rotor brochure, vibra-

61.

HI-FI

.1/1./1/R.41. -- Folders describing line of
'65 equipment; includes black -and -white
TV, color TV, radio, and stereo hi-fi.
72. ELECTRO -VOICE
Complete catalog
listing and describing microphones and
public-address equipment; also folder illustrating microphones with choice of
finishes.
73. EUPIIO.VICS -- New 8 -page, 4 -color
brochure, The Story of Euphonies Mini conic, a complete analysis of the role of
phono cartridge and tone arm with emphasis on the new line of Miniconic semiconductor cartridges and low -mass arm.

EICO-1965 full -line catalog featuring the
Sentinel 23 frequency synthesizer CB
transceiver, and Model 753 SSB-AM-CW
triband transceiver in kit form.
85. NEW-TRON/CS
Four -page illustrated
booklet listing line of new base -station and
mobile antennas and accessories. Bulletin
NT -106 includes antennas for both amateur and Citizens band use.
86. PEARCE-Si.tIPSO,V
Specification brochure on_IBC 301 business -band two-way
radio, Companion 11, Escort, and Guardian
23 Citizens -band transceivers.
87. .SO.N.-IR RADIO
Specification sheet uu
84.

-

-

GIBBS SI'EC/AL PRODUCTS-Folders
describing principles of sound reverberation
and Stereo-l'erb reverberation units for

74.

automobiles.

-

GC ELECTRONICS
New up-to-date
phono wall chart, No. FR -250-\V. including new drives and hundreds of newly
cross-referenced models.
76. tE.V.SF..V
24 -page catalog, No. 165-K,
Illustrates and describes speakers and
75.

-

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.
83.

80

speaker system kits.*
NC'TO.V/ì Two full -color booklets illustrating built-in stereo music systems and
intercom -radio systems. Includes specifications, installation ideas, and prizes.
O.4KTRO.V
"The Blueprint to Better
Sound." an 8 -page catalog of loudspeakers
and baffles giving detailed specifications
and list prices.
OXFORD TRANSDUCER - Product information bulletin describing complete line
of loudspeakers for all types of sound
applications including replacements for
public address and intercom systems.*
QC'AM-NICHOLS- General catalog listing replacement speakers for public address, hi-fi. and radio -TV applications.
T.I1/P.SO.\' Full -line four-color catalog
page showing transistor radios and tape
recorders.
.SO.VOTONE Specification sheet on new
.Snnnniaster speaker system, Model RM -2.*
TURNER- New four -page full -color catalog No. 1040 describing microphones designed for church applications.

PF

REPORTER/June, 1965

operation, audio and
computer technology.
108. RCA INSTITUTES

"Your Career in

communications and
ming also available."

holder combination designed for use where
identification of open circuit must be positive. GBA fuse has a red -tipped indicating
pin that extends from end of fuse when
fuse opens. HLI) holder has transparent
knob to permit indicating pin on open fuse
to be seen clearly.`
89. COMPONENT SPECIALTIES
Brochure on intercoms, speakers, earphones,
and other Speco products.
90. J -B -T -INSTRUMENTS -General catalog
565; bulletins on reed relays, oscillator
controls, toggle switches, and subminiature rotary -lever switches.
91. OHM/TE-Bulletin 806 describing "Metersater" meter protector; an easy -to connect semiconductor device capable of
converting overloads of 200 times to 3

times.`

TEST

93.

SPRAGUE
Latest catalog C-616 with
complete listing of all stock parts for TV
and radio replacement use, as well as
Transfarad and Tel-Ohrnike capacitor an-

94.

bulletin
No. 150 describes locking and nonlocking
types
of
low -capacity
lever -actuated
switches.*
95. TRIAD -1965 replacement catalog and
television guide on transformers for television, hi-fi, home and auto radios.
96. WORKMAN-Coil catalog No. 109 and
cross reference for replacement of antenna
coils, IF transformers, RF chokes, linearity coils, and others for FM radius, tape
recorders, and color TV receivers.*
SERVICE AIDS
97. CASTLE -How to get

cluded

*

CHEMICAL ELECTRONICS --Literature

contact cleaners engineered for today's
requirements.
99. PRECISION TUNER -Literature supplying information on complete, low-cost repair and alignment services for any TV
tuner.*
100. YEATS
The new "back -saving" appliance dolly Model 7 is featured In a four page booklet describing feather -weight
aluminum construction.

112.

115.
116.
117.

118.

119.

120.
121.

.,u

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
101. 111'.VIi'El.L-Catalog

sheet

LS100

de-

scribing smartly styled, low-cost, five-year
rechargeable flashlight.
102. GREYHOUND - - The complete story of
the speed, convenience, and special service
provided by the Greyhound Package Express method of shipping with rates and
routes.

103.

tester.'
i.E.H.-Information

on heavy-duty solidstate vibrator eliminator, Vi -Trap Ii.
JACKSON -Complete catalog describing
all types of electronic test equipment for
servicing and other applications.
LECTROTECH-Bulletins on new color
TV test instruments, horizontal deflection
circuit meter, meter protective devices,
and substitute for VTVM battery.'
.MERCURY --Complete new catalog on
line of test equipment to help the serviceman.*
PRECISE -New 1965 catalog on complete line of test equipment in kit or
wired form.
RCA COMPONENTS- -- Forni 101124
showing Model \VR -641ì color -bar generator and form 101125 on Model WO -91B
5" oscilloscope.*
SECO
Complete -line folder describes
tube testers, color -bar generators, and
other equipment; includes prices.*
.SE.VCORE-New 8 -page catalog No. 257
on complete line of company products:
oscilloscopes. generators, testers, nad many
others.*
SIMP.SON
Complete 16 -page brochure
on entire line of electronic test equipment;
also, catalog on line of panel meters.
TRIPLETT-Specification sheet on new
portable instruments for lab and shop,
inclu,hug full information on ranges and
prices.

-

-

TOOLS
122.

BERNS -Data on unique 3 -in -1 picture tube repair tools, on Audio Pin-l'lui,

Crimper that enables technician to make
soltlerless plug and ground connections,
also for color and other picture tubes.
Model AV -2 for RC.\ type phono plugs.
along with C rings for shielded braided
wire ground connections and LC -3 for
5/32" pin diameter.*
123. ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT- -Tintesaving techniques in brochure from En deco demonstrate improved desoldering
and re+'.oldering techniques for speeding
up and simplifying operations on PC

hoards.'

PERAIA-POWER-New Catalog on all transistor garage -door operator with pulse -

124.

VOLKSWAGEN
large, 60 -page illustrated booklet, "The Owner's Viewpoint,"

125.

tone modulation.
104.

scope, Model 470A uni -scale
Model 799 Mustang tube

VTVM, and

structions, labels, and tags are also in98.

HICKOK-Specification sheets on Model
662 installer's color generator, Model 677
wideband

fast overhaul serv-

ice on all makes and models of television
tuners is described in leaflets. Shipping in-

B
K -Bulletin 108-R on Model 801 CaBulletin No. 124-R on
Model 1240 color generator. Catalog AP 21R describing uses for and specifications
of Model 1076 Television Analyst, Model
1074 TV Analyst and Color Generator,
Model 700 and 600 Dyna-Quik Tube
testers. Model 445 CRT Tester -Rejuvenator, Model 960 Transistor Radio Analyst, Model 360 C -O -Matie VOM, Model

Dynamic VTVM and other test instruments.

114.

alyzers.'
YII'ITCHCRAFT-New product

-

program-

375
111.

on

-

computer

pacitor Analyst.

TV knob and plastic repairs wtih Plas-T-

Pair.

book,

detailing

EQUIPMENT

110.

113.

RAIFNDetailed instruction sheets

64 -page

Electronics"

catalog of technical books on every phase
of electronics."

-

92.

fidelity, and

HOWARD W. SAMS
Literature describing popular anti informative publications on radio and TV servicing, communications, audio, hi-fi, and industrial
electronics, including special new 1965

109.

-

COMPONENTS
88. BUSSMAN-Bulletin SFH-9 on fuse and

high

home study courses in telecommunications,
industrial electronics, TV servicing, solidstate electronics, and drafting. Preparation
for FCC license, and courses in mobile

Model FM -40 business radio.

71.

INSTITUTE OF ELEC-

TRON/CS -Free illustrated brochure de-

*Check "Index to Advertisers" for further information from these companies.

UNGAR -Catalog No. 763 giving information on series of soldering irons and
accessories.

V./CO-Latest literature

on

and Iron Alan screwdrivers.*

Guild/Mark

Your black and white skills

WHAT THE
RCA COLOR TV
PICT -O -GUIDE
GIVES YOU:

You need this book

Color Fundamentals

to help You cash in

Receiver Set -Up

Functions of the
Color Set Controls

on Color TV business

How to Use Color

Test Equipment

Troubleshooting
Color and Black
and White Sections

of Receiver
Servicing and
Alignment
Techniques

NEW RCA COLOR TV TROUBLESHOOTING
PICT -O -GUIDE, 1A1389

...and much, much
more. 150 pages.
This book should
more than pay tor

You're missing more and more chances for profit if you're not in
color TV service. There are 3 million color sets in use now... and
the total should be at least 5 million by the end of the year.
The new, completely revised RCA Color TV Pict -O -Guide, with its
many color photos and illustrated step-by-step instructions makes
it possible for you to recognize and understand the visible symptoms of troubles and maladjustments in color receivers. Use the
Pict -O -Guide whenever you work on a color set.
RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES, HARRISON, N. J.

itself the first time
you use it.

(For

a

complete course in the principles and practices of color
will find the B lesson Color TV Home Study Course
by RCA Institutes, 1A1375, invaluable.)

TV you

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

ORDER THROUGH
YOUR LOCAL
AUTHORIZED RCA
TUBE DISTRIBUTOR

EXACT REPLACEMENT

direct from factory to you
NO. 8155.75

PAR

CIRCUIT BREAKER
EXACT REPLACEMENT
FOR COMPLETE LISTING
BACK OF CARD

PATENT NO.

3038047

TRIP

SEE

RATING

2.75A

packaged

for your
particular needs

LITTELFUSE
DES

PLAINES.

ILLINOIS

Complete range of high
quality circuit breakers
to cover every replacement need, packaged

for your convenience
individually on a display
card or 5 per box.
Also, available in 10 card
assortment (9 separate
ratings) or 10 breakers
per unit box (9 separate
ratings).

LITTErLFUS

DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS
Crcle 59 on literature card

